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In Oar filtk Year

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, October 29, 1977

Calloway High
Speech Team
Wins Award

Volume 98 No. 249

Local School
Enrolimen
.Down Slightly

- f4ational Forensic League has
awarded Calloway County High School
Speech Team its coveted National
Award for Excellence in Speech.
With the award, the county high
school speech team becomes the
leading forensic chapter in Kentucky.
According to Calloway County High
Speech Coach Larry England, the
award is based on the total members
and degrees accumulated over the
years Calloway County High has been
affiliated with the National Forensic

enrolled at Murray Middle,___
Si-hootArnIlment for both Calloway.
The per-school breakdown for
County School System and Murray
Independent School System is down
Calloway County School System
ilightly the first two months of school
indicates 710 enrolled at East
year 1977-1978 compared to last year,
Elementary, 694 enrolled at North
according to figures supplied to Murray
Elementary and some 595_atSouthwest
Ledger and Times.
Elementary. Calloway County School
Although the figures aren't available,
System doesn't havea junior high.
Murray State University officials also
Calloway amassed a total .459
Dr. Rose indicated enrollment
say- enrollment is down- slightly
members and degrees- to capture'the
figures for Septemher-October will
• compared to last year.
award.
probably remain consistent throughout
"In the last five years, Calloway
Enrollment this year in Calloway
the year. •
County High totaled the majority of
County School System and Murray
those points, a feat many high schools
Independent School System stands at
have been unable to accomplish,"
4,811. Calloway.County recorded 2,937,
. .
England said.
.
while Murray recorded 13874.
FORENSIC AWARD — Calloway County High speech *club members and school officials pose with the National
The Laker Varsity Speech Team,1977
Murray Independent School System •
Award for Excellence presented the school by National Forensic League. In the front row (from left) are Principal
State Champions, will begin its season
figures show that school district's
Jerry Ainley, speech team president Wert Ettivards, speech coactr-Utr
- .
anerChuell-Witliams; standing in
on Oct. 22 with a meet at Ballard
enrollment down from 1,943 last year to
County
the rear(from left) are Gail Tucker, John Brinkley, Luana Colson and Rick Cunningham and IGm Kemp.
Calloway
year.
this
County.
1,874
showed an increase from 2,834 to 2,937.
The U.S. Army plans to drop in -Current enrollment at Calloway
literally — on Homecoming Day at
County High stands at 926 while Murray
Murray State University Saturday,Oct.
High has 683 enrolled in that school.
29.
"We'll probably lose about 10 to 20
A 10-man "Screaming Eagles" jump
students at Calloway County High by
qqoafiron from the. 101st Airborne
the time the school years çju nerd
Division at Ft. Campbell will deliver
spring," Calloway County School
Y Pa are
Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose said.
p.fh. kickoff of the football game
•
.
Dr. Rose said the school syste,rn had
between the Racers and Eastern
transfers to the system this year,
some
Kentucky University.
- wage benefits.
'
paying the.m4iiinum
paychecks Jan. 1
W481Iffer1'QN (AP) — The House _ increases in their
arguments-from Reps. lohn Erlenboi-n,
but not as many compared to previous
The paratiOcipen_3 will jump from a
when the-fii•st,stage of the four-step, 45ebiffpleted congressional action- today
R-Ill., John Ashbrook, R:Ohio, and John
to
years. "The two school systems
inclination
no
showed
House
The
of more than 6,000 feet and join
height
percent increase takes effect, going up
H. Rousselot, R-Calif., that the bill
on a bill raising the national minimum
harder for its position, however, (Calloway and Murray Independent)
push
to form a star before floating
hands
to
hour
an
$2.65
$2.30
an
to
hour.
of
current
thousands
would put hundreds of
wage from the
ended a six-month will show transfers back and forth
vote
its
with
and
into
Roy Stewart Stadium to
down
The House voted 236 to 187 to send the
workers out of jobs.
$3.35 an hour by 1981.
fight for the minimum wage increase between the two districts," Rose said.
ball to officials at the
game
the
present
get
will
the
workers
bill
to
House,
White
ignoring
D-Tex.,
asked
had
million
Pickle,
J.J.
Rep.
Nearly five
Calloway County's ninth grade has
labor and others.
organized
by
all calculations are
if
line
50-yard
the House to reject the compromise
the largest number of students enrolled
correct.
by
exempt
to
voted
worked, out by a Senate-House
committee
The
this year, 267; the system's first grade
Maj. Benigno Gonzales of the
conference committee because it
1982 firms with gross sales of less than has- 264, a figure that Rose calls
Department of Military Science at
by
exempt
to
wapted
greatly weakened a. li.ouse. provision
Pickle
9362,500.
--Rose 'also mentioned the
Agalt4y:
Murray State aaidllie" helicotiter will.
exeinpttitg nioi rnill bub acmes hour
mid-I978 companies with sales under-_ *lance
741Frs
hetrsen grades
launch from an area north ,of the
.1500,000.The teremptionis noir$8507080.- good. stadium. Another squadron member
There was virtually_p0 debate as the
Enrollment at-Murray High is down
will describe the activities and give a
mwdaLon
bill WW1 Senate appeovatilfie
brief history ot the squadron from the
—ablthtlY this year 4x:unpaire4 to last
a voice vote.
year, according to the figures. The high
held as the jump is made.
Near/x_ five, million workers would ischoor last year about the same time
(ARC) and the money raised In the
"Weather Permitting,. antreiTy Can
Claristmas is closer than most
for children and adults
have bigger. paychecks,Jan...1„ urider..,..ho wed 702 enrolled.
woriLnut.the detaiLs,
realizelind now is a good time ttigataat‘-- project is used
the bill, when the wage floor goes to
A per-school breakdOOni for Murray
In Calloway County.
wear smoke streamers on his shoes so
last year's Christmas card list and get
$2.65 an hour. It would increase to $2.90 Independent School System shows 288
sale of the cards will continue
The
fkiEAGLES,
of
mailing
traditional
ready for the
. through Dec. 15 and the cards may be
an hour in 1979,$3.10 an hour in 1980 and enrolled at Carter Elementary, 372
page 18, Column 3
Christmas Cards.
enrolled at Robertson Elementary and
t.3.35 an hour in 1981.
purchased at Bank of Murray
To help make the chore of selecting
of Peoples
Office
North
downtown,
Christmas cards for this season easier,
Bank, Calloway County Library, the
the adult class at the local
Comprehensive Care Center, ARC
offering
Comprehensive Care Center is
A Sight, Hearing, and Health Fair
members and members of Tau Kappa
originally designed cards, 24 to a
State.
Murray
at
be held Friday, Oct.---21, and
will
fraternity
Epsilon
package, at $3.50 per package.
Saturday, Oct. 22, sponsored by the
"The money you spend on the cards
Murray Lions Club and the Department
will help mentally retarded citizens
Seven adult students at the center
perhaps
self-sufficient,
Special Education at Murray State
a
live
of
to
learn
first
the
around
began designing cards
spokesman
a
at the_ .MSU Special
life,"
University,
productive
even
of September: The project is headed by
On- North 16111
Buildingducation
-E
said.
Citizens
Retarded
for
the Association
Today class displays are slated_ to
Murray High." Bertram Brelsford was
In today's highly sophisticated world,
_ be
Street.
completed.
Mrs.
and
that
class,
for
valedictorian
that
9
from
something
doing
be
will
is
High
fair
Murray
the
The hours for
- --The week will culminate Friday with.
High MeElrath was salutatorian.
could be called "unique." The school is
:a.m. to 8 p.m. Friday, and from
students viewing the homecoming
week
homecoming
"traditional"
This
this
homecoming
traditional
i
hosting
Saturday..„
14)noon
._
displays on the campus grounds, a
at the school is an outgrowth of a series
week.
During this period, free testing of
special student council reception for the
Alumni who graduated'as far back as, of coffee conferences the school's
hearing, vision and blood pressure will
class of 1955 and a pep rally.
1916 could been seen stoning the' parent Teachers Organization initiated
be taken by the club officials, Special
Murray. Independent
School
this year.
school's campus this week.
Education students, and persons from
Robert Jeffrey, Murray
and,
Superintendent
the
with
fragmentation
-Today
and
displays
MSU
student
of
Friday, along with
the Department of Nursing
Is expected to
High, class ot
alienation, parents don't know what is
Health
County
commemorating homeeoming, a
Calloway
the
and student
of
the
1955
address
Class
said.
Weatherly
schools,"
in
happening
the
for
reception
council
special student
Department.
body Friday. Pre-game ceremonies
With homecorning this week, the
Class of 1955 is slated.
The Murray-Calloway County
will be conducted in Holland Stadium
school Is trying to renew the traditional
Why the Class of '55? "Supposedly
Hospital Blood Bank will be set up for
featuring the crowning of the
bond: "It's very important today to try
that class has the largest number of
the voluntary blood donor drive
homecoming queen at 7:30 p.m. with a
to re-establish the communication,
Personnel from the All-Volunteer Blood
children enrolled in Murray High
football game with Hopkinsville High
identification, parents, schools and
Bank will be present to answer today," Murray High Principal Roy
set at 8 p.m.
universities used to have."
Weatherly said Wednesday, during a
questions and take blood donations. A
Murray High's PTO called some 200
Murray High homecoming began
slide presentation "of the bank's reception for school alumni. "Our
to
them
inviting
-On
graduates,
door
decoration.
a
with
Monday
figure
we
and
683
is
shown.
be
enrollment
also
will
current
activities
homecoming. Mrs. Carolyn Bradshaw
Wednesday, the PTO, high schoot
we have at least 93 sets of parents who
Information on self-check for breast
is president of the organization. Mrs.
faculty and student council members
have kids today at Murray High
cancer, hearing aids, and blood bank
Lynn Stout created a PTO homecoming
with
for
graduates
reception
a
hosted
donor program will be given.
School."'
poster for the high school reception for
children currently enrolled at the high
On Wednesday another "unique"
All services will be given free on
.alumni.
school.
feature
the
visited
Murray High graduate
Friday and Saturday.A special
BUYS CHRISTMAS CARDS — Margaret Treyathan, Calloway County
on Saturday morning will be the pre- campus, Mrs. A. L. Rhodes, Murray
librarian, buys the first packige of Christmas cards designed by the adult
school screening of three, four, and five High, Class of 1918:
"There were 19 in our graduating
year olds for general development;
class at the Comprehensive Care Center from Patsy Thompson.
class and we initiated the cap and gown
vision, and color vision.
Parking space will be available, but ceremony, Mrs. Rhodes proudly
persons needing transportation to the explained. "At that time our class was
the largest class ever to graduate from
fair by call 762-2854, a spokesman said

Scre..aming Eagles
SOt DtOplor-

MSLiflomecomln

House Completes Action On Bill Raising
B 1981
$3 35 F' H
Minimum Wa e
•••••Er.

Comprehensive Care
Card Sales Begin

-Hearing

Flealth Fair

Begins Friday

A Traditional View

inside today

One Section — 18 Pages

•••••

The annual Haunted House and Kappa Karnival
sponsored by the Kappa Department of the Murray'
Woman's Club concludetomght at the Carmen Livestock
Pavilion on College Farm Road. For a look at the ghouls
and goblins in this Yearlilaulfted House,turn to page 14.

k

inimmirm

MHS Has 'Unique'Homecoming

today's index
sunny
and
mild

s.
s

it
viAs

of the- ComPACKAGING CARDS -1. Members of the adult class
cards,
Christmas
packaging
prehensive Care Center and _teachers are
tiA01,
localiy."LifrEi
sold
being
currently
are
designed by the class that
Darrel Watkins, lean
Phillips,
Marion
teacher;
Mixon,
Marian
are
seated,
teachers Pat'itolt,
Brown and Johnny Phillips. Standing left to right are
Garland
Debble
and
Maria Bellusico
Photos; by 1E4104 B,Gordon

Sunny and mild today, high in
the mid, to upper 60s. Clear and
not as cooLtonight, low in the mid
to upper 40s. Mostly sunny.ancla..
little warmer Friday, high in the
low to mid 70s.

•

gm!.

,
-01110

Classifieds
Crossword
Comics
Dear Abby.
Deaths & Funerals
Garrott's Galley
Horoscope
Inside Report
Let's Stay Well
- Local Scene'
Opinion Page
Sports

15, 16, 1/,
15
15
3
18
5
3_
5
2
2,3,4
5
6,7,8

MHS ALUMNI — A group of Murray High alumni on hand Wednesday
during a special reception chat about their experiences at the school
through the years. From left 3re! Roy Weatherly, principal at Murray High
Sharon Wells, Ginni Weatherly, Auburn I., Wells, Kay. W. Ray, Lisa English,
president of Murray High sludent. council, Mrs. A, L Rhodes, who
graduated in 1916, Billy Dale Outland, principal, Murray _Middle School,
Doris F. Rose and Carolyn Bradshaw, president of the high school parentleachers organization.
Pti-Orn by t owe,Arrilley
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The Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority held its September
monthly meeting in the home
of Ann Spann with Sara
Alexander as cohostess for a
salad supper. Martha Andrus,
president, presided, and Ann
Spann acted as secretary in
the absence of Diana Lyons.
The
Mias Rangerette
Pageant, postponed in Sep-temberr was discussed and a
:tentative date set. Judy
Scruggs; chairperson, willsend out letters informing all
Rangerettes of this activity
and
encouraging
each
member:to participate. •":- • „
Donna Garland presented
___Ayeara Alexander withA _trophy
for her daughter, Lisa Cunningham, runnerup in a
previous pageant, to replace
the trophy lost in a fire which
• .destroyed their home.
- The
Rangers
and
Rangerettes will have a
HOLLYBERRY 'BAZAAR—Women- of the firs
Halloween party at the WOW
Presbyterian Church show some of the- many items
to
be sold at the Holliberry Bazaar at:the—church on /Wilding on Monday, October
24 from 6:30 to 8:00. p.m.
Saturday, November 12. Handmade items, baked
Members may invite guests.
goods, attic boutique, etc., will be on sale with
Reports were given by Jean
proceeds to go _to charities and missions. The
Richerson on the scrapbook,
Hollyberry tea room will be open with. tea, cakes, and
Cynthia Hart on Kentucky
coffee to be served. The women Ntlal workshop
Little Miss Pageant, and on
meetings at the church each Wednesday:Shown with
the Little Miss Murraythe items are Brenda Marqtiardt, left, and lean Lindsey,
Calloway County Pageant
right
• which will be held in the
" Staff photo by Lowell Atchley
spring
with
the
age
qualification changed. Farther details will be given later.

By,Estelle SpIceland
It ever so humble, there's no
October 5, 197'7
place like home." We are so
The old colonial type Nance sorry for all the sick and sad.
home in New Concord past the Creston Bucy was flown by
cemetery, not only deserves helicopter to a Nashville
public attention because-of its - --Hospital, seriously ill.
water supply from an artesian.
Mrs. Ramond McCuiston is
Wêllibut now since the Robert in the Western Baptist
Loughs live there, it is the Hospital, Paduceh.
home of fotgalittle girls, three
Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
under schra age.
•
was saddened by the death of
And it was during our short John McCallon in a Nashville
confinement in Murray- hospital. The McCallons from
Calloway County Hospital Illinois lived in the Cypres
s
-recently that I heard about the Creek area.
'' '
.birth of the liskT baby from the
We can imagine how
_Loughs' pastor, the .Rev_ strangers appreciate kindnes
s
Jerrell White, who called on us of new neighbors, when we
felt
one day, as did four other so unworthy of the thought
ministers — The Rev. R. J. fulness of all who
rememBurpoe, the Rev. Charles bered us in any way.
Surely as
Morris, Bro. Ed Davis, the in Matthew 25:40 the
King
Rev. George White — besides shall say "In as much as
you
a chaplain.
have done it unto one of the
The New Mt Carmel Baptist least of these, ye have
done it
Church minister's family, the.. —unto me."
Mrs. Otley White of Murray announces the forthcoming Whites, are. named George,
A crowd attended the
+marriage of her daughter, Pamela Jane, to Keith Wilcox Curd, Beverly, and Shea.
homecoming at Poplar Spring
son of T. G. Curd,Sr., of Hazel.
It not only "takes a heap of Baptist Church were
after a
The bride-elect is the daughter of the late Otley White and. livin' in a house to make a basket
dinner, the Kings Sons
the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Lon White and
the home," but I learned that it sang.
late Mr.and Mrs. Bryan Valentine of Puryear,
takes a lot of people to keep a
Mr. and Mrs. Guy _Lovins
_ 4
The groam-elect is the son of the late Thyra Lee Curd and
the hospital going. We ap- and Mr. and Mrs. Clavburn
grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. John Hardy Curd and Mrs. preciated the services of McCuiston
packed up their
Lula Wilcox and the late Jim Wilcox.
doctors, nurses, aides, cooks, Ailments and went
to be
The wedding will take place on Thursday, October 27, at 7:30 janitors, and all whose
cheered by the beautiful
p. m. at the Murray Woman's Club House.,A reception for the courteous services contribute
scenery of the Great Smoky
family and the wedding party will be held at the home of the toward the comfort of
Mountains National Park for a
bride following the ceremony.
patients. Murray has a few first October days.
No formal invitations will be sent and all friends and hospital to be proud of.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
relatives of the couple are invited to aftetidthe ceremony
at - But for folks who-are home Spiceland of Dearborn, Mich.;
•
the club i11211Se.....
bodies, it's It_ill true thiA2J3.e___samelaek to
scatter_siinshine_
-Thurst*,---Octoher
in relatiwee! homes where
Haunted House by Kappa
needed for a month.
han
Ra
gazythe
Losho
vinvseiwan
glaedhoe
ascith
to Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will be at
of farm life for a few days in Carman Pavilion, College
October. when a Navy buddy Farm Road, from six to 9:30
Ptiblic is invited.
from Okinawa 'days; Dan,
Ogden and wife of • near
Hazel Woman's Club will
Vancouver, Washington,
O. Mrs. B.F. writes that
returned again to visit the meet at Hazel Community
This worried mother can be
a shocking experishe recently had the dis- asks
Lovins' and renew the Center at seven p.m.
for
tressing experience of wit- surance additional reas- ence.
friendship which originated
beyond that given
Such generalized convulnessing her three-year-old by her
Murray Business and
physican who ex- sions are not rare in young and grew during the dark
son have a convulsion. He plained
Profess
ional Women's Club
uncerta
in
days
War time
of the
that Ode single • children ,with high.ter
tad-never had one before, convuls
-will
meet at 6:30.p.m.'It the
_
Pacific.
ion does not neces- The nervous
system is
but he was acutely ill with sarily
Ten years ago the Ogdens Murray Woman's Club House.
a respiratory infectiorrand has - mean that the child made more irritable by.. drove
epilepsy or some other such high temper
tp Kentucky. Now•once
atures.
a high fever. He is ustilill
Y - serioUs brain disease.
__again this dealer in farm. Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Some
childre
in-good health.appear
n
toOrder of the Eastern Stir will
— - 'A. Witnessing a selaure have lower thresh
olds fOr --machinery has toured in his meet at 7:30p.
m. at the lodge
convulsing than. do other mobile home across the
••
children, but this tendency United States, down the hall.
_
is in no way related to eastern coast, and back., to
' Murray Women of- the
Rainey's little farm before,
epilepsy. Measures to prereturning to his business after Moose will meet at eight p.m.
vent or reduce high fever
at the lodge hall.
are indicated in the routine a inoneh's vacation. Such
„friend
ships remind -us uf
management of children
Xf AlPhi-Delta-- apter of
Jonathan and David, I Samuel
who are acutely ill.
Beta
Sigma Phi will meet at
thidy of a large series •
No one can tell if these boys Ellis Center"at eight
of young children composed of some who con- will be' together again here,
.W0Sevulsed with high fevers but may they sing the words of A philosophy colloquim on
the topic of "Mind" will begin
and others who did not the
ng:
at meet
,,Isow
showed no significant tendyou in the at 3:30 p.m. in Room 500 of
Faculty Hall, MSU. Admission
ency among those who had morning
is free and the public is. inseizures to develop epi- • - At the end of the way
vited.
lepsy or other brain disOn the .streets of-that city
ease.
gold
This study is very reasFriday. October 21
Where we all can be
suring to.situations such as - together and be happy
Twin
Lakers Good Sam Club
THERE'3 ONLY ONE THING
for aye
WRONG wtru THE
• you experienced with your _ While the years
will have its monthly campout
and
the
ages
DAVIS BABY ..
son and to physicians who shall
at Piney Campground in Land
roll."
manage these cases. ExBetween the Lakes. A potluck
tensive brain studies, long
supper will be served
periods of obServation, and
Saturday night with Jimmy
regular medication to preand Sharon Graham as
vent convulsions are not
wagonmasters.
usually required in the average case of a seizure
East Calloway Elementary
with high fever. Such meaSchool will have its annual fall
sures are used only if other
festival at the school with a
conditions are suspected.
chili supper at six p.m. and
I add my reassurance to
Mrs. Obena Hale presented events to start at 6:45 p.m.
that of your physician under whose routine care the program on "People Who lasting until 9:30 p.m.
Are In Missions," at the
your son will continue.
Thru Sun.
First District Library
meeting of the Goshen United
Association will meet from
Topen 6:45
Method
ist
Church
Women
Better brows
nine a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in
Start7:15 I
Always brush brows before held October fifth at seven
Student
Center Auditorium,
tweezing so you can spot — p.m. at the church.
The speaker said that all Murray State University.
and remove — any stray,
straggling hairs
Christians are involved in
Exhibits
in
threesome form of mission in the
church,'community, and the dimensional design by Charles
world, for being involved in B. Crattie, Paris, Tn.,
mission is seeing a need and photography Robert E.
meeting it. She closed with a Duncan, Louisville, and
quotation from a retired photography by Ronald F.
missionary that "everyone is Hill. Bardstown, will be on
either a mission or. a display in the Clara M. Eagle
•Gaillery, Price Doyle Fine
missionary."
Mrs. Ruth Wilson gave the Arts Center, MSU, through
Litton Microwave Ovens
devotion on the subject of November 2.
-:, Gourmet Cookware
"Christian Witnessing."
Exhibition of light and glass
-h-Kitchen Accessories
The vice-president, Mrs.
Norma Edwards, presided by Mary Schaffer of New York
Urge Houseplants
with Mrs. Glenda Wilson and City will be displayed in Clara
........
Miss Anna Wright giving M.Eagle Gallery,fourth floor,
Western Kentucky's Widest
reports. Progress reports Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
were also given. The members MSU, through November 16.
Selection of Vacuum Cleaners
presented their Thank of.,
Shopping on Senior Citizens
ferings at the altar for a
van will be at 9:30 a.m. and
-We Repair Any Vacuum Ever Made'
dedication prayer.
Mrs. Norma Edwards and one p.m. Call 753-0929 for
. And You Pay No More at
transportation.
Mrs.
Agnes
Watson,
hostesses, served refreshCottage Grove School at
ments to the seventeen
Cottage Grove, Th., will have
members present.
its fall festival at the school at
six p.m.

471utbey

Saturday, October 22
HOCKING GIRL
Free Kid's Dog Show will be
Mr: and Mrs. Phillip
at Livestock and Exposition Douglass Hocking, 749_ RedCenter, College Farm Road,- wood Drive, Forrest City,
at fen 'a.m.
Ark., are the parents of a baby
girl, Allison White, weighing
Country ham breakfast will six pounds nine ounces,
be by American Legion at measuring eighteen irtches,
Legion Hall with serving to born on Friday, September 30,
at 5:28 p.m. at the Crittenden
start at 5:30 a.m.
Memorial Hospital, West
Alpha Department, Murray Memphis, Ark.
The father is director of
Woman's Club, will have its
luncheon meeting. at
club— financial aid at _East Arkansas
•
house at noon With Dr. Edwin Comtnunity College. s
Grandparents are Mr. and
Strohecker as speaker.
Mrs. Max D: Hocking of
Olney, Ili., Dr. J. Lacy Hopsir
Saturday, October 22
and Mrs. Maurine Hopson,
hetli of Murray.
Willing . Workers. QuilHazel will have a fish try at
the Mize! Community Center
with serving to start at twelve
noon. Plates will be $2,50.
Salad dressing reembles
ma6nri5ise but do 5/ou
know Yard sale by Murray
contains
essentially
the
_Business and Professional— • same constituents -except- a
Women's Club with proceeds
cooked starch paste is subto go to Needline will be at 1619
stituted for part of the egg,
and the amount of oil is
Kirkwood, starting at nine
thus reduced

Know difference

Named to the scholarship
committee were Ann Spann,
chairman, Jean Richersoa,
Sara Alexander, and Cynthia
Hart. Appointed to the Outstanding Citizen Committee
were
Sara
Alexandet,
chairman, Ernestine Garland,
Donna Garland, and Judy
Scruggs.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, October 25, in
the home of Phyllis Whitney
with
Bettye Rake as
cohostess.

Dave King
Earns CLU
CLU stands for
Chartered Life Underwriter. It means
the man- with these
initia s has met the
emanarng es ucational standards for life
insurance so. important to you -and
your family's welt • being. We con_
gratulate tom for his.
• achievement.
But the significant
thing is not the
degree itself. It's
Dave's concern with
doing a professional
0.11-40r-YotsPent.7._
many hours studying
to qualify as one you
can trust and talk to
about your financial
problems and plans.
Wiir not talk whit-Dave King soon
about your financial
future.

----905Sycamore Street --Murray, Kt 42071 Phone: 502-7S3-8355

4)INTEGON•

or

Mrs.- Hale Is
.Leader For

-Goshen Meet

_.
PAUL WINSLOW'S

PAUL WINSLOW'S

Mon.-Thurs. 14-6
Fri. 10-8

.

Olympic Ptaza •
II. 12th Street
'

Sat. 9:30-5
A

159-1636
-

"Old South Jubilee Fiddleet
contest will be at South
Marshall Junior High School,
HOSPITAL PATIENT &• sponsored by Hardin ..and
Robert Miller of Murray has South
Marshall
Senior
been dismiised from Lourdes Citizens, with doors to open at
Hospital,,Paducah.
5:30 p.m.

Ws. Md. Kul. Ilts. limrpoN Hoorn. fond lirs. // I
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DEAR ABBY: I just returned from hearing a Federal
Court decision that sent my 21-year-old grandson to- prison
' for five years.
Outside the courtroom I confronted Don(my son-in-law)
- foe-having taken the boy out of school in the eighth grade.
:. Don said the boy was be.tter off OUT of school—that all he
learned there was racism, violence and how to smoke pot.
, He -didn't even know how to read.
; My daughter and Don have three younger children, and
Don lays he's- not going tn send any of them to public
; school. If the authorities try to force him to, he says, they
will have to kill him first.
My daughter says she will try to get some
: correspondence courses and, teach the children at home.
Can _this be done?
ESCOIDLDO GRANDMA
.
.
DEAR GRANDMA: According to California law,
education --either public or private—is mandatory. In the
• case of a handicapped or ill child, the board of education
'often provides special tutoring. But if your son-in-law
refuses to send his healthy children to school, and attempta
to "teach" them at home, he can expect to have a legal
battle on his hands.
_ . DEAR ABBY: Is it passible to marry a dead person
-- using a proxy? ,
woe
lisb-tow-itireautenwige---bor-droto
and he had planned to marry soon. They had a license
already.
I understand the girl was pregnant and she wanted a
name for her-citildren they were married at the -funeral - parlor. Is that possible? Can yoll find out for me?
Thank you. -CURIOUS IN PA.
1
'
'

Our entirefine stock
Of missy dresses for
fall now at 20% off.
You'll find that just
right*le at a price
you can't resist!

DEARtURIOUS:You don't need a Philadelphil lipwyer
to hunt up a precedent for this. The answer is no, it's not
possible.
• REAR ABBY: I am-desperate, and you are my only.
• hope. I have positive proof that my husband is on drugs.
tell mg to wprotich_tilk mental health people or talk
to my parish priest. My husband-isivell-known lair town.andhalls a very responsible position. He would be ruined if
this were ever found out.
He left me and our children three months.ago,(He made
• ridiculous excuses for leaving.)
• He is still a young man with a brilliant future ahead of
r him. I am'going out of my mind- worrying,about ilim. If.
there is any information you can give moon how I can help
,him, I will forever remembq ,you ink my larayers.
CVYRRENTLY IN LIMBO

Save 20%-on any new
winter coat in stock
dttrini°T-41.MtvCrIt_k7.
Sale! Save on fabilei,leathers,fun
fqrs,leatherlook...pantcoat and reigular-lengths-lunior and missy Si7P5

DEAR IN LIMBO: It is impossible to "help" him unless_
agrees to be helpedja_he heavily into drugs, or just an
occasional user? You say he's "left" you, but you don t
say whether you know where he is. If you can contact him,
do so.yell hini that you "ftitovi'itid-urge"hike to gel'Tatra
.drug rehabilitation program. Your local Mental Health
Association can give you the information you need.

-OUR-REGULAR
1i.00 TO 36:00

For Abby's booklet,"How to Have• Lovely Wedding,"
send $1 to Abigail Van Siren,132 Lasky Dr.,Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Pldase enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
_
(244)envdope._

ALL JUNIOR
AND MISSY

STYLES!

What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Give consideration to ideas
and methods that "clicked"
before, and could again. Add a
bit of glamor to presentations.
Be optimistic.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Favorable Venus influences
give you many advantages, but
you must promote your own
interests to keep the ball rolling,
of course. Romance in high
favor.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Mixed influences. All activities will have to be wellorganized before you can
proceed efficiently. Emphasize
. Composure, good judgment,
delicacy of approach.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23)
Think constructively and
reckon with all possible contingencies before taking on pew
enterprises. In fact, day will be
better for routine matters than
for unusual ventures.
LEO
(July 24 In. Aug. 23)

610

Quality new Fall
sweaters from our
regular super
sweater collection
at 1/4 off for a limited
time only. Buy for
Christmas gifting!

curately as usual. Better
double-check! On the personal
side, romance and travel
favored.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV

Some ungovernable moments
indicated, but you can handle
with your native intelligence
and astuteness. Just be sure to
keep emotions under controL
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)

)60

A good dily for attaining one
of your cherished goals.
Someone behind the scenes is
working in your interests.
CAPRICORN
/i4
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 3
A fine day for teamwork.
Many useful ideas will result
from an exchange of views with
associates. Some good news
indicated in the p.m.
AQUARIUS
(Jim. 21 to Feb. 19)
A down-to-earth attitude
needed. Don't let yourself be

drawn into a whirlwind of
rumor and speculation — now

rife in many quarters.
PISCES
.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C
Don't let surface glitter
beguile you. Searth for facts
any
accepting
before
proposition — no matter how
Stellar influences, stimulate rosy it sounds.

.I24Q

.

Save 1/4 when you buy a
-minimum top and bottom from
any of our super sportswear
groups. You'll want the whole
coordinated outfit. Hurry in
and save during this limited
time sale at Bright's on
the CourtSquare!

GLOVES
REGULAR 7.00

Misty Harbor
VALUES 10 115.00

399

• Assorted -tyles and colors.
They make great Christmas gifts.

Beautiful new fall styles in your
favorite colors.

your strength of purpose and
willingness td plough through

YOU BORN TODAY have a
tremendous sense of responsibility, will work more than
ordinarily hard for gainful
tomorrows.
returns, and expect them to
VIRGO
{Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IIP% materialize; also will work for
Give ytur imagination a bit little or nothing when you know
more rein now. You have all the you are truly helping a wortools needed for success, so go thwhile cause. You are verforward —*Confidently hopeful satile: have a talent for music,
' Wilting, probably for deekting
401 outcomes.
rough terrain and up steep
"hills.". Plan, for, better

LIBRA

Ari

painting or designing. Bisthdate

of: Alfred Nobel, founder of the
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
_ You may not size up 'oc- Nobel :"-ize;. Samuel T.
cupaliolir sttnattons—ier —at= COleridge, Eng. post:

Knit Hats &
Scarf Sets
RES. 5.90 AND 6.00

REGULAR 10.00

299

A.large asortrnent in oblong
y..ma.d.,:ware-styles Save now4

Beautiful Fall colors in assorted

Famous-name Fall shoe styles in your favorite colors
to match any Fall wardrobe. Flurry in today and
select several. You'll be glad you did at Bright's'.
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Club Meets,

c

Miller Nome

Paris Road Club:71014s Meeting
--dia Size Collins
At Home Of1.y
Mrs. Barbara White, served. Also present were
president, presided at the Mrs. Della Taylor, Mrs. Ola
meeting of the Paris Road McIntosh, Miss Reble Steely,

The home of Modelle Miller Homemakers Club held at the
was the scene of the meeting. home of Mrs. Lydia Sue
of the South Murray Collins on Tuesday, October
Homemakers Club held on 11, at one p. m.
The devotion was given by
Thursday, October 13, at one
p. m. with the hostesses, Mrs. Mrs. Lucille Grogan reading
Miller, giving the devotion from Matthew 25:15 on "Using
from Matthew 25:15. Edna Our Talents." She also gave a
reading on "God's Handy
Butler, president presided.
Members answered the roll Work." Mrs. Sally Henson
with their favorite fall gave reports.
WS.
Topsy
Brandon
• The program for the tic- .
flowers.
Reports were given
Vaughn. .department chair- to Mr.Altord of Panorama
presented the minor lesson. on
- tober -Sixth meeting of the man,
by
Plans,
Mrs.
Butler.
were
presiding and Mrs. Shores for sharTng his iris No%
Garden Department or the
discussed for an area day at "Conitimersi Product
department.
Safety." "Relocating and
Murray Woman's Club was Lenvel Yates- leading the bulbs with the
Hickman on October 19.
-members- In- reciting the
again
were
The members
Replanting_ _Evergreens and
presented by Mrs. James E.
Jo
Anne
Cavitt
presented
reminded to purchase the
..clubwoman Collect.
_
one of the deptitc
Ur. And-Mrs.-Ire-Mergenthe major lesson - - on Other Plants" was the lesson
Murray Woman's Club Cook- vv.
Committee
reports
were
ment members.
"Managing
Your Eeelings." given by Mrs. Lucille Hart.
given -which included a report book.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Morgan of Hazel were joined by their
On displaywere her award
The recreational period was
Landscape notes on fall
from Mrs.Harold Douglas-on ' Refreshments, were served family andselatives at the Holiday4nn, _at Mqn•ay, Ky. in
winning rose arrangements the
conducted
_ by Mrs. __AMY
flowers
and
controlling
weeds
Audobon District of by the hostesses-Geneva celebration of their fiftieth wedding anniversary on Sunday,
which were recently entered
and wild grasses were given Wilson. The club presented
Garden Clubs of America Ferguson, Mary Frank October 16.
In thie-Tennessee and KenMrs. Alice Steely with a gift as
meeting recently held at Paschall, Marjorie Hays,
Mr. Morgan and his wife; Lola, were married in Highland by Modelle filer.
sh'e
tueky District Rose Show of
was entering Lourdes
Refreshments were served.
Mary Hamilton and Lois Park, Mich.,on October 15,1927. He is the son of the late Pleas
Barkley Lodge.
the American_Rose_4aciety.
Hospital, Paducah, for knee
Other
present
members
were
Any members -wishing -WO ,Samrnons..._
_ and Gerrie Freelth41.derf.alk and was barn in PachaMkTa, M
Mrs. Hamilton•
_surgery.
reviewed each... donate bulbs for the
Mrs. Morgan is a daughter of the late Mo e and Flora hie;-14rraine Maggard and Anna •‘-lvianaging your
- - - — •
Garden arrangement -tis to -.1d3 DOM-r - Department.
Feelings"
Guests
were
Oirell.•
'
--'
'
----CuLston,
----Iandscaping
May
_
-_ _
CriiihtY:'
.... tmdins brim near New Concord in
iadva lgiuthe iLoiale&swi pmented
position, -materials used, and project
Guests Presint eiijoyed idelicious buffet luncheon in the fil_tikttett ,' ,
at the City Park enflendrtek
,' G,,,'
-- av Mrs Mary Age
.
na
.
mye the name- of each -rose. . trance
dining room of the Holiday Inn, and the -honorees reeelved wan",4ane tlariguu' Mary - - •
Are.asked tweaoteet
•
—
---7
'
—
k
The department' meeting Mrs.
said
"what
people
thrn
'a
lo
e
aa
rt
,
Jean
wiliC
h
meethig
next,"and
The
congratulations and tributeefrom a large representation of I'M
Harry Conley, 753-8132.
:
41412b°
opened with.. Mrs.--Leonard
determines
what
they feel as
both their families. The head table was accented by a beautiful Extension Agent.
Appreciation
was erPreSsed
feelings control us m
more often
home-grown center piece of flowers furnished and arranged by
.
a next door neighbor to the Morgans and a sister of Mrs..the nmne of J° Anne Cavitt cm than we wouldd like for them to
The Independwice United
Thursday, November- 10, at control us.'
Morgan., Mrs.Hilda Parkhill.
Fifteen members were
Methodist church W°men met
Ira and.Lola, as they are known by their family and many brie P. m•
present. Refreshments were
at ,the church on Thursday, friends, have retired from business life connected with a harOchiber 13, at 7:30 p. M.'with dware store and a service station and are residing -at their
Mrs. MyrtleJones in charge of home in West Hazel. They are active in community affairsand
the- program. Mrs. -Jean- • intliellfaizel Church ofChrist.
I3urkeen led in singing the
An unusual and interesting part ofthe event wasihatthis an•
•
hymn, "Help niversary was the seventh fiftieth wedding anniversary for
opening
Somebody Today."
members of Mrs. Morgan's family consisting of seven girls
When your clothes become
,
Piano solos were played by and five boys, all of whom survive except tvr6;-narnely, Htr•Hard.cooked.
are high
snug and -your belts Won't
Lori Burkeen, Jodie Lassiter? ._bert McC,IliStOrl,1.1 brother,and asister Anne Mccuiston..
buckle. _perkepc-ycal duadd in. protein and other canting'
and Carol Phillips.
•
. .
_
. nibble on fewer calories hints Rittfients, but tow in calories

Mrs. Hamilton -Presents
Program. At Garden Meet

hi epetzdence
Women Meet

Mrs. Margaret Roach, Mrs.
Robbie Blalock, and Mrs.
Louise Dunn.
The next meeting will be

held at the home_ of Mrs.
Barbara White on Tuesday,
November 8, at one p. m.

Mrs. Morris Is
Hostess, North
Murray Meetly
Mrs. Edgar Morris opened
her home on the Lynn Grove
Road for the meeting of the
North Murray Homemakers
Club held on Friday, October
14, at 1:30 p. m. with the
president,

Mrs.

presiding'

Reports were given by Mrs.

Crawford,' secretary,
and Mrs. Charles Robertson,
treasurer.- The devotion was
given -by • Mrs. -Esc° Gunter
with 'prayer by Mrs.
Crawford.
The lesson on "Managing
Your Feelings' was presented
by Mrs. Charles Robertson.
Announcement was made of
the Purchase Area meeting on
October 19. Members present
contributed, to the Cancer
Fund.
7-Mrs. Batley Rigghis
ve
the landscape notes on :rare
of Chrysanthemums and
Seeding Of the Lawn." Mrs
'
directed
Gunter
the
recreational period. Mrs. John
Ig-f:sther - ---Hatchere+Tri4litnY - - -•.Widdifiairtd-invatritiouoricrrian made it -list At. • —
of. Tennes;ee Extension
diet, exercise will help keep books that had been read. ---specialist with

Low Calorie Snacks
an Fun, Nutritious

611•111gpi••,-:

in a candlelight service. They

ome_n s Aglow Fellowship.

are Mrs. Inez Hcpkins,
the Expanded Your body in shape," adds Miss
Refreshments were served
president; Mrs. Desiree
Slutrition_Progrant.
.
H a tcher..- "Ulu- calorie by Mrs. Morris.
Duncan, vice-presidenti Mrs.'
ating ow calorie inacks
_requirements win depend on
The next meetins will be incan be a pleas's-fir -and
Nancy Hopkins, treasurer;
whelliii--yOu --eiareile by the home of Mrs. John WorkMrs.Myrtle...10m s_eer*ftri; I
-elnerience- Jr reading a good book or walking
aulriti°u5
•'yowtre--usett--txr
- man on Friday, Noyember 11,
-a...king but- aroui,--Mrs. Mary Phillips, reporter;
need
to
lose
at 1:30 p. m.
weight, try the
Mrs. Maurite Burkeen,
following:
The gilbertsville chapter
devotional leader and
Katie Smith, wife of Joe Smith
'Keep -celery sticks
.
, -carrot
Aglow of Paducah. Katie and her sticks,
Women's
chairperson; Mrs. Jean the
zucchini sticks, or any
Burkeen, song leader; Mrs. Fellowship will hold its family are associated with the other. fresh vegetable in the
Iola Nell Suttee), scrapbook-- monthly.meeting _Tuesday, Maranatha ministries, whist refrigerator crisper. They can
In Wednesday's.
designer.
October 25,atKen-BarResort- has outreaches on several be prepared ahead of-lir/Ye-and
All eight members formed-a_on...Eighway.A11._.near Ken- college campuses in _this part -are-great_for curbing the urge''.
arcle at the altar for - the -tilekf
*of thiconntry:Recently Katie,_141...Ntt_illic_ a_ whipped
in MaTay-jAierliTimes Advertisement
early. luncheon will. be
closing prayer. Seven visitors 'coke.
_ served at 10:30,in the Kea-Bar -Ivan Maranatha to_ _Wales,
.
-were present.
'When eating cheese,
Mrs. Terry Burkeen will be dining room and the regular aEnti
and.
a group substitute lettuce for 'crackers.
t wilth
ngland
jee,we
at:ttIre
Lactuc.• iiii,.caloties_aad hi charge 01 The program Mk meeting will-begin about 11:30
wuntitzeszaritu-c-"
the next meeting oil Thursday, in the Grand Rivers Room • Aglow is an inter- provides bulk.
Should Have Been
of
group
denominational
"Spread
cheese,
on,
celery
kovember-10„-atieven.p„
„flownalairs. .
-insteird,of-e;aeliers-of bread.
' - The Sneaker va be -,-Mrs. women which bevy
the church,
years ago in Seattle,
Washington, and has spread
throughout tbe---countryi--and
Of interest
with groups beginninsi to meet
aiound the wrirld, a
spokesman said. ...
Many area women are also
attending Aglow Bible study
groups, which are being held
in various homes throughout
this area. There are several
groups in the Paducah area,
This Week Win
one in Benton, and other
groups will begin shortly in
Mayfield, Palma, Gilbertsville,
and Metropolis. Women
marq.„ bert antt_veat of the and movies of the western trip
Wirtidrb31
Golden Ale ClUb held a will be shovm at the heat
potluck luncheon on Friday, meeting on FrItlay, November the Bible together may call.
one of the officers of Aglow,
October seventh, in the social 4.
further information. They
for
hall of the First United ta,Visitors were the Rev. Dr.
(Jiffy Pot Never Less Than $100.00)
Mrs. Ruth Holland:527Methodist Church.
Jimes Fisher and Mrs. are
LOU' Johnson, 808Mrs.
8
343;
Hosts and hostesses for the Fisher, the Rev. Robert
HaVe you had your
Varini, 395occasion were Mr. and Mrs. Farless, and Mrs. Stelia 3100, Mrs. Gini
Harlan,
card punched
Byron Iseniinger, Mr. and Futrell, with the latter 4937, and Mrs. Carol
Ms week??
Mrs. Dan Mears, and Mrs. becoming a new. member of- 527-8433. _
Tennessee Outland. Flowers the club.
At this month's meeting,
were given by Mrs. Joe
Members present were Paul officers for the new year will
Gertzen and Paul Kingins.
Kingins, 'Arthur Lynch, be elected, and all members
Mrs. Gertzen, president, Mesdames Floy Caldwell, Ola are urged to be present.
presided, and. Mrs. Norma Bailey, Edna Holland, Eunice Anyone may ayend the
Schwalm, secretary, gave her Shekell, Mina Waters, Hildred: monthly meetings, but only
S. 12th Street
reports. A reading was given Sharp, Autrey Ledge, Ruth members are able to vote in
- Murray
by Paul Kingins. Mrs.Gertzen Chambers, Ards Fuqua,Katie -the elections, an Aglow
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
said a travelogue on the Overcast, Naoma Schwalm, spoken-nen said.
Florida Everglades and slides 'Tennessee Outland, Frances
Beach, Thelma Parker;
Messrs and Mesdames Bryan
Tolley; O.C. McLemore, Joe
Gertzen, Norman 'Klapp,
"Roger BUrgoyne, BumAume,
Dan Mears, Byron Iseminger,

Meett

On Tues
'adav

*CORRECTION*

_

Begley's

-Butterfinger
-

WINS HONOR-Mrs lames E.(Mary)Hamilton shows
lief awaril winning. entry; mfsnly Years" in the mixture
category of the Rose-Show—held-at Lake itarldeytodge. State Park which won the Queen award. Mrs. Hamilton
presented the prtigram for the Garden Department of
Won---the-pithce4li
• the Mur;iy-VV:iiiiiirs
and du-cti-g-s-awards at thehoseShow at takellaRdey.
Staff photo by Lowell Atchley

89c

•

,T_o

Senior Citizens

Notice

Golden Age Club Lunheon

It will be necessary for
the Murray Water System to
flush the fire hydrants Saturday Night, October 22, 1977.
The flushing -will begin at
9:00 P.M. and will be completed during the night. If
there is any discoloration in
your water when first turned
on Sunday morning, flush
well before using. We
apologize for any inconvenience, however it is
required that this be done
twice annually.

The Ch4.0)

n Our Cash Pot

49200°00

n's Come.r

and Harold Marvin.

Stovepipe shaping and ruffle detailing. ..
it's the he-she,.boot they both love! Manmade krinkle uppers, inside zipper, great
bold crepe sole and heel. Unlined. Burgundy,

• %aunt .Going To Win
Homecoming. 77
worintser fem.
1111,1
tint
1-li

DOLLARS

Held Al Methodist Church'

sm.

(bids pont

,
The Children's Corner
where
we appiwciiiii• %Ma hlisilleNs

•
Nonthside Sfillare

Don't
Pull Hair!
Call Us!
We can
solve those
landscape
problems!

Down:awn_ Murruv._1(

th uturitaI
...The Children's

FREE GOLDEN EGG
as adyertised on TV,
FREE with purchase
of REID GOOSE SHOES

1),

Morris,

a

'1'

Ln

k_

••••-.
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_Today In History

IlyKuis land 1..% an.and Hobert \mat.

By The Associatea Press
Today is Thursday, Oct. 20,-the 293rd
day of 1977. There are 72 days left in the
Year.
Today's highlight in history: On this date in 1918, Germany
accepted Allied terms to end World War
I and ordered German submarines to
their home bases.
On this date:
_
In 1632, the English art:lifted, Sir
Christopher Wren,. was born in
Wiltshire,Rrightlid. In 1740, Maria Theresa became ruler
of Austria, Hungary and Bohemia.In 1941, during World War II, a state
of siege was declared in Moscow.
In 1945, Arab nations formed a league
and warned that creation of a Jewish
state in the Middle East could lead to

A Republican Glimmer
Nfib

position for or against the Panama
BRETTON -WOODS, N.H.-In a Brock, Republican national chairman,
canal treaties on grounds that the issue
relaxed atmosphere , of - modest to be guests of theirrcumbent governors
is beyond the horizon of any state
optimism,' powerfully induced by at the two-day session and fill in empty
governor was duly noted by ideological
Jimmy Carter's multiplying political places atthe conference table.
'atIvesi
problems, the corporal's guard of One top party operative, moreover,
. . Nevertheless, the emphasis here was
Republican governors that met here said that-both Ford's quick decis,ion to
Oct. 10 tried hard to extract the prop up"Mr:Carter's Panama Cada— on- the- new governors and a new
pragmatism. As such, the affair was a
ideological hatchet that is stuck deepin treaties and Reagan's to do the
modest
success, the firstt Republican
the party's hide.
opposite, both' without forMaleffort to
gathering since 1973 in which the. word
That they did not succeed goes .tap party sentiment,,,_ sinackeknf- a
Watergate waSluit heard.
without saying. But the fact the effort Papa-knotvs-best attitude thit had
was made, led by Illinois Gov. dim rankled
rank-and-file
- Thompson, one of the party's biggest Republicans•-even- though Reagan's
within
-.AIM-getters, and by long-tirue Govs_ stand_ lac nilerasotiows.
William Milliken of Michigan and the party.
Robert Ray of Iowa, points to this The quietly optimistic mood here
conclusion.; sparked by an obviously underlines new effortsby Brock to take
__Murray_ _ Mayor Holmes Ellis
premature conviction that the Carter advantage of Mr. Carter's disabilities,
presented H. Glenn Doran, president of
the Peoples jaw* with_ a- plaque in
presidency maybe doomed to onefonr- starting with a drive for campaign
year term, the Republicans would be contributions from the American
recognition of the bank's community
fools if they did not attempt to end Jewish community-once a private
service by providing the Murray Area
lulcidsI Warfare- over- conserviave Democratic preserve.. Bitia-Mel
rune d
by_dialingi53.4363 day or night..
• Aninands.fsiridealcupcalpiutty
the most .poterfu, I_Jewish_leadership
_ The setting here was.the-VictOrian--group--in -the- --eounf# dining_ the
• Deaths reported-are Mrs,-Rhoda.lane
4.
antiquity of a New Hampshire' summer. Subtect:
Carter's
,Schroader, age 98,oldest member of
norfhlana relic, the 1902 White Iffideast pale
sere suspea,so
-leus
.the First. Christian Church, - Clyde
Mountain Hotel, but the symbolism a chance.
Washam, and the infant daughter of
seemed • misplaced.
Conservative California state
Although
Mr. and Mrs. Walt0rKing.
Thompson invoked the name of chairman Mike Montgomery, here as
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Jackson
Republican
William an observer, has 'invited Sen. Jacob President
celebrated their 50th wedding
McKinley, it was to memorialize his JavitS to . be the, Main speaker at a
aftyliversaryi3
-ry
-Odeb-er8.
Landslide
1900 presidential campaign slogans of Januarr.lio
San-litical- ffintier" -The-Reff:T.-X:Thaelter, Minister of
"employment for labor" and "sound Francisco and then tour rich Jewish
the Memorial Baptist Church,spoke on
money." Translated into 1977 rhetoric, suburbs in west Los Angeles-a font of
• "Major Problems of the Church" at the
Thompson said that stands for „what Democratic contributiond 7-Sari
meth* albsMurray RotarpClub,HeGarrott s
should be
universal Republican Diego's well-endowed Jewish-districts.
wasintroduced by Guy Billington.
themes, particularly betweeh now and Brock plans similar campaigns on a
-1Caren - Alexander, Katie Kemp,
-the 1980 election: more jobs and less national basis, backed by the latest
Nancy Garrison, Julie Oakley, and
inflation. Thompson's warning: don't Harrissurvey -which showed Mr. Carter
_ .Mirriam Hendon are new officers dew.
get hung up on "ideological testing."
with a 60 per cent negative,rating from
Murray University School 4-H Club.
The effort to smother - ideological-Jewish voters-by far the largest .voting
conflict also had a strong_ advocate in negative ._percentage
new governor, Pete category.
Federal
officials '- announce - -The modest optimism here clearly
DuPont, a political moderate who
yesterday the approval of a new super.highwahetween. Nashville,n.;
huddled. Sunday
nights with rested more _on the vicissitudes of Mr.
- -and:- The -fourth and final Calloway
Mississippi's Charles Pickering.' Carter's pOpnlinity ihin anything-else.
countian for whom ii building Or an areaCairo, Ill., as a part of the national
piatering, a strong conservative, Moreover,--attempts by new, Young .' inters-tale ' highway' system, The of a building at -Western Kentucky
- succeeded • the irrepressible Clarke governors-Thompson,:. DuPont :and .
roesed -route _rill be- through - University is harried is the.late- Dr.
- Reedits staterty ChairMan-but lacks -Richard Swelling of Verniont-4Inkfreh —
-GortiOn Wilson,Sr.---•"-''--.--!`-"---'-- :
'TWAT
-----..
---'
us test of party purity
Reed's lust and flair for doctrinal ideology as a litmus
The former library - building at
The first reading of an - ordinance
warfare. DuPont promised to help raise ran into predictable grumbling. '
Western is Gordon Wilson Hall, named
which will allow the city water system
campaign funds for both Pickering and _ David Keene, Ronald Reagan's
tor Dr. Wilson, who died April 12, 1970,'
comet_
to introduce fluoride into the city
water
the age of 81. It houses the
Ray Hutchison of Texas,- biiiftpolsible iluiled Sogthern manager in the Ford----at
main was passed at the City
Reagan pre-convention wars last year, .
Department of Speech and Theatre, a .
igobernatorial nominees in the future.
meeting.
re. , _
+±t+
da
+thea
:an
++
-- -Along-, with conspicuously- reduced 4ointediy- recalled--here-that,at last . - Betty Lou'Richardson, daughter Of' study library
' Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Richardson of ___.
governors'
on ideology, a desire for the _winter's .. _ natiOnal
-pelitleaL-retliement of bothLiiiiiier--e6niTenrioa,---:-Tkaataaal- *aa:
--Taii- gore ----,---Mnrrar.:Koutts-Four;is a wizmer-otthe-- ---- ---bu,ga(
43W grew'---444- 11-1W-C°116ard
_President Ograld Ford and the dissenter when Republicans agreed to _____:Ynrce oiDeinteracy coMeit,-spensored '.• where tii father, Marquis _ pillow
Wilion,_practiced medicine. Born June
hy_fiturray4a.yrttps ,_ ,••
connetvative_ leader.&NO Reagan, make the 1976 party platform serve as
30, 1$47
.: in Wilson County, Tenn., his
until
1980.
beacon
Thompson
party's
'_
was much in vogue. This privately- the
Frank Dibble isinctiire-ci with a huge
"w_ith his unci
---pasticalarly said then-he did net.want to. be
Albert Gallatin. Wilson, in New
gubernatorial down on party policy.
among.
Wbodkinds Refuge this week. The big
evident
fAtewise,Thomisson's refusa t0 take
Prrividchce before earning ?Ilea*
- eat had entangled itself ma deer trap.
'candidates invited hers by Witham
or - degree -in t870 at- the -UniVersity of'rrtrne sent-to the university
.
Nashville. He practiced in New
Kentucky for study.
Providence for while before moving
Mr.
to
girl
include-a
Births reported
wherwhalivecithe-restand„Mrs. Wallace_Litclifteld on October - to-New-Concord,of
hLs
life.
_9..
fritther,idatindirJaneltobertson,

LookingBack

war.

_Etesident_listhesi_
Hoover died in New York at the age of -

--10-Years-lkgo

In 1968, Jacqueline Kennedy and
Aristotle Onassis were married on his
private island, Skorpios, in the Ionian
Sea.,
-Ten years ago: An all-white jury
Convicted deputy- sheriff Cecil Price
- andKis pus Klan leader Sam Bowers
• on a federal conspiracy charge growing
out of the 1964 murders of three young
civil rights workers in Mississippi:
Five years ago: Six Americans
shared in Nobel Prize awards for
physics and chemistry.
74, One year ago: President Ford told a
news conference he would not tolerate
another Arab oil embargo.

CANNL.
TREAT'?

IL
"MI
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-

Galley,

Gordon Wils9n-,Sr:,
A FamousF-411idorist-----

Years Am__ *

11

M:C.(;arrtitt

Dr. Wilson's entire collection of 71._
years of Kentucky folklore is housed in
the Kentucky Library at Western for
students `arid' researchers for
generations to come to have at their
disposal.
++++++
Dr. Wilson was a founding member
-of
the Kentucky Ornithological Bird
Watching Society, a past president of
the Kentucky Folklore Society and Was
• editor of its journal.
He also belonged to the Wilson
Ornithological Club, , the- Kentucky
Academy of Science, the Society of
Natural. History and the Tennessee
'Society. 'For 40 years, he attended and taught
Sunday _School. at the State -Stmet
,17idted-hretriadfid ChUreli and
Official Board.
His death at Itopling Green-Warren
;linty -Weipitiffollowed only -i.Short
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Health Clubs,
Figure Salons

-30Years Ago

a

se-toed-oh
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came from the Martin's Chapel
neighborhood just wesrof Murrat She
Murray will be represented by Jack
his father were married in 1871,
and
Jersey
at
Dr. Gordon Wilson
Mayfield who will show his
10 children-seven boys and
had
and
the All-American Jersey Show at
of the boys, ages 2,4,Three
girls.
three
Columbus, Ohio, October 22 to 25,
(Winifred) Hughes of Portland, Ore.,
'and 6, died in the same year, 1882, and
by the American Jersey
sponsored
days
and Dr. Gordon Wilson, Jr.,Aijnember
few
only
a
girlalived
gibe
one
.
- --By Robert F.Stephens,
Veterans
of.the Western faculty today.
1891.
birtli
in
after
"cooling off" period in which to change Cattle-Club.
Attorney General
director of
music
Howard,
Rudolph
.
Lola,
-Four of their children-Russ,
---TWree Of
.
'his nephews, -James, Guy
_ All-of Os have read advertisements -lair- 'Mind -or to -recnnsider before - -the First Baptist Church,- said the
Quinton "Durward (Quint) and Mrti.
and Pat Wilson,livein Calloway-County
that claim you ,.can "lose inches in signing the contract. Be sits-066mi Of College Choir will sing each Sunday
Dear Editor:
Bruce (Lucy Caroline) Ferguson- are
today.
weeks," or "rid fat quickly without high pressure sales tactics and
seven Sundays
next
the
for
evening
We are tryinino locate veterans from
cemetery.
are
Concord
often
they
for
New
buried in the
.11,pirepteed" results
_Dr, Wilson held three- degreesfrom.
__strenuous exeretse."_ _ These Sales 2
- Aiwa the -Aim:thAt
,
rook_p
- aitia-th
--Andhra seriettof-sermons-on the-boek_
.
that-the-'a-As--net-I
I
f
I
i
indication
----leer
/Mane
Univ'erSIty,
earning
his
pitches are generally made by the
Battle of the Coral Sea,7-8 May 1942, or
of Revelations by the pastor, the Rev.
Canon,
and
E.H.
Wilson,
business.
exercise
Ivan
reputable
As
did
undergraduate degree in 1915, his
increasing number of health clubs or
to find members of their families or
L.Y. Lancaster, the other Calloway
It is a good idea to get a medical B. B.Sawyer.
master's in 1924, and his doctorate in
figure salons in America.
State
Murray
Schultz
of
Fred
Prof.
•
doctor
facilities
from
a
approval
Western
whom
and
for
checkup
countians
1930. For,44 years before his retirement others who are interested in the Battle
Everyone wants tathave a "beautiful
the
for
speaker
the
Will
be
College
before getting involved -in any exercise
are named,Dr. Wilson also received his
in 1959, he taught Englishlit Western as for historic reasons. Please write P.O.
body" and to be "physically fit," but
Ballard _County Homemakers annual
allows
contract
He
County.
sure
the
Calloway
Be
program.
schooling
iii
early
well as serving as chairman of the Boa 1039-B, Rickville,?Ad.39850.
what many consumers do not realize is
on
Sincerely,
day
October
22.
medical
reason
cancellationif-for some
taught two terms- at Moscow in • department from 1928 until ,his •
that by simpli joining one of these clubs
Annie Lou Steely, Betty Lou Hill,
William F.Surgi,Jr. s
'
the
services
of
to
the
going
longer
use
before
can
no
County
you
Hickman'
retirement.
He
once
that-he
calculated
there is no guaranteed improvement in
Parks,
Norma
Farris,
Imogene
Rockville:Md.
218511-club.
Western- in 1909 for two years.
had taught 36,000 college students and
one's appearance and overall physical
Christine Williams, Quays Lawrence,
Ask yourself these questions before
He joined the Western faculty as an
had graduated 1,300 English majors.
fitness.
and
Weatherford,
Faye Foster, Jo Eva
joining a health club or figure salon:
1912; and the
in
English
teacher
+4-++++
When investing in a membership in
Dortha Jean Alton are new officers of - following year married Avis Hines of
I) Are you willing to invest in months
As a young man in the teens of the
one of these clubs, remember that in
the
of
School
Chapter
High
the Hazel
century, Dr. Wilson began to lecture
. Ballard County and whose father for
order to attain a physically fit body, or years of dues?
Future Homeniakers of America.
the
utilize
Will
you
you
Sure
Are
2)
These things have I spoken unto
many years was county judge at
before clubs and.groups on some of the
be
regular
these
clubs
must
exercise at
Mr.
to
girl
include
a
reported
Births
you, that my joy might remain in
service regularly enough to benefit
still lives in Bowling
She
Wickliffe.
obvious
folkishness
of
the.
Bowling
and vigorous. Do not assume that by
and Mrs. Frank Wynn on October 13, Green, at 1708_ Normal, and they had Green area of Kentucky. In 1922, he
you, and at your joy might be full.
from the program?
paying money you will automatically
_
John
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert S. two' _children: Mrs. Harold E. became
girl
to
s'and
a
a member of • the Kentucky
3
)Are- the merhal -Promises the
have
we
knnw,
that we can
Qf
course,
Octo
-Tier
Hughes
on
the
as
in
the
same
salesperson makes
Folklore Society,and in doing so found
consider all aspects of membership
ne*r contain or keep joy, it must
contract?
written
Hurnane
The
an
outlet
for
his
folklore
interests.
By
Written
beide signing the club's contract.
be--continually given away. That is
4) How much interest do you have to___
He also collected ."play:Party" the manner of God . . . airways to
First, you should visit the spa at the
Society Of Calloway County
•
games and taught people to play them, be giving ioy!
Pay?
time of day that you vvill be most linty
5) If you change your mind- or are
and became known as a humorous
to use the facilities to make sure they
_
after-dinner - speaker. Under'-the
•
aren't overcrowded. Talk to other - unable -to attend -the-clubisthe
The Humane Society of Calloway perform a spay than do vets in
contract cancellable or transferrable to
heading "A Number of Things," he
patrons and ask if their workouts are
Truth
The
Isn't
It
County- is sponsoring a reduced-cost surrounding areas. For example, in
wrote a column for a year and a half for
supervised by professional -itair: another person?
spaying
program this fall. It is hopedyourself
to
have
committed
you
Once
the Park City Daily News before
members. Consumers should not
Benton it may cost up to $50
Paducah
or
Once again an eledllion has shown us
that pet owners in Murray and or
one of these clubs -by- signing the
dropping it to work on his doctorate.
assume that expert, professional staff
more where here in Murray the cost
of
advantage
that
there is no middle road in the
Calloway
County
cancelling
will
bike
usually
no
there
is
contract
It
was in the early 1930's that Dr.
will be available to assist you in your
will range from $25 to $35. The regular
selection of congressmen; We voters
solve the cost
membership
this
opportunity
to
help
us
i-The
of
transferring
or
Kelly
Thompson
then
publicit
program.
Inquire
about
the
.
Murray
in
is
exercise
dog
$30,
a
• ,
for spaying
' last November had to choose.between - problem of unwanted litters of puppies and the
contract. Some of the clubs or spas will
background or educational experience
cost fora cat is Pe. These costs . director and later Western's president.
are
the Awful and the Disastrous and, as
and
kittens
-which
town
often
move
out
of
too
tell you that if you
asked him to write a weekly column on
could go higher if-The animal is in heat
of the staff with the salesperson. Be
and
usual, we are discovering that both
abandoned
to
die
transferred
to
of
disease
be
membership
can
your
folklore
to
fill
a
request
-from
the
several
cautious of the statements "our staff is
or is pregnant; however, for
an affiliated club where you move. starvation and from being run over by purposes of our spay program,thecosts
weekly newspapers, and his "Tid Bits
trained by professionals at our national
automobiles. Only .orie Animal in ten will
However, ask to see a list of the other
of Kentucky Folklore" came into being.
headquarters" or "our staff has
remain at $25 and $30. In our spay
there
seldom
are
-finds
a home, and the odds are even prograin, there'will be a $10 redieetion
clubs
for
affiliated
Begun in.1935, It appeared regularly in
completed az course conducted by the
MttircThrtedger & Times
greater against the animal finding a on
anyaffiliated clubs in other towns.
more than 100 newspapers during the
world reknowned 'Dr. X' that qualifies
these costs which will leave the pet
Walter I. Appersoi,
Publisher
good home. Thousands of cats 4ind dogs owner to pay only $15 for a cat ancF$20 next 28years.
Be absolutely sure !Anti know whatthe
them as exercise specialists." The best
Editor
R Gene McCutcheon
are put to sleep each year in animal for a dog. You must admit that you will
clUb is offering and that you will utilize
In his final column, his 1,500th, Dr.
The Murray Ledger & Tunes is published
assurance that the staff member is
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Christthe.facilities for the full period of your - shelters all over the country because tha
Wilson wrote:'
notnbe
qualified to supervise you is if he or she
to have your pet spayed
thisIble
a
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
there'were not enough good homes to go
membership before signing the club or
"It
wasn't.very
popular
less
for
to
talk
about
Mirray_ftevrapapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th Si.
country
e
has a college degree in a field related to
.
th
in
anywhere
else
around. We are giving you a chance
Murray,Ky.42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
spa contract.
aur former custom.s when I began.
exercise, such as physical education or
Murray,
Ky.42071.
•
If you have any questions concerning . now to help put a stop to this slaughter
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
physical therapy.
If you would like to participate in our Some people felt that I was making funa
carriers, $250 per month, payable an advance
at
contact
salons,
by
having
your
spayed
figure
female
or
pet
clubs
health
of
them;
others
call
thought
I
would do
After you inspect the facilities,
reduced-cost spay program, please
By mail in Ciitioway County and to Benton, Harthe .Office of the Attorney General, fantastically reduced cost.
better to spend my time talking about
din, MaYfieldleSedalia and Farmington, KY , and
Eva Crank at 753-3535. You will need a
prepare yourself for the sales pitch and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, to, $11 50 per
Dr. C. G. Warner, Dr. Ellwood
Consumer Protection Division,
the contract you will be asked to sign.
signed certificate from the Humane folks who mattered. Probably hard.
year. By mail to other destinations. $32.50 per
Frankfort, Ky. 40601 before you get Brown, and Dr.4. M. Converse are the Society before your pet can be spayed headedness kept me 'hewing to the line
year
•
- Don't sign the contract for membership
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
yourself involved and sign a contract. local
veterinarians
who are through the program, and Mrs. Crank and letting the chips fall where they
immediately,even if you are told if you
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers. 4,
participating in our spay program
The office has found that it can mast
,
Associstim.
will make this available to you. Once _might!'
"sign tonight you'll get a special
written
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
with
;
deal
They
have agreed to Perform eiehSpay you
effectiVelY
very
contract°,
the
bargain." Read
obtain the certificate, make an _ "I like plain people and have tried-to
republish local news originated by The Murray'
conra
ge.nyou
complainia
j
and
.at:a
reduced.
cost
to Dern' appointment-vriftrarri-ene of the.three-- -present-thermfaithh,lly
- _ -Ledger & Tlmosaasvell as all alba AP nom _
A, jdHy, making -sure all blank spaces
TEIEPHONE NUMBERS
if you-have- 1--Eonsumer comPlaint, pet owners to have their female pets participating veterinarians. Be sure sometimes wonder whether an later
areitted in and that the Cost,the length
Business Office
753-1916
emergency
abit.
have
an
you
spayed
who
However,
if
otherwise
be
might
not
-Classified Advertising
753-1916
that you present the certificate to the person can ever know so many types of
of membership and the financial
need
some
jive
to
Retail
I
DiSplayLAdvertisug_
afford
,thgtregutax_colt.
nt
753-1919
i__Mt__,
.oJ
-foet-uotr,,. humanity
hm.galima-privilegedto:
-,-----arrznigernents are exactly tjleitampas Jdua t
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InTformattrin, ealtthe Mil free-Annt0ritPntlen thaVeVenat theftuItt14-4:s1:'
'know.
News and Sports Dept
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!payed.
'
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reputable company will give you,a
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Yankees'Money Key For
Victory In World-Seiles

Standing On
The Firing Line
By

Mike Brandon
Sports Eittror

when the papers were full Of- baseman Chris Chamblislind
Jackson blasting Manager sec.:5nd' -6aseman
Billy Martin for pitching Randolph produced_ seasons
Catfish Hunter- in Game 2 comparable to 1976 while Dent
after a month's idleness, provided added punch and
outfielder Lou Piniella said Graig Nettles set club record
disbelievingly, "The only for home runs and RBI by a
thing I haven't read around third baseman.
In the. outfield, Roy White
here is if we're going to win or
• was-his rime reliante•seif in
lose the Series.-**
It was so much more fun left until a late-season slump.
writing about turmoil and Mickey Rivers was even more
controversy-that few people productive than 1976 in Center
realized howeasily the -despite a drop in stolen bases,
Yankees might have won the and Jackson, even with all the
American League East had furor surrounding his every
their pitching been sound all breath, still managed to belt
32. homers - and drive in 110
season.
As it was, they won 100' runs.
When help was needed, Paul
',games and lost 62, finishing
2 games ahead of the Blair provided brilliant
1
2/
LEXINGTON, Ky..'(AP)- Kentucky, which leads the Baltimore Orioles and Boston • 'defense And clutch hitting and
Southeastern CoeftrencIn total defense, will meet atIOther
Red Sox with a furious stretch Piniella led the team with-a._
football team with a sound defense when it clashes with
drive. A year ago, when they .334 batting averajle_lvhile
Getrge Saturday at Atheils Ga.
romped home 101,2 games in switching between-designated
The eighth-ranked Wildcats, coming off an impressive M._
.
- front of the Orioles, they had a hitter and left field.
13 victory over Louisiana State, have allowed 260 yards a
When Sweet Lou played left,
.97-62 record.
game. They also lead the league in scoring defense, giving up
The Yankees won in 1977 Cliff Johnson, a June steal
13.5 points a game.
with Catfish Hunter slipping from Houston, DHed his way
Georgia, howeveibleads the 10-member SEC in rushing de- from 17 victories to nine, with to 12 home runs and a .296
fense allowing 131 yards a game. Kentocky is second at 133.
Ed Figueroa dropping from 19 average in just 56 games.
Kentucky's Mike Siganos leads all SEC punt returners with
to 16, with Gullet spending-a
204 yards in 26 attempts,according to SEC statistics.
good deal of time in the
TENNIS
Dallas Owens is the conference's top interception specialist sidelines with an ailing
SAO PAULO,Brazil- Billie
with four interceptions returned for two touchdowns.
shoulder, with Mike Torrez in. _
Georgia, however, leads the 10-member conference- in - and out except for one brilliant -Jean King defeated Romanian
rushing defense, applying Just 131 yards per game. Kentucky seven-game stretch, settli.„Ken Florenta Mihai 6-2, 6-4 in a
.
"-:third round match of a$100,000
is second at 133. Holztman a body but not-an - international
tennis
Opponents have had better luck passing against the Wild- arm.
tournament.
cats, who rank seventh in the league at 126 yards per game.
"We were shooting craps,"
Georgia,...allowing 13ards per game, ranks ninth in that
Martin said after starting the - In other third-round action,
category and is third in total defense at 266 yards per game.
sore-shouldered Gullett in -American Helen Cawley beat
Kentncirrirtarterback Deft-Irk ftarnser-who led the Sre---name f, and-&-seTd-om-used Austr7riniVendy Turnbull 7-in passing a week ago, slipped to second behind Vanderbilt's
Hunter in Game 2, and coming 5, 6-2 and Czechoslavakian
Mike Wright this week.
away with a split. Indeed, he Martina Navratilova defeated
Wright/completed 17 passes last weekligainst Georgia and
was shooting craps with his transsexual Renee RiChards 7" leads the SEC with 7.2 completions per game.
pitchers all season, except for 6,7-6.
Ramsey hos completed 6-8per game and holds a slim lead the remarkably consistent.
over No.3 passer 13ruce Threadgill of Mississippi State.
newcomer, Ron Guidry; ands'- BARCELONA, Apain Kentucky's Randy Brooks was 10th among SEC rushers bullpen featuring the rubber- Topseeded Bjorn Borg _Of
with a 54-yards per game average, but has been sidelined for armed Sparky Lyle and, until Sweden defeated Spain's
at least three weeks with a shoulder separation.
he was needed as a late-season Antonio Moreno 6-3, 4-6, 6-4 in
Split end Dave Trosper emerged this week as the SEC's fif- starter, Dick Tidrow.
the third round of the
th best pass receiver, having snared 16 passes for 192 yards
But elsewhere, catcher international "Conde de
and one touchdown.
Thurman Munson, first Godo" tennis tonrnament.

HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - All
season, the pundits delighted
in calling the New York
Yankees ''the best team
money can buy."
Only in the wake of their
World Series victory over the
-Los Angeles Dadge-ra did they
realize how right they were.
All the nonsense and
ludricous shennanigans that

Mayfield Or Heath, Who Will Win?

City,they will murder Fulton County.
If things go as Sack Haskins hopes, the race for the 2"-A
County-Marshall
McLean
at
COUNTY
MARSHALL
after
night
Friday
over
all
be
will
spot
playoff
post-season
_ County convinced me last week. It's McLean County's turn
Heath defeats Maxfield.
to tie-Convinced,by 14 points.
If things go the waijaCkIforns *anti thenif6gO11èath
The college games produced one upset last week and
will be out of the race and the District title will be decided
it wasn't an upset. Att,stin Peay won at North
maybe
Mayfield.plays
County
when.Calclweil
Friday
next
As a result, the Governors are ranked 10th in the
Alabama.
.
If thiggs go*roy Al.Ojarclann hopes, Mayfield will beat
Divisionll poll this week.
Heath but the Pirates will bruise and beat up the Cardinals
It's the first time since 1947 Austin Pay has been ranked
so badly that Caldwell County can in no. way lose to
in the football poll.
• Mayfield next week.
Nicholls State at AUSTIN PEAY by 5-Normally, I'd
If things go the way I think they'll go, both Giordano and
never,do it but maybe the Goys are for real. If they can win
Haskins will spend the rest of the winter wondering who is
this one, they'll go to 6-1 and most certainly 7-1 the following
the secondliest.taini. Maybe they should too.
weekend when they host Middle in the Peay's Homecoming.
If Mayfield is to win the District crown, they are going to
.
on
After.NiChOJIs State andAtddle,Austin Peay then has to ,
successive
County
- _ have to defeat Heath and Caldwell
come to .Murray and the Racers could gain some nice
certainly deserweekendsandif they_can.do that they most
.
publicity by winning: And by that time, if Peay wins its next
ve to go on and win the state title.'
two.the Goys couldbe ranked higher than 10th.
But, since Caldwell County and Heath-depot play-in the
don't
Tennessee-by-seven-I
East
at
STATE
MURRAY
win?
to
them
of
one
for
be
it
would
fair
how
regular,season,
know. At 'least there won't be a wind factor in the
Each team in the District should have to play each other.
Minidome.
Who is going to win Friday? Mayfield.
"We'll probably get up there and they'll have two big fans
It will be interesting to see how long Heath can stand up to
Careach end of the field," Bill Furgerson told the Big M Club
at
the
of
strength
line
tremendous
the
of
pressure
the
earlier in the week:
dinals.
The key: the offensive line play. If they can give David
Before we get into the predictions,.a quick look back at
the time, Ruzich could have a super day passing. If
Ruzich
at
loss
City's
Fulton
last week's 7-4 effort: The misses were
not, the Racers will be in dire trouble. Murray must rely on
Dresden, Cairo's win over Reidland, Christian County's win
the aerial attack.
over 111gliman and Caldwell County's loss at Union City.
John Fr111/1 and-I always go oter the schedule of games . .Western Kentucky at EASTERN KENTUCKY by 20-The
Hilltoppers will fall to a pitiful 1-6 on the season and
together and discuss the area teams a little each week. Last
Eastern will even its record at at
my-predictions- Week when I interviewed John:
to
Middle'Tennessee at DELAWARE by 35-Middle will
school
in
you
tell
always
They
office.
while sitting in his
also fall to a pitiful 1-6.
never change your mind on a true-false question and I guess
Morehpad at TENNESSEE TECH by 17-Tech has a nice
the same holds true for football predictions. Originally, I'd
schedule. They've already beaten the Racers and Western
picked Union City over Caldwell and:Chrtstian County Over
tyworritiorr-I..nad— on the road. They havPAtistin.PeaxandEast Tett:lessee left
Thiaibnt-whcn
at home in addition to the game with Morehead. They must
second thoughts and the second thoughts were wrong.
play at Eastern Kentucky and Middle so it would appear
Among the more pleasing predictions were of course the
Tech is hoine safely.
County
Marshall
prediction Murray would win by six over
The record in the OVC is 22-10. Overall, for high school
and of course, my upset special. where I picked Webster
55poor
pvc games,the record is 77-27.
and
a
is
mark
,....County.oyer 14ne Oak. For theiyepr, the
17.
Here goes another effort.
MAYFIELD at Heath by 13-Several people have told me
Racers Will Be
they are going to the game. I advise anyone who is planning
to go to be there no later than 6:30 p.m. The field at Heath is
not the largest in the world.
Both'teams have good backs, good size and good lines.
But Mayfield has more of each category. Though Heath has
The 1937 Murray State to the All-KIAC ( Kentucky
an advantage in playing at home, Mayfield is a better team.
•
University football team, - Intercollegiate- Athletic
the
b4-KnowingItell
MIIRRAVIIIGH
flopkinsville at
which won 8 games,lost 1, and Conference I team. Gudauskus
Tiger players read the paper, let me say this fellows: don't
tied 1, and was champion of—later played professional
game
the
takei
ray
Mtir
If
easy.
be
will
it
minute
a
for
think
Southern Intercollegiate football with the Chicago
lightly, the Tigers will win. the Tigers from Hoptown that the
Athletic Association, Will be- -Bears.
is.
J. R. "Jug- Mitchell, was
honored at the Mqrray State
This is a rpust game for Murray. A win would insure the
leading
scorer of the 'team
29.
Oct.
gave
Homecoming,
- Tigers of a Break-even session and a big tain .could
Thus far, 17 members of the . with 44 points. Thompson
at
game
Week's
next
into
going
Murray a lot of incentrve
team have indicated they scored 38, Claude McRaven
Tilghman.
27, and Joe
prize predic- would return to Murray for _36, John Jasper
.=-BOWLING GREEN at Durrett by 21-My
The team out19.
Spaulding
Homecoming.
red
tion was picking the Purples over heavily-favo
The -37 Racers lost their scored its opponents 219-68.
Franklin-Simpson last week. Of course Bowling Green
to Hardin- McRaven had a 102-yard kickseason-opener
should
They
28-0.
shocked everyone in the state by whining
then beat off return against Tennessee
but
27-0
-Simmons
have no problem at Durrett:
Ouachita Tech, and Thompson had a 6323-0,
Tech
Tennessee
by
MEMORIAL
Webster County at BALLARD
21-14. yard scoring run in the same
Tennessee
27-7,
Middle
seven-This should be a pretty dec_ent game. The two tearns
Mississippi College 43-0, Union game.
bit
a
be
may
Ballard
but
matched
well
should be fairly
team
returning
The
(Tenn.) 21-0, Memphis State
stronger.
will be honored at a
members
before
32-7
Morehead
and
19-0,
Fort Campbell at CALDWELL COUNTY by one-The
being tied by Western Ken- coffee at 9 a. m., have lunch
Falcons have improved much since the beginning of the
7-7_. They-beat Superior _ .together at the Alumni
tucky
season because they've had some new players arrive on
be in their final game. Smorgasbord," and
26-6
State
base. Caldwell County can't afford to take a two-game
recognized at half-time of the
coached
was
team
'37
The
losing streak into next week's game at Mayfield.
by Roy Stewart, for whom the Murray-Eastern Kentucky
Todd Central-at CHRISTIAN COUNTY-by-V-A-Sunday
present Murray Stadium is --football game.----- -walk in the park, only on Friday night
named, and its SIAA chamGreyhouncLs
County-The
REIDLAND at Crittenden
pionship was the second for
have cost me about four misses this year. It would be an upStewart in 5 seasons. Elmer
one.
this
lost
they
set if
"Mutt" Cochran was captain
LONE OAK at Metropolis-Take Metropolis, Crittenden
of the team. He was also
County and Reidland and throw them into a hat: If Lone
By The Associated Press
named to the Little AllFOOTBALL
Oak loses this one, Fred Gibson should really have some in- America team at the _sonteresting things to say Saturday.„Lone Oak by 14. NationalFootball League
clusion of the season. Back
BILLS RUSSELLVILLE at Trigg County by one-Russellvilleis
BUFFALO
Bill Thompson, center C. W.
having a mediocre year. That should be enough to beat
Waived Neil O'Donoghue,
Diebert
Hardin, and end Dale
Trigg County.
placekicker. Signed Carson
honorable
were • named
FRANKLIN-SIMPSON at Glasgow by 13-FranklinLong, placekicker.
All-America.
Little
mention
CLEVELAND BROWNS Simpson should bounce back from their big upset loss of
Cochran, Hardin and taokle
last week. It could be close though.
Cut Reggie Craig, wide
Pete Gudauskus were named
Fulton County at DRESDEN-If Dresden can beat Fulton
receiver. Signed Steve
Okoniewski, defensive tackle.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
NEW YORK RANGERS Assigned Greg Hoist,-center,
to New Haven of the American
Hockey League. Signed Brad
Becker, right wing, and
assigned him to New Haven.

1937

Honored At Homecoming

Wildcats Rate Top In
SEC Defensive Stats

Sherwk4Wllienss
Annual
Car edine
1•Dre-Walt
Savings!

Sports Deals

"BIG"
SAVINGS

NOW ON SALE-More than 330 carpet
colors from our complete Style Perfect'
collection of over 900 colors.
Sale
Reg. Price
pr,s5 Va

ANOTHER WORLD - Shimmering soft
14 99 12.99
denier nylon in fine. silky sculptured design
COUNTRY LANE- L uxu nous thick textured
17 99 -13.99
plush of 100% Trevirae Star Polyester
FESTIVE- 100% nylon Heat set for
longer hie and attractive appearance
7 99 6.49
(Jute backing)
7.49
- 8.99
(Foam backing)
HERITAGE 50-50 fabulous Colors of Celanese
13 49 10.49
Premium Fortrer' Polyester Saxony styling
MEDITATE -Saxony Styling 100% nylon.
With Scotchgarrr and Anh,Stat for better
, 1099. 8.99
performance
PRIVACY - Polyester cut 'n loop styling in subtle '
12.99 10.49
color combinations UrlUsilei sculptured effect
RAINBOW MIST- Cut and uncut iv to sha
for traditional or contemporary effects
49 10.99
100% Nylon
STAR QUALITY- Rich lustrous textured
Star Polyester
10 49 8.49*
.
plush in 100% Trevira
TOWN 'N COUNTRY PRINTS -100%
nylon in n5any styles DuPont Zepef* treated
8.49 6.49
for soil resistance
•
WILD FLOWER - Low profile cut 'n loop
shag In longw-eanng 100% nylon
8.99 6.99
(Jute backing)
9.99 7,99
(High Density)
10 99 8,99
(Future Step backing)
ALSO ON SALE- Many additional carpet stylaiind qualities.
Sale eirds Nor 7
•PaddIng prwl postollabon not ,,cluded

14

McHugh To Try Out
For College Team

On

All 1977 Models
Gremlins, Pacers, Hornets
Matador(Demo.-2 door)
Going at a low low cost to you. Plus a 2 year, 24,000 miles
warranty. Come out early before the stock is gone.
THIS IS THE BEST BUY OF THE YEAR
Open til 6:00 - Open Evenings By Appointment

PI AMC 1 Jeep,
Cains- -AMC-Jeep, no.
806 Coldwaar Road - 7531411

swirled around this'turbulent
team from the start of spring
training served to obscure the
fact that the additions of right
fielder Reggie Jackson,
pitcher Don Gullet; • and
shortstop Bucky Dent made
the Yankees a stronger club
than the one the Cincinnati
'Redd swept Toni"
- -garnei a"
year ago.
Jut before the third game
of the Series in Los ?ingeles,

—

77.4

WAUKESHA,
Wis.Murray
Former
High
basketball star, Bill McHugh
will try out for the Carroll
College (Waukesha, Wisc.)
basketball team, according to
Rees Johnson, head coach of.
the Pioneers.
A 5'11, 160-pound guard who
averaged 10 points, 5 rebounds
and three assists per game at
Murray High School, Murray,
Kentucky, McHugh was given
Honorable Mention, AllPurchase.
McHugh also participated in
track and was on the Honor
Boll at Murray High. "We are
glad to have Bill in our
program," Johnson said. "We
feel he has the potential to be a
fine point guard for Carroll
College."
Menuah is frie--ana•of Mr.
and Mrs. William McHugh of
171(1 Magnolia, Murray.

free*wells,service UssAlester Chew,leaktkoericertt KA or tor Weeded credit terms.
141/11 stores ischttliq oie mew pos.

-

•

.

:t•:!- .:-.::-.-::::.Seutle_litanor-Sitopping Center3321 — Murray
,
753
4

1
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By. MIKE BRANDON

Friday in the Murray
High Homecoming.
Since you've already heard
Hoptown comes into the
it a million times, why'nog --DelteSt with a 2-6 record.
start on the second million? - They've defeated Trigg
You can't judge a book by its County and Clarksville Northcover ( magazines ant
wesk-But it's always imferent).
portant to note who a team has
Likewise, you can't judge a Jost to. And that's exactly why
football team by its record and nobody is taking Hoptown
you can bet John Hina isn't lightly.
going to be looking at records
Hoptown has lost to
when Hopkinsville visits Franklin-Simpson, ShelHolland Stadium in a 8 p.m. byville,tn., Tilghman,
Madisonville, Mayfield and
.'Evaniirille Reitz. Not a bad
crew of teams to lose to eh?
"They've had a very rough
schedule,"Tna said.
"The fact they are' a 4-A
school and they are stepping
down to play a 2-A opponent
has to be an added incentive
Pairings have been an• for them. They run out
nounced for the Murray *ishborie and they ave
Tennis .Association's Mixed tremendous size on the inDoubles Tournament which terior line.
will be held Saturday and
haveici4of tradition
game

Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Pairings Set
For Weekend
Doubles Play

Irthe

GIVES TIGERS LIFT - Claude Johnson (23) gave .the Tigers a lift last week as he came in and
ran several big plays as tailback for Murray High. The Tigers will be playing in their Homecoming
against Hopkinsville Friday night.
(Stuff *Wee by Rev* Polack)

"You've heard people talk
about character. People are
always trying to define it.
Whatever character is, it
certainly was very evident for
rtimes," Hina
us in the two
said.

-

-

Indeed. It• was character
perhaps mom than anything
else that stopped Marshall
County oil" a fourth and one
play in the final overtime and
gave the win to Murray High.
"We had tremendous play
from Grettis Bumphis and

B=06
Garland

Kendall
Fariess
M ibblyard
Johnson
N Hibbard.
Adams
Garrastazu

57
3
11
69
9
5

.

Sunday at the Murray Midi
tennis courts.

and a lot of pride.-We-have all ?taarf
rbleeki.r
the respect in the world for
Total
Four doubles teams drew
them. Every time we've
baptises
byes and will noirbe playU
4.
played them over the last few Richard"
2
Catlett
until noon Saturday. They are
years, it's been:amit game Gilliam
Eddie Hunt andCarol Julian,
3
'Marne
for the fans to..
Bennie 'Pin-calf ñdina
know a lot of adults NpVklitseford
2
4'7'
Hughes, A.W. Simmons and
sometimes don't think too agnbothani
ISue Overbey, and Frank
much about the impact of a liOinplus
4
Julian and Lanette Hunt. .
1
lais
Homecoming game.But to our Uti,eo'
26
The rest of the pairings for
kids Homeeoming means a
first re
'
tinti- /*Mel"
'
aMlfitiii Olt a- lot of Greta-n(7aftel-the— great cre4721.524
times are as follows:
4-6-0
value in it: We hope everyone Lin
ollirp'hsis
I-2.1
9 a.m. — Steve Cooper- who can will'
come put and
26-60-6
Totals
Terry Burke vs. Bruce& watch thegame," Hine added. •
_ eyeing
Walker-Rainey Apperson;
He doesn't have to worry. Kendall •' 30-1029
Doug ,Lance-Rosemaryl The way thasTigerapiaya4lest _ _ .......zr , _ wolfHaws
973
Warner vs. Hunt Smock- week .in their 19-13 double =

Sharon

Wells;

A.B.

Crag-

Mary Jane Jackson vs. Ni o
Florez-Donna Keller; Ken
Hopkins-Janet Housden vs.

overtime

win

at

Marshall

Total

-16

individual

Rushing,
Passing
Total

lost
359
1413

It was the first overtime
Fumble Recoveries
game ever for Murray High
s
i taerhal
phe
'
:
loon
but they came within less than '
Huai- a minute of not getting there. Jones.

efforts,

was

the

at one halfback spot while. .

Nathan Farmer is
team effort," Hina added.
The week has been jammed. other. The fullback

at 'the

is 210with Homecoming festivities--pound Mile Lane.
_
. Although the game starts at
at, the high school.
On Wednesday atternaos,--11 p.m., to 'catch all the
the grads of Murray High‘ festivities, one should be there
n420_L
1/
jA).-1.910. web:mm(1_4 eirlY.
The actual festivities will
9 a reception. Earlier in the
begin at 7;30 p.m. with the
each
doors
to
week,
the
12
7 homeroom were decorated coronation of the queen.
The candidates for queen,
and judging will take place
chosen by the Tiger football
today.
On Fri&Y, there will be team, are seniors Becky West:
displays in front of the school Deann Thornton and Mary
Smock.
and of course, a pep rally.
-1
973

,

129.0
36,3
178.3

'Every Friday Evening 'and
Saturday Specials (begins 4 p

Oppeneets' Meese

County,everyone who can will
be at the game.

254
1727 '

However, to make the
Mike Hibbard in the backfield
and Claude Johnson came in Homecoming event a success,
and sparked us some in the the Tigers need to win the
second half. On the offensive football game.
"Ever since I've been kneeline, I felt we got great play
from Frank Gilliam, David high to a grasshopper, I've
Stephenson, John Denham known Hopkinsville football,"
Hine said.
and Alvin Parham. _
"Defensive-wise, I felt like
"Like any other school,
we had a total team effort. We there are some years that are
had outstanding play from better than others. But you
Keith Cartwright and Gilliam better be ready to play. When
at defensive ends, from you play Hoptown, you can
Parham and Dwight Mc- count on a hard and physical
Dowen at tackles and from football game.
"If we don't play excellent:—
Robert Whitrner, Mike Utley
and Craig Johnson at the football, we can't win. We'll
have to have another total
linebacker positions.
We had . treMeirttous • team effort to win," Hinaft
_
secondary play Epps Claude added.
Hoptown. does have talent.
Johnson, Grettis Bumph's and
Thomas Kendall. I felt we got Jeff Colon will go at guarsome of the best corner play terback aid he's been coming .
we've ever had. But the thing on well while David 'Lewis..
that was most evident on brother of MSU freshman
defense,even more so than the. foothall_player Billy Lewis,. is_

m Fr/ thru Sat 10 p m.)

150.6
51.3
201.9

Merrill Brick-Sally Crass;
'Sammy
Housden-Shelia
Farmer

vs. Maurice
phreys-Sue Outland.

Utley
Marshall County_led 770 it9til Cartwright
trattii Bumphis brokeii-putit Catlett,
Lochie Landolt vs. "Bill Cap- return for a TD in the final.
Reeri
-ilitieUhlirey Homra; Manminute and then Willie Perry Wells
_Fariner-Geor giann kicked the extra point to send
Total .
Moffitt vs. Buddy Valentine- the game into overtime
IMareeptleas
Cartwright
Jennie Sue Smock; Joey West. "It was oaf of the most Kendall
Ellen Harrell vs. Gene LanTotal
exciting games I've ever been
Ben
Crass:
dolt-Gay
Suds.
involved in as a coach.
Burnphis
Hogancamp-Vickie Lance vs.
"We knew Marshall County Richardson
Ed Chrisman-Pat. .25)pkins.
-wattbi--be -a- muchAmproved- At. Hibherd:2 noon — Steve Payne- team and were very sound Utley
Tharpe
Penney Cappock .vg. Walt
fundamentally
and
they Gilliam
Apperson-Peggy Billington; _certainly proved those facts to Adams
N. Hibbard *
Bob Hopkins-Jo Crass vs. Ken be. true. Wink. one-orthe IseirY"
Total
Harrell-Mary Frank Valenhardest fought games we've
tine; Don Burke-Edwinna
had in a long time.
Simmons vs. Charlie Warner"It was just a tremendous
Realland
Andrea Hogancamp.
Fulton Co
exhibition of defensive footMayfield
ball. Offensive-wise, they
Heath
Ca Idwe II Co
probably had the ball more
Trigg Co
than we did-far as time of
Marshall Co
— Total
possession goes. But When we
Thursday Coigiles
Bowling League
Total Points
had to have it, we came
Team
through.
Near Misses
•
124_
-- *Shack
Kings & Queens
16
little Demons
16
16
13-H
14
1
BeautyBox
14
1
M&P's
12
Untouchables
9,4 1
Bowlers
9 1
Ups & DOwns
VS'1
Bun Ines
5
1
Fast Siders
*FR Pitchers
2
Rookies
tat

-10:30

Ronnie Dunn--

1
-t
..... 2 .44
6

odienCei to District competition In the

in the zone competition

at Paducah. This week, the pair

will be in Louisville and will compete against youngsters from Kentucky, Indiana and Tennessee.
The competition will be held at Atherton High School. Locally, the PIMP( competition is sponsored

by Parker Ford.

If yourzredit cards
turn on you,turn to us.
It's so easy to charge more than you
pay off. Your balances get fatter by the
month. Before you know it, interest
charges get heavy.
Your credit cards have turned on you.
Lending money is our business.

Amount
t Iftemend

Mooney
Payment

Mamas
To Pasit

Toed Of
Payments

$2,500 $ 73.17

48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%

$3,500 $ 90:41

60 $ 6,44.60 10:80%

$5,500 $124.41

60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%

Our only business. So you can turn to
$7,500 $169.41 60 $10,164.66
neat, dean credit card consoli-• dation loan.
•Annual Pereentyre Rate
You know going in how much you'll
pay every month. And how much you'll
-pay altogether. So you can budgetfor it.
In Bel-Air Center, Murray
Then you're controlling your finances,
Phone 753-5573
instead of vice-versa.
Charles MarcusSen, Mgr
And you've tamed the ferocious
credit card.
us for a

mile

12.68%

We've got yoar loan
, Up to 87.50a

*325.

$700

-$349

*I oz..Itibey•

412141tansas city Cut'
g

Opponent
7
0
42
42
20
0
13
124'

Standings_

ADVANCE - Mork Miller (left) td David Denham

4/18 King (2 l.Mob ler 2 hoopla).
.• • •

12
8
6
2
102

Bowling

Pass, Punt and Kick Contest last week

.

'Fantail Shrimp

inners include siitad
loaf of
onisaf bread.

bar: iholce

of potato, and

the Catfish You Can Eat
includes french fries. tole slow. white beons. hushpuppies

Ilon,
An

$269
14.6

High Team Game(SC) ,4,4i
Kings* Queens
715
' D-H
en
Mitt:lemons
High Team Game(HC) 832
Kings & Queens
828
13-H
792
little Demons
High Team Series(SC)
2135
ler Queens
2113
1985

Little Demons
High Team Series HC
13-H
Kings & Queens
Near Misses
High Ind. Game SC)
Men
Ron Hesselrode
,
Lyman Dixon.......
R. Pace
D. Jones
Women
Pat Tlesselrode
Decie Beale
Betty Parrish

ffigh IntrOmme(HC)
Men -Ron Hesselrode
Deston Smith.,"
D. Chilstenbery
Dixon
D livers
Women
Pat Hesseirode
Decie Beale
Betty Parrish
High Ind. Series SC
Men
Ron Pace
Lyman Dixon
Dan Jones.

2452
2420
2329

22S"
212
210
250
240
231
23/
254
244
..„
ST:

Women
Pat Hesselrode
Mildred Hodge
. lois Smith
MO Ind Series(HC)
Men
I. Dixon
G Wilims
D Christenbery
Underhill

570
517._
444
141
RIR

Pat Hesselrode
M Hodge
D Beale
Betty Dixon.
itialeaverages

The 1977-78 Racers will be

JAW

Ron Pace
•
Dan Jones
Charlie Hargrovel.;•
Tommy McClure .
Virgil Seeger .
Women
I ois smith
Womb Bret%
Mildred Hodge
nIl.Pltherta

•

in action,

in wheelchairs

against

one of the

nation's finest

IPA Friday

44141

- Student Union Building
Spancorettbyth

y-Cltliiway-JimerianttttrefiotSptet-tafrittiatto-rehttr.

a
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Superman Role By Jack -it-1-n All
That Kept Series From Normal

By FRED ROTHENBERG efficiently utilizes MS talents Mike Torrez, the sixth-game Valuable Player. "Guys like Jackson, whose hot bat in
AP Sports Writer
when he's in the limelight," winning pitcher. "Now I know Ruth, DiMaggio, Mays and September got the Yankee
NEW YORK (AP)'- Until said Dodgers pitcher Don why he calls himself Mr. Clemente;But I can aay I had here. Exit Reginald Martinez
one day like those guys."
Jackson after his three loud
Reggie Jackson took off his Sutton. "It's like an actor on a October."
Until he did, the unheroic homers tied Ruth's one-game
"That was the greatest
Yankees pinstripes and talk show who can't say much
donned a Superman outfit, the off-stage. But you ,turn the performance that I've ever five-game Series had no record and broke a handful of
1977 World Series was just an camera on him andbe gives seen in a World Series," said heroes - just the Yankees other slugging feats.
anti-heroes. There wai no
Academy • -Award Lasorda.
"Without him, we wouldn't
average affair played by mere an
"Guys throw around the clear-cut choice for' Series have won the pennant," said
performance."
mortals.
word superstar a lot," said MVP.
Yankees catcher and captain
Until Jackson borrowed a
•'Now I believe him," said Jackson, the Series Most
The first game was won by Thurman Munson, Jackson's
page
from
Babe
Ruth's
power
By The Associated Press
said of his young third-round Jones had 26.
the Yankees in 12 innings. The bitter antagonist for much of
book with three rocketing
So the Los Angeles Lakers draft choice who played a
Spurs 114,Celtics 109
victory was built on sore- the season. "Without him, we
horne
runs
Tuesday
night,
didn't haNfe Kareem Abdul- team-high 40 minutes and hit
A standing-room crowd of there
armed
Don_Gullett's starting wouldn't have won the World
was
enough action to fill
Jabber, winner of the National 11 of 22 field goal attempts and 10,466 in San Antonio watched
pitching, iroruluin Sparky Series:"
baseball's
annual
World
Basketball Association's Most three of four foul shots against the Spurs, led by George
Lyle's stingy relief and the
To Jackson, Munson's
Series film but nothing worthy
Valuable Player Award, a Indiana.
Gervin's 39___points5 ., beat of the
timely hitting of Willie comment must have been
special- niche----for
record-tying five times.
Edwards started because Boston for the first time in
Randolph and Paul Blair..... pure vindicatiOn. Yet he didn't
memorable moments in Series
They had James Edwarda.' Abdul-Jabbar has a broken history. Game 2 was won by the gloat... People who hit three
history.
,LPYDGTON,
Ky:
And the Philadelphia 76ers bone in his right hand,
fAP)
Why
would
a
reasonably
sane
Bulls 107, Rockets 103
Dodgers,
and they put it in homers in...the final -game of
No
catch
was
comparable
to young man spurn basketball scholarship offers from other
were without superstar Julius suffered in a fight with
Mickey Johnson scored 19
their corner early, rocking a the Series don't have to.
the ones made by Al universities to attend Kentucky as a walk-on? For Chris GetErving._ ..
Milwaukee rookie Kent points, iinftding a field goal
stale Catfish Hunter for three
"Nothing can top this,"
Gionfrida, Willie Mays, Sandy• telfinger,it-was the dream of playing for a national chamk didn't matter;
K.nson Tuesday night, and with less than six minutes left
homers inside 2 1-3 iniiings. Jackson said."Who the hell is
,Amorot or Ron Swoboda.
Both the Lakers, the will be sidelined indefinitely.
pion.
--- that put Chicago ahead forHunter, a victim of season- going to hit three homers to
No pitching performance "That's the only reason. I think they're going to win the
Wirmingest team in the NBA
McGinnis, a, flop in last good 98-97, helping the BulLa,
long
shoulder ills and a recent decide a World Series? Hell,
last season, and the 76ers, the season's final playoff series win their second road game in ' _brought back memories of national title," said Gettelfinger, a 6-foot-2 guard who averbattle with a long-worded I'm not."
Don Larsen, Floyd Bevins, aged 24 points per game at Knoxville Catholic High School in
losing finalist in the 1977 against Portland, made up for two nights, against Houston.
urological disorder, shouldn't
He smiled when he said that,
Sandy Koufax, Bob Gibson or Tennessee.
playoffs, played without their the absence of Erving, out
Braves 112, Kings 108
have been Martin's starting knowing inside that no one has
Whitey Ford.
top performers Wednesday with a sprained knee, by firing
"I had offers from places like Wake Forest, Mississippi,
Buffalo made new Coach
pitcher, Jackson second- done that since Babe Ruth in
There
were
no hitting Drake and Mississippi State," he said in an interview Wednight- and won easily.
in 20 points in the first half Cotton Fitzsimmons' debut a
guessed
after the game.
1928°and it may be another
heroics on a par with the feats nesday.
Los Angeles, with the against Detroit as the 76ers success, beating Kansas City
Martin, however, said he half century before someone
immortalized
by
Bill
overlooked Edwards, a 7-foot opened a commanding 63-38 as- Billy Knight scored 31
What makes Gettelfinger's presence here more unlikely is
was pleased that the Yankees else can match the feat.
Mazeroski, Cookie Lavagetto, the fact he-hails from the home of Kentucky's biggest basketrookie center from the lead.
"McGinnis
was points and grabbed 15
were leaving New York with a
Carlton
Fisk
or
Babe
Ruth.
University of Washington, devastating," said Pistons rebounds,
ball rival, the Tennessee Volunteers.
and
Chuck
two-game split.
The-1977 Series was going to
Are You Serious! Do you
replacing the injured Abdul- Coach Herb Brown.
Like most youths in Knoxville, Gettelfingecsaid he grew up
Williams, replacing injured
The third game was the big
be remembered for the New as a Vol fan. Why,then, did he not opt to wear the orange and
Jabbar and scoring- 25 points Nuggets 133, Bucks 115
want to buy a boat?
really
Tiny Archibald, had his NBA
one, according to Martin, who
York Yankees' off-the-field white?
and- grabbing 14 rebounds.. _David Thompson and Bobby __career high of 21 points.,
knew
he
had
a
zell-rested
Ron
squabbles, whether they won
beat the Indiana Pacers 133- Jones led a surge that enabled
•'That's a long story," the red-haired freshmari said."I had
Warriors 116,Smiles 84
Guidry for Game 4. The
it or not. Jackson second- mononucleosis the last 15 games of the season. They were
120.
Denver to break away from a
Golden State ruined the
winner of the third game
And Philadelphia, minus the 100-100 tie against Milwaukee coaching debut of Seattle's guessed his manager, Billy contacting me a little bit. Then it came down to the end of the
would win the Series. Torrez
Martin.
The
manager season and (assistant) Coach Stu Aberdeen went to Marailing Erving, got 32 -points with less than 10 minutes - Bob Hopkins, routing • the
settled down after a shaky
retaliated by -cursing Jackson shalland- what an you say? They just never called again."
and 22 rebounds from George remaining and beat the Sonics behind Rick Barry's
28 _ and
start and overpowered the
„questioning
his ability,
Meiffiiri1W-in -trouricIng- VELT-iindernianned-BtierCi;-playing "boititY-AndlnittSnittles20.:--Gettelfinger conceded. his work was cut out for him beDodgers, beating them on
-Several players
asked- 'Ur be cause the Wildcat return a'veteran backeotirt, including Jay-Detroit Pistons 113-96.
without Benson, sidelined with
thiffirT6ndry1ioilie
—
traded,
and
one,
pitcher
Ed
Shidler and Truman Claytor, who shared starting assign"Edwards did a super job," a mild concussion. Thompson
Bowling
The
next
day,
Guidry,
the
Figueroa, jumped the club for ments last year. Reserves Dwane Casey and Tim Stephens
twietker.
Los Angeles Coach Jerry West finished with 36 points and
Yankees' most consistent
a short time.
Standings
Don hicOure
also return, along with Purdue transfer Kyle Macy, who has
pitcher all year, stopped the
Old vrounds, like an early ?tiled a•yea,r (if
Grayson McClure
-- Di4ar or Dolliir
Dodgers
on
four
leaving
hits,
summer meeting between
Fri. Morning Ladies
But Gettelfinger said he 'Woiilifnitfotrielip in his bid for a
the NevIVorkers a print away
Bowling League
several players and owner_ scholarship. _
Train
W
L
.
from tkeir 21st world title.
Tiny Tots
George
Steinbrenner
19
5
"I wouldn't be up here if I didn't intend to try," he said.
It wasn't to be on Sunday,
Boone Laundry,Cleaders .
discussing the fate of Martin, "But, I don't know if I will or not. I can't say. I'd
M.F.A. Ins.
15
9
just like to
when
the Dodgers' pride and
Take 94 East out of Murray
Keel's Purchase The
were reopened by a national give it my all and play a little.
15
9
home run bats woke up,
Ky. Lake Oil Co
13
11
for 2 mres. Turn right on
magazine
piece.
The story
Paradise Kennels
"Everybody up here has played in front of these crowds,"
12
12 .
sending the Series back to
280. Follow 280 for 7 miles
Astro Car Wash
also recycled a remark by he said. "I need the experience. I really need
11
13
the first half of
past Bonner'; Grocery. Take
New York without a clear
men-mammon carysier 10 14
Jackson
that
he
would
never
TV Service Center .
blacktop into Panorama to
the season."
choice
top
performer,
for
and
High Team C.aiimetSC)_
' -play again_for_Martjn.
first stop sign, turn right then
Gettelfinger said he_ has become persona non_grata in
without a __real memorable
Tins Tots -.----.,-.—.....,........622 - ..-.4a
-contrast, the Dodgers of
ieft end von have arrived.
Tlny Tots
-Knoxville since joining the Wildcats, adding thatilialamily•
- 602
_
Tete.436-5483.
M.F.A. Ins
- ' — .. -- 57i' LOS - Angeles
were the also has felt the effects.
Fader Koglealcl --Mut=
Higir TearnGanwslliC4-"Sunshine
l3oys,"
filled
with
Tioy Tots
818
.Tiny Tots
-no ..kve for their fellow man,
hi.F.A. Ins
following the lead of their rahHigh Team Series(SC) . In
Tim Tots
"ire rah'inunager, Tom Lasorda,
f
Barrie LeandrYASIelmer5 s -• ,•.,.• — 114/1 ''by hugging each other at the'
M.F.A. Ins
1571
High Team Series4HC) - -.
— drop of a hat.
_
Thy Tots
2273But that's all incidental
Boone Laundry-Cleaners
2206
-Astro CarWash - - zirs now...Jackson saw to that. And
=Ind.Game(SO
isn't it ironic that Jackson, the
Terry U
193
Lois Smith
isa man who was - involved in
la 1.
Hilda Bennett.
183
nearly every Yankees tempest
fugInd.Gam e r HO.
'Ns
Terrylinde II.
all year, could overshadow all.
Hilda Bennett
236
the turmoil with One of the
Lois Smith
217
_
High Ind,Series 1SC)
most majestic performances
Mary Harris
494
in World Series annals?
Jane Parks
469
Lois Smith
462
And always, the best
High Ind.Series(HC)
performances would come
Terry Underhill
624
Model 4544 - Early Arnenca^ s'ylng
Hilda Bennett
606
while he was on center stage
Mary Harris
,60e
.4.
in an All-Star Game,a plaxoff
Patty Barns
.,FEgh Averages
game or a World Series game.
diagonal
Lois Smith
161
No, it is not surprising---that.
146
1.1arY.flarris..:_,
Jane Parks
145
jalcson,
Steintireriner'S $2.9
Margaret Morton
......,..,,
144
million freeagent catch, would
NMI-Todd
'-'''744
This outstanding value offers you eye-pleasing
Jean Bland
142
swing the bat three times
pictures that automatically adjust to changing
Linda Johnson
140
Terry
Underhill
Tuesday night, slam three
•••
139
room light
a one-button color tuning system
Geraldine Mathis
136
homers and win baseball's
... 100% solid-State reliability ... plus
Plus
Marie Clark
134
OUR
elacIrwell
F.E.T. and
distinctive furniture styling.
world championship for the
size
PRICE
old tire
Yankees 4 games to 2.
'Power Streak'78
B78-13 ,$23.50
$1.80
A78-13
"Reggie just seems to be the
A six-rib, dependblackwall
E78-14
$28.50
type
of
GOLF
person who most
-plus Si 73
able diagonal
Tel, Will Yi.
F78-14
$28.50
$2.37
F C T and
JOHANNESBURG, South
ply construction,
old tire
No Trades On This Model
G76-14 $29.95
Africa - Bobby Verwey--of_.....shidler
Goodyear quality.
F78-15
$29.50
Don't miss this
South Africa shot a three2 Days Only - Oct. 21 & 22
value!
G78-15
$30.95
under-par 67 to take a one
H78-15
stroke lead after the first
Whitewalls Just $2.50 to $3.50 more per tire
$32.95
round of the $57,000 South
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP African Professional Golfers
Kentucky basketball guard
QUALITY IN EVERY DETAIL
Association Tournament.
Three South Africans Jay Shidler was to undergo
For Sports &imports
Popular New Car Tire
carded 69s to tie for second surgery today at Good
'G800+5' double
'Custom Tread' Radial
Samaritan Hospital here to
place.
betted metric size
double belted whitewall,
Phis
White
repair
a
cracked
bone
in
his
OUR F.8.1.
radials
fits most U.S. cars
wall PRICE
George Burns of the United
is
and el
Size
right
foot,
officials
said.
Chestnut Si
753-7575
1111178-13
Murray, Ky.
Bra
States tied for fifth at 69 with
Whitewall
Shidler, a -sophomore from
40 $46
ER 78'14 MIME.
three South Africans.
plus $2.06
_15555m3 163SR.13 125s0.18 16551t5
Lawrenceville, Ill., who ex.*
FI.T, and
old tire
MR 78 15 ITUIFEWEll
started for the Wildcats last
Blackwall, plus 81,67 to $2.03 ELT. and Old tire
Additional Sires taw Priced Toe
year, cracked the fifth
metatarsol bone Sunday while
ustSay-tharge It'
,
011, 0/ 1/sese 00
e,*row tow, Ow Ow, Cus/omer C..go 1:01.n • M.o., Char.?*
driving for a layup in a
ericAva • Amer.cs
.A
,
,E.cfes. Mo^ev Cat<1 • Carte 13,a
Sa
,
,
che • 0.nomiChab • Can '
practice session.
Goodyear Revolving Change Account
Jack Perry, assistant sports
ywis- as
information director, said
tratiallatadt,
bad Ct.,. ran,.
os Snot, at °oat...,
,trataa
Ltortraettatatts Serrate tar ,,•••
Se...res Net avattatote tat ST••••0
doctors would insert a screw
attors
in the bone.
Shidler
appeared
on
crutches at the Wildcats'
preseason photo session
Monday. He said then that
Up to 5 WS
US mad,rarx
doctors thought he had
of major brand
will be added to City of Murray
partS extra
10. 30 grade oil
stretched some tendons.
6 cyl,
st4b813 8cyl.
of needed
Property Taxes If Not Paid
Later examination revealed
Add $2 00 for air conditioning
onadnitionb
d la io
ngr Price includes
the cracked bone. Coach Joe • Complete chassis luExcludes fronTwheel drive cars
and oil change
Hall said Shidler would miss •rication
• Our mechanics electroniHelps ensure long
cally fine-tune your engine
• Complete analysis
about three weeks of practice.
earing parts and
Taxes May Be Paid At The
• New points, plugs and
and alignment cor-

Jabbar Out But Lakers Win,
Erving Out 76ers Still Win

Gettlefinger Happy To
Be Walk-On At Kentucky

HOUSEBOAT?'
PONTOON
BOAT?
DECK BOAT?
u
vi,
Happy Holiday
Travel, Inc.

MAGNAVOX

SPECIALLY
PRICED!

POLYESTER
BUY-BOFETHEINEEK

25"VIDEOMATIC
COLOR CONSOLE

S69995 NOWYoi

MAGNAVOX

Undergoes
Operation On Foot

STEEL BELTED RADIAL GAS-SAVERS!

6 B MUSIC-MAGNAVOX

3O"36

$45

imanomniri,

GOODriEAR

NOTICE

Lube &OilChange

10% PENALTY

$588

EngineTune-Up

Front-End Alignment

36

9388

$3088

BEFORE NOV. 1, 1977

City Hall Building at 5th Ad-Poplar Streets
Monday thru Friday 8 AM - 5 PM
and on
Saturday, Oct. 29, 1977
11 AM 4401
Jo Crass
City Clerk

BASKETBALL
NEW YORK-The National
Basketball
Association
reached an agreement with
its referees on a three-year
contract, NBA
Deputy
Commissioner Simon P.
Gourchne annottneet
•
Terms of the pact were not
revealed.
The contraCt is the first to be
signed'aby the NBA alid the
National Association .4.
Basketball Referees.
7••••

smooth, quiet performance • Please
phone for appointment
• Includes light
trucks

rection —to Increase tire _01111111
9
111111ft.
mileage and improve
steering • Precision
equipment, used by experienced mechanics,
helps ensure a precision alignment

at4

Ask tor out Free Battery Poelier Check

condenser•Test charging/
starting systems, time engine. adjust carburetor
• Helps maintain-s smooth
running engine • Includes
Datsun, Toyota, VW and
light Trucks. Cars with electrOtt1C ignition $4 less

• - GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
'Stare Neiws: 1:311 A.M. soil 4:011 P.M. Deily - Opse Miley satIllIAD
Mgr. R. Cartwright

Mgr. T. Temkin

721 S. 12th St.
Murray,Ky:
753-0595

315W, Broadway
yfteld, Ky.
247-3711

Mgr, E. Witte

600 Jefferson
Paducah.Ky.;
•
442-5464

Mgr. B. Davis

100 S. Stateline
• F,p1ton, Ky.
472-1000 ,.

•
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SUPER 0— It was the Tiger defense that sparkled
more than anything else in their exciting 19-9..doubie
overtime win last week at Marshall County. Here, a number of Tigers tackle
Kenneth Wolf of the Marshals Tigers in the picture,include
Grettls Sumphls(120), Claude Johnson(23)and Mike Utley (40). This week,the
Tigers have their Homecoming game with Newtown.

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Inc.
Alemv

Bathroom Tissue
With $10.06 Order
or More _
Sa!*
Price Good thru
Wed. Oct. 26

Roll Ph.

Parker's Super Mkt.
•

753-2617

So. 12th

Downtown Shopping Center

When
You
Can't
Watch
The Tigers

Freed Cotham Co.
Heating,Air Conditioning,
Sheet Metal
—Since 1937—
80 Chestnut - 753-481'2

•

Lyle Underwood

GOOD/YEAR

Creative

FAMILY RESTAURANT
Open 24 hours a day, Every Day!

HAND DIPPED-10E CREAM SUNDAES & SHAKES

Printers, Inc.
753-0595

808 Chestnut
753-2285
Murray, Ky.

We Support Our
Football Teams

Thornton Tile
And Marble

T

Johnson's
Grocery

tur

Banquetfacilities
Up to 150

619 So. 9th — 753-5719
Murray, Ky.

Hwy 641 S.

7534916

•

We re Behold You All The W oy

512 So. 12th

. 753-5041

Murray Electric
System

IMPLEMENT CO.
MP

Hours:
6 a.m. til 11 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m. Iii Midnight fri. 1. Sat.

All

North 12th St.

753-5321

401 Olive

Massey Ferguson

The

Way

Tigers

753-6025

MURRAY AREA
COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT tar
Cars, Tracks A Trocters
— RILDIATONS REPAIRED —
COMPLETE MACHINE SNIP

AUTO PARTS

Lew Steckel Emig* Car Parts VW
SIITSUN • TOfOTA.

INAPAO

I AM
MON

1 753-4424
605 h4PlE
.•

MURRAY. XV

AIM

INAPA/

•

For All Your
Winterizing Needs
See Your Self Service

MURRAY

•

5th and Walnut

Where Dining is
a Pleasure'

"Quality That Will Please

AND

753-1319

Clinic Pharmacy

5 Points Murray. Ky.
BREAKFAST
PRIVATE
SERVED I I 00 PM II 00 A M
DINING ROOM
UNTIL 12 NOON ON SUNDAYS
PHONE 502-753-7992

Of Murray

• STOKES TRACTOR
•

Free Delivery

Famous For Charbroiled Steaks and Seafood Dinners
.
Sandwiches Platter
•
--

Akoexcluk

Marble Manufacturer

Calloway County
Soil Improvement
Association

Prescription Specialists
753-8302
Call- the

quality Commercial Printing

"The Car Car Specialists"
721 So. 12th

ci
THE NEW
c

Hardware

Murray Supply
Ate Hardware

INTERIORS

Complete Decorating
,Service,
lOth 8 Chestnut
Telephone 753-1474
.

•

s.• -

•

•

.
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It's Fall Clean-Up
At Case...

_.
--.AffleffeR2mselletesiefx-4,.-

roe

•

a &•

•.•
•••

•••,

at"
•

Mal SCHOOL — Students and teachers of the Jones Mill
in
School about 1929 are, left to right, front row —Stanley Jones, Julian
Holley, Noble Harrellson, Estelle Byars, Lucille Moffitt, Marelle
(Tarkington) Crouch, Adel! Byars, Franklin Moffitt, Buford Harrellson,
• Myers Wicker, Lynn Nance; second row - Fannie Dene Johnson, Iva
Byars, Howard Morris, Calvin Paschall, Thomas Nance, Johnnie (Jones)
Smith, Hardin Jenkins, Earnestine (Page) Pearce, Ruthie Lee (Fletcher)

ioNfs

. _ .
Nance, Harold Holley, 1. T. Paschall, Ruth(Paschall) Alexander; third row V •
- Louise Holley, Carnell Johnson,Grace(Holley)Orr, Chester Harrellson)
Collins, Hubert Paschall, Wright Pegerliernicelliolley) Rainey, bine _
(Jones) Farless, Gladys (Johnsoli) Paschalk fourth row - Mildred
(Tarkington) Rhodes, Ladosca Nichols, James Holley, Wade Holley,
Dorothy (Nichols) Tarkington, Eunice (Paschall) Brannon,'Opal (Wicker)
Evitts;Teacher Ima ter Fdgar,-Vivian (Paschall) Coats, Larue(Morris) Orr,
Laura(Jenkins) Markuz, Dorris Lampkins, Boyce Wicker.

will conduct classes on the The Kentucky Department of
dulcimer and is scheduled to Energy Is making available
concerts gasoline mileage guides again
inFRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — perform
this year for' persons in the
Gov., Julian Carroll and throughout the weekend.
new car'Market.
Human Resources Secretary
The.guides, prepared by the
A-feee Kid's Dog.Show will :Peter*Cann-will dedicate the _ FRANKFORT, Ky,..(AP)- —
Environmental
U.S.
22,
Human
scheduled
is
for
October
meeting
A
Department
new
Saturday,
held
be
in Tuesday in Morehead to Protection Agency and the
building
Resource
at 10:00 a. m. at the Livestock
Highway
Morehead Federal
the
discuss
and Exposition Center ort-r Frankfort Oct. 28 at9 a.m.
) contain
Administration
Carroll and Conn will speak; transportation study.
College Farm Road.
The study' will be financed miles-per-gallons figuieti for
The Dog Show will be and a bronze plaque will be
MSU
bulk:Wig.
the
the
by. the state .Department of all new cars'and light frucks
placedin
sponsored by
Sen, Wendell Ford, who was Transportation and will cover certified for sale in the United
Recre, ation Program_Planning
Class and the Murray- governor when the building Morehead within its present States.
Copies of the guides may be
Calloway County Parks and_ was approved in 1974, has limits, as well as surrounding
Recreation, along with the been invited to attend the areas which are expected to obtained by writing the
Kentucky Department of
be urban by the year 2000.
National Recreation and ceiiinony, officials said.
Energy, 9th floor, Capital
Also invited are Laurel
'Parks Society and the Ken-L
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Plaza Tower,Frankfort0601.
True, the state's first human
Ration-Corporation.
, Categoriesfor the Dog Show resources secretary, 'former If you want a sax abent
include: Beak Behaved Dog, Finance • Secretary Charles federal regulations ' on
Funniest Dog (without Prytp and Russell McClure, education,• attend publie
costume), Best Costgmed thecurrent finance secretary. hearings Oct.27 in Louisville.
Officials of the U.S. Office of
The new building at 275 East
Dog,Best Trick Dog,Smallest
Dog (over 8 months old), Main Street houses more than Education will conduct two
Largest Dog, and Best 2.000 human resources hearings- employes. Another '500
The -first session is for
Looking Dog.
Those eligible to enter their employes work in the older teachers and the second,In the
- •
dogs must be between the ages Bureau for Health Services evening, is intended for
Ward
Representative
State
and
to
attached
parents
is
have
which
must
administrators,
building,
dogs
All
14.
of 4 and
_ .
"Butch" Burnette, D-Fulton,
students.
been entered no later than the new structure.
New trends and future today objected to the EPA
12:00 Noon on Wedensday,
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — directions for education will ruling on the Obion Creek
October 19,and all dogs should
have required immunizations Eastern Kentucky mountain be discussed at both sessions. • project.
Rep. Burnette said the
and must be kept on a leash at dulcimer music will be
all times_ Contestants inuat featured. at the Great FRANI(FORT. Ky,(AP) — ruling could hurt the economy
Dulcimer Kentucky's 1977 fall travel of his district in the next few
check in no later than 9:30 a. American
Convention Oct. 28-30 at Pine conference will be held Nov.9- years by the distruction of
m. on the day of the show.
The Kid's Dog Show will be Mountain State Park near 10 at Cumberland Falls State many thousand acres of
timber land and also from the
Resort Park near.corbin.
free and open to the public. Pineville.
The convention will feature • - Included on the conference increased amount al water
Parents are urged to attend:
For further information a performance by Jean agenda is a report from the that stands on many acres of
please call the Murray- Ritchie in the Laurel -Cove task force on tourism,- an crop land- from the poop
- -Calloway County Parks and Amphitheatre. Ms. Ritchie update on construction of the drainage conditions _of the
popularized the dulcimer with new Kentucky Horse Park and- Obion Creek.
Recreation at 753-7840.
Rep. Burnette said that the
mountain ballads and songs an evaluation of travel
ruling on the Obion
EPA
eastern
in
by
city
girl
a
the
as
efforts
learned
promotion
she
more
The Japanese consume
"is another prime
Creek
'Venn.
Gatlinburg,
of
Kentucky.
than 40,000 tons of eels a year,
example of how ridiculous it is
•
—
usually as fillets broiled on Kentucky folltsinger and
for a Federal agency, such as
FRANKFORT, Ky.
4songwriter Nancy Johnson
steaming rice.
EPA, to rule on an issue and
not take into considerVipn the
economic future or an area."
He pointed out that the
Obion Creek project would set
aside 6,000 acres for hunting
and. fishing and this area
would be more beneficial for
wild life habitat than the
Obion creek is in its present
condition. He also said that
drainage in the bottom lands
would benefit from this creek
•
(Thursday, Fridac, Saturday, Oct. 20,21 & 22)
and that many thousand acres
4/
1
,
of hardwood would be kept
Our Way Of Saying a} alive.
ti' Burnette also stateTiihat he
OFF
ank-You Thank-You
believes the EPA has over
stepped their authority given
_ STOREWIDE For Five Great Years I
to them by Congress by
making such a ruling.
+
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Check
Your
Ad
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'LEvis)
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'AFTER SIX'

The Store For Men
'

+

Zen
<

0
°/.,-•

753-3062

Bel-Air Shopping Center, Murray

0
0

0

I'

#4,41.4•*.;.#444444-4,:;•4444+444.4+++Ier.

This
correction
newspaper will be
rosponsable for only
bntir fneoriec insertiOn
• ANYJRROR SMOLA D ef
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
0' SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFUL( Y
AND NOTIFY US PROM
Pit,' IN CASE OF AN_
ERROR
alinnimin•

Sight, Hearing
11 Health Fair
a

•.

Testing For:
Nearing

•••

4'

323.

503 Walnut

•

EPA's Obion

41

McKee!Equipment Co., Inc.

October 21 & 22,1977
Special Education Building
Murray State University

Burnette Raps

5

Now Available at

Kentucky News Briefs

Dog Show Will
Be Saturday
At Center

41
41
41
4:

Model L-90 Case Sweeper

„

Vision
'Mood Pressure

• at

•

a

Information On:
Self-Check For Breast Cancer
Hearing Aids
Blood Bank Donor Program

Become A Blood Donor - Give To:
Voluntary Blood Donor Drive
(Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood Bank)

Pre-School Screening Of 3,4 and 5 year olds for:
(Saturday Only 9:00 a.m.-12 noon)
General IhvelorAncnt
Vision
Color Vision

Friday, October 21 9:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
Saturday, October 22 9:00 a.m.-12 Noon.

Special Education Building
MU Campus
All Services Free - No Charge
For Transportation Call 762-2854
Sponsored
By

Murray Lions Club
and

DePartment of Special Education

Morgan,Trevalhan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—MINDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., UNTO

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
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44P

ir •

•

•

1100,..•
'"•-12••••

11117131E11%1•9
€0
.1E11€30430

e

a.mix.i•Exelw.--t.

•• r
•••
•• •

•

1407 W. MAIN• PHONE 753-4681
Hyde Pork Sweet

— Skinitli—SKEETta—Lataib- Waite, an aft major at
Murray -Slate UniVersity from Lexington, Ky., stands by a
lent in "Shelter Skelter" The prolect VMS part of the
design materials course taught by fm White at Murray
State. The tents were displayed on campus, and-wet* taken to Land Between the takes for a weekend campout.
Photo by Melanie McDougal

Child Health
Screening Aides
Hired Locally
FRANKFORT —
The shows,' people who fail to keep
Department for Human their appointments," Conn
— Resources OMR) has said. "The new screening
received a $674,737 federal aides will follow up with these
grant to hire 99 "child health families, encouraging them to
screening aides," says Peter take advantage of the serD. Conn, secretary of Human vice."
The health screening aides
Resources.
The new employes will be will also help overcome
outreach workers attached to whatever problems a family
teams of social workers. They may have in keeping apwill contact families whose pointments — lack of tranchildren are eligible for sportation or need for child
preventive_ • health - care -care, for example, Conn adthrough the— Early an
The screening program is
Screening,
Periodic
Diagnostic and Treatment offered under- the Medical
Program
Program, informing them of Assistance
makes
It
the service and helping. Medicaid).
families schedule and keep available to young people up
appointments. Also, two to the age of 21 a yearly
administrative aides will work physical evaluation, to uncover health problems in their
at DHR headquarters.
There will be 21 jobs open in earlier and more easily

WeSre?tr Kerthicky. COnnties treated stages. The screening
tndicated;
when
wbAttlesidellia are eligible, and,
for the positions are Ballard, diagnosis and treatment, are
- open_ to young holders of
Caldwell, Calicrivav
-Chirstian; Crittenden;- Medicaid-cards.
The grant was funded
Daviess, Fulton,_ Graves,__
•
---the federal Cornthrough
Hancock, _ .- Henderson,-.
manT-Hopkinar,.—Llvingston, preheniiviiikaplument and
Lyon„ Mgcratken,. McLean, Training Act (CETA), which
Marshall. Mahleaborgi Ohio, provides opportunities for logTodd;'Trigg, Union and incotne people. It applies to
the 89 counties for which Gov.
Webster.
"A continuing problem, both Julian M. Carroll is "prime
- Willy stkff and the health sponsor" for training and
professionals _doing the employment programs under
CETA.
. reerting, has been the
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Federal Funding For Blackbird Control
Increased In Kentucky; Down In South
states
have have to kill a lot of birds which might pose health hazards)
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-- because _ starlings _apparently otherIn sharp-contrast to cutbacks have a better tolerance for experimented with dispersal will cause a lot of rapidly," he said.
the
at
Researchers
in other southeastern states, cold than otheif types of techniques involving sound environmentalists to be
and light;for example.
upset," he said. "I don't feel a University of Louisville; 'the
federal funding for blackbird blackbirds.
-Stiekley said-the'Fish and - substantial kill will make any state Mycology Laboratory
control and research has beeh - However,- Garner also
Morehead
State
increased for Kentucky and defended the use of PA-14 In Wildlife Service takes the difference because it won't and
position that killing birds is wipe out their breeding ability University told- -the federal'
Tennessee, U.S. Fish and tile right conditions.
Stickle)/ said in a separate not the solution to the since they all come from officials they were in the early
Wildlife Service officials say.
stages of studies on the
differentareas,"hesaid.
"Funds (for blackbird interview that Kentucky and problem.
between
"You nlay get temporary
conksi) have __decrease( to. Tennessee are the only two
_ste_yeles_ relationship
but not anSi-long teim Methods of moving roosts out blackbird-""' --rocas- -arid
serious levels throughout the states using-;- PA-14 to
-•
.Southeast," Allen Stickley, eradicate blackbirds. He said relief, and, you're going to of nuisance areas(where they
project leader at the service's
Kentucky research station in Bowling
Green
said
CARTER SCHOOL KINDERGARTEN class of qarbara .Wildey,visiled the Murray Fire
Wednesday.
Department recently and Fireman Dwight Rutledge told the children about a fireman's
However, political pressure
job and disies. Pictured, left to right, are, bottom tow, Jenny Ilurpo, Ronnie Hager,
applied
by Kentucky . and
Stefanie Gibson, Chad Baziell, Chris Edwards, Heath Ryan, Christi Hankev. T I
Tennessee officials has
Gradisher, Ion Burkeen, second row, Nicole Bond, Candi Manic, Darrell Milby, Mike
resulted in higher funding
Kelm-) Sarah Taylor, Chris Bynum, third row, Scott Gordon, Teddy Delaney, lori Ellis,
levels this year, he said, even
Christy Watson, Shelli Owens, Robyn McCarty, last row, Fireman Rutledge and Evelyn
though other states such as
Arkansas or Mississippi each.
have as many blackbirds as
'Kentucky and Tennessee
rojnbinetk
•The federal research station
was established last June
with the expresspurpose
trying to reduce the blackbird
the southeast,'"
problem
college students Stickley told a group of state
NEW YORK ( AP) — The financed by the Sloan many
fringe benefits of a- college Foundation and the Carnegic actually belong there.
pest and bird conthl and
The study ,contends that the -- health
education,range from athletic. Council on Policy Studies in
officials
and
$85 billion a year spent on representatives of the state'
competition to a happier, higher education.
Bowen, former president of higher ..education -returns and federal fish and wildlife
more crepive family life,
says a neWsttidy, undertaken Grinnell
College,
the about three times that amount agencies. He said the meeting
in part to counter the University of. Iowa,_ 'and in intellectually and socially would be the first of a series to
be held in the state.
allegation that too many Claremont University Center, broadened graduates.
-One of the benefits of
Stickley said studies now
Americans are overeducated. says he conducted the study in
The study was directed by part to answer a number of attending college rs simply the underway or planned by the
economist Howard Bowen and books questioning whether satisfactions that come from research statioz,. focus on the
the attendance itself — from relationship of blackbird
_ the learning,. the. _stirnuluA of roosts-- to histoplasmosis; a
interesting people and ideas, lung disease; the spread of
4 It
11 • 11 ,
14
the sociability., _the pleasant animal
-diseases
and., the blackbirds, crop damage
surroundings,
memorable experiences," the caused by the pest and the
study concludes.
development of more effective
-College also opens up to ciispersaitectiniqUes.
'many' people new interests,: He said the station,will
new awarenesses._ and new -make -a survey of the major
understandings that are an blackbird roosts in the twoimportant basis of lifetime state area, and will expand its
satisfactions."
efforts to band blackbirds to
Although the report finds provide
additional
that the college experience information "'on
their
will add meaning to the rest of migratory.habits.
Continued From Yesterda y
a student's-life, it recognizes
The station also will.study
FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY
that the-experience can vary -losses- at feedlots .due-. to
During The councirmeeting, mY'otifoorient as budget
and
from itudent..to student
blackbirds,
and
the
chairman and street committee member, who always
college to college:
effectiveness of Starlicide, a
has much input about any committee of which he is a .
It can be negative for some. vaison.. . grain _bait_ in.
ST_A,B4 Agivesf you_more .power,
member,statedthe department was out otolderlii-eit'Students -learn-ICI smoke, to' controlling those losses.
features
and
Sound for your stereo dollar!
drink,-to use drags, and some
cesSive spending.
"We want to pin that down
Come see' Come heart Come rejoice at 33%
ruin ,their knees-, playing because we feel that Starlicide
He.gave_several reason —ar-the deficit spending as
de
offat The -Nationwide•SUpermarket of SertirItte!
.football," _Bowen, said in a is one of the main answers to
• the street degartment has completed a large num berof
recent interview.
projects.' However neither the committee nor the
one of the main problems," he
Of all the contributions of said.
budget chairman put a stop to the spending. My opcollege, _Bowen finds the
. ponent tried to avoid the serious neglect of duty by
Work is being—done on
enhancement of family life the development of an avacide—a
• • stating funds could betaken from this account,that acmoSt Significant, particularly poison bird spray. Currently,
count or some other-account CO cover part-of the deficit
in fostering an attitude of only the chemical PA-14 is
too serious, according to the budget
This really
intelletttial cbriosity-in the registered ''''for .'use en
chairman as-he will have the city in the'black at Dec.'
• Realistic STA-84 AM-FM stereo receiver as above
homes of college graduates. blackbirds, but state officials
31, 1977. The truth is he will not contribute one thing to
• LAB-54 changer with base and magnetic cartridge
effects,
with
and,
its
will,
along
curiosity
That
being inthe blacls,_b_ut_the_City Clerk
acknowledge- -it- is -relatively
• Two Nova "78" floor/shelf speakers with 10" woofers,
he feels, contributes markedly ineffective unless weather
the other department heads.
3" tweeters, walnut veneer enclosures
to future generations.
This is another softening of a serious error made by
conditions are right.
For example, the study - To be effective, PA-14 must
his departments which would have been exposed loud
finds that more time and be used when there's at least a
and long if it had been some other department. My opv
thought are given to raising, half-inch" of rain and
*---ponerft has never demonstrated expertise in the Street
children in College-educated temperatures are near
or sanitation -departments, nor in city finance.
11:Ed Chrisrnan
families. The children tend do freezing. The chemical
better in school and in turn are detergent strips the birds'
Please Clip
likely
to attend college, as will feathers of their protective
Follow
More Issues To
children,
building a solid coating and they freeze to
their
Fund
Campaign
for
by
Chrisman
Paid
base for a better-educated death.
For Mayor,Forrest Priddy,treasurer
America.
Stickley said the new
ge, CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)
avacide, which he did -hot
= —
e
—
1
littl
.11
1
-44111
1-11111011=1-:
WWI —
identify, will be tested on an
KIIIIKIIIK-1111
_
•=
experimental basis at a roost
Wirat
later this year to determine if
it is effective and whether it is
Wioim
worth condueting extensive
tests required by the federal
Environmental Protection
Agency for any such spray. He
said there is no chance the
chemical will be ready' for
widespread use this year or
iteitt,- -even if it proves
_ waliamitirmoliwirWriw.;
effective.
Ken Garner, the yfildlife
service's field supervisor for
Kentucky and Tennessee, at
Nashville, said the service is
"doing its best to intensify the
Our TRC-452 40 channel (not 23!) is the greatest
THANK YOU
use of Starlicide at feedlots."
CB buy in all our 17 years building and selling
He -said research indicates'
WE WISH TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO SAY THANKS FOR SHOP-,
America's championship quality line. "Bring it
that PA-14 will kill blackbirds
PING WITH US THIS, OUR FIRST SUMMER.
on homer TODAY!
but not starlings under
marginal weather conditions.
,

$100
SAVE
FM-AMRegularly
29995

COLOSSAL SYSTEM SAVINGS!

SAVE 228",

D's SHIRTS 'N THINGS
Highway 68
Aurora, Kentucky
474-8890

10% OFF Regular Price
Some Items Reduced More

TO SHOW OUR APPRECIATION WE ARE HAVING A STORE WIDE SALE.

Roger D. Rule Is

COME SEE OUR SHIRTS, JACKETS, SWEATSHIRTS, QUILTED VESTS,
JEWELRY, JEANS & ACCESSORIES.

Promoted, Serving

A VARIETY OF LETTERING AND OVER 150 DECALS TO CHOOSE

With Air force
mg
Su
Of=
0—
am_

ANGELES CITY, Philippines — The U.S. Ait- Force
has promoted Roger D. Rule,
son-of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Rule
GROUP DISCOUNTS.
Zit of Rt. 1, Kirksey, Ky., to the
11111:-=- rank of senior airman.
OPEN 10 TIL 9 DAILY - CLOSED TUESDAYS
Airman Rule is serving at.
.
Clark
AB, Philippines, as an
SALE RUNS THROUGH SAT. OCT. 22ND
illIl
management
HIM inventory
adi.s'
Gold Football
--7.-- 011 specialist.
The airman is a 1974
- graduate of Calloway County
al=
INg. 12.75 20110 OFF
um Higiii4chool, Murray. His
ga
itakioll Wife, Tani, is the daughter of
ni----t:
71/0_-_rwoht=11P4E1M1Z-1111T.InifiA..mille_--,:
-MAffll 1in iiiumor---_inztarrutToi--0!--,11117,11111
- :,,Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Kuenz of
.-_-_-_- = =,a.
-- 14845 Stahelin St., Detroit
lIIitR

CAR 8-TRACK PLAYER
PLUS AM-FM STEREO

CHRISTMAS LAVA WAYS ACCEPTED.
'

z- il

SHIRTS

•r

JEANS

TOP ARTISTSLMAJOR LABELS!
Rock, country, folk, pop'

BATTERY/AC PORTABLE
8-TRACK TAPE PLAYER

SMART_SANTAS SHOP EARLY ... MOST STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS III CHRISTMAS

Olympic Plaza
BA TANDY COMPANY

12th Street•

Mon.-Sat. 10-7
Sunday 1-6
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDuAL ST ORES

MOM ,teR,s

also avallabie a.
nacho Shack
•
Dealers
Look for trim
rn your
r10410006000

3995

14-910
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How
Observatio
ns
Does God Speak To You
B's Lo
hie Hurt

uirtls)
the
e,'the
atory
State
early
the
ween
and -

15

I-918

.. Having been on a three our lives, but how do we really
'I work for a construction loge, I don't appreciate, I'm
weeks sick leave, I've had know what He
find a quiet time alone, the the weight so the heaviest part
would have us
some time to Meditate and do? How do we say "Yes" to engineer, and it'S- fascinating not grateful."
fortunately, it is a common the youth groups are so very
phone rings, or someone is at
stock-taking
my the right requests for our that in every step of
of
"If apathy is your problem, the door, or one of the children of the load would be forward one. You may have many important. We come to Clufch
accomplishments and the lack. time-and "No" when someone constructing a building there .the sin really, and there is no needs something-and so it on the short end of the stick talents to offer, but unless you to worship God, but we rejilly
and the lightest would be on exercise one of them - open the get to know
of doing anything.
are things which must be communication between you goes. But riding to work in the
each other—it the
else should do the job?
the long end which his son package and put it to work - no social
I've missed many eventsfunctions of the Church "Being a person who accomplished before the next and God, do you know how to car, or fixing dinner, or would carry. In a matter of
one that J am sorry about was naturally
enjoys being job can be started. Until a reopen the lines? How to
mending a button, I'd find that minutes, the two went off to one will ever benefit, in- and we have to know each
Jean Flemming's (Mrs. Del) involved in things and being foundation is poured, a frame
cluding yourself.
other to love each other.
begin anew? How to wipe'the
I could talk very easily to God market, easily carrying the
address one Sunday when she with people, I learned several cannot Lie built; and until a
"I am only one," it has been
"It's amazing how much .we
in sort of a running-dialogue basket of grain on their
substituted for our minister years ago that it's extremely frame is up, walls cannot be slate completely clean and be
written, "and I cannot do affect each other with little
the fashion.(found it very easy to shoulders.
Dr. David Roos, while he was easy to get too buSy=-111121 emitpleted. Every' brick and „welcomed back like
So it is with us everything, but I can do acts of kindness:' A few
-Prodigal Son? The answer simply say: "God, this really
in England. Jean is president unfortunately
board
is. dependent upon. the lies in the Bible-'Andhe that troubles me. .,- or, Isn't this when we are called upon to something, and- that which I thoughtful words of hope, a
this
is
complete jobs beyond our can do, I will." - What is God quickly 'scribbled note of
of the Christian Women's especially true of Church nndergirding . materials
--seeks shall frnil; NM to birn great!. . or, What in the means. Our Heavenly
organization. Other church work. Every job
Father calling you to do? Have you congratulations, a phone call,
beneath
it-So
it
is
with
people. that • knocks, it shall be World do I do now?"
seems so
offers to carry the heaviest listened? Have you tried? If a visit, a compliment, a small
-officers and laymen helped important that. we can Km—, -We are only as strong as the openedx
"What about when you're part of the load for us
if we will you really listen, He will tell
&thug the minister's absenii. - find ourselves so involved thait
gift, are capable of changing
undergird QU
.
is asked to do a certain job? For let Him.
start
He is always "on you what to do. He may speak
B&Ause many Members we don't have time for very
someone's entire day for the
yes, If we are held up by
me. I mentally ask: "Is this call," ready
steering
to lighten any to your "inner voice," or He
who heard Jean, spoke about important things. We can get fame or fortune, by position or important. Every try
better. Friendships are built
a parked car' Take the first what you'd have me do,
worrisome assignment you may guide events in your life, upon little considerate deeds
the excellence of her so involved in "church work" power, we are vulnerable to
step-God will help you with the
Lord?" And it's not easy to have.
if you let him - or He may use and helpful acts.. Each day
presentation, I asked her for a that we actually don't have the whims of others. But if
explain, but I get a "feeling"
second.
"But we must use the the unexpected to answer your
we have opportunities to do
copy. She mailed it to me. I time for our families, faith is our foundation, we
"I took violin lessons when I deep inside that I should or talents
that God has given prayer. He may use you to helpful things for others. Don't
read it today. It was the tonic I ourselves-or even Clod.
have the means to cope with
was young, and I've always shouldn't say yes. This is a
each of us, or we'll be like the answer the prayer of another. let _them, pass by!
needed. I want to share it with "Or we can go the other any problem. Include God in
loved this story: The very different thing from
multi-talented young man who If He would like to use you,
"A group of actors were
you.
your
plans
today
and
extreme, and say -no" to
auctioneer held up a cheap feeling that I did or didn't had
several career op- could He?
downhearted about the
-How does God speak to every.everything
you,
build
will be violin forbidding. Though the want to do a
-request-and -find ..
certain thing-In portunities open to • him. No
Ridderttof thought of performing one
Joy
When
- speak to ourselves doing nothing that strong enough to stand any
you.. And.how do yop
mahogany colored instrument fact, I've felt compelled to say doubt he could have succeeded decided itatas the Lord's will
'bight because the audience
God. Are your prayers like a we consider important or test.-As the kids say. "God
was scarred from rough use, "yes" on many occasions
at any of them if he had for her to be a missionary, she
was very small, but in the
business letter, beginning with worthwhile, and our lives can doesn't make junk."
the - strings, the bridge, the
when I very much wanted to focused on a
single goal. But told her mother her plans. tradition of their business, the
"Dear Sir," full of fancy be
"We hear a lot theses days sounding board
very
and
empty
and pegs were
say"no" personally). Yet instead of
deciding what he Then she concluded, "I shall show went on. Afterwards, an
phrases, and ending with unrewarding.
about "empty calories"-Snack
all intact, so it was playable. when I'd accept a position or
wanted
to
do
with his life, he never ask you for anything; usher brought a note
foods,
or
junk
foods
as
"Yours truly"? Or is God a
they
"Sometimes we concentrate
Taking the bow in hand, the job that I felt I should, but whiled
away
most of his I'm going to trust the Lord - backstage from one of the few
real friend to you? Someone so hard on making a living are called, have been the auctioneer awkwardly stroked
didn't
feel
I
could- college days in the dorm But Mother do stay close to the people who had come. "A
that you know personally, and that we forget to live. Our target of ciriticism. Though it across
the violins's strings surprisingly it always worked lounge
playing
cards. Lord so that, if it is necessary, magnificent job," the note
can talk to freely? Is He a focus is as narrow as a plow appetite-dulling and hunger- which screeched like a
out unbelievable smoothly, or Eventually he dropped out of He can speak to you."
read. "I thoroughly enjoyed
friend that you can talk horse in blinders, and when we satisfying, the foods in caterwaul.
would go very well - almost in school and
His audience
"Prayer is not our using of the play. My sincere thanks."
drifted off, still
anything over with, and then get to the end of the field we question apparently provide laughed. "What
spite
am
-of
me.
On several oc- wondering about his life's God; it more often puts us in a It
I bid for
was signed by the King.
listen to His answers? How discover that we have missed few of the essential vitamins
casions, I'd feel compelled to
this genuine Stradivarius?"
occupation. Afterward, a position where God can use us.
"Numbers aren't the most
does God speak to you? Or are the fragrance of the lilacs and our bodies need. Spiritually,
he said tongue-in cheek. No do something that I honestly
"Are you where God wants Important thing, but that top
prefesser shook his head
you listening?
the music oC the birds. Don't many people are on "empty one was interested. "In the
didn't feel capable of, but with
sorrowfully and said, "The you to be?"
effort - even when a task
"As Christians, we say that become so absorbed with the calorie" diets, also. They de- right hands,
God's help, I found I could do
it could make
"Have you gotten to really seems commonplace and
good Lord gave him many
we want to do God's will and problems of life today that you vote time, money and energy beautiful music," he added
it.
gifts, but he never opened any know the people in our Church unexciting - is a mark of high
to all sorts of activities, weakly. There was a
that we seek His guidance in miss its possibilities.
strained
"And what about those of them."
so that you can be aware of character and spiritual
searching for fulfillment, but silence. Suddenly from the
feelings that you should do a
"Wasting the resources God times wbeasousali be of help maturity. For Christians, the
they refrain from regular crowd, an old man stepped
certain thing "right- now?" has given us is one of life's to someone else? I feel this is King is always in the
prayer, regular prayer, forward and took the violin in
Do you ignore it, and do it great
tragedies.
Un- where the C.W.F., C.M.F. and audience.
prayer, regular Bible reading, - hand. Hisclothes
were ragged
when it's-- more convenient
attendance
church
-leilular
and his hair unkempt, but
Or do you make time then? —
and fellowship with other when he placed the instrument
New Concord, Ky. 42076
I remember a time when I felt
greatest
Christians-the
under his chin and began
Phone 436-5353
I should write a certain friend
sources of spiritual vitamins playing, the audience
forgot
that day ton a day with many
known.. If you feel exhausted his
appearance.
With. -otherthings to do), and I made
lb $1.09
all the time and have • no .virtuosity
the accomplished -time to do it; and got a letter
enthusiasm for life in
musician mesmerized the
by return mail telling me that
perhaps your physical and-or people. The
old instrument
she'd received the letter at a
spiritual dits need changing. A was indeed
lb
capable of
time when she was feeling
talk with your doctor might
beautiful music in the hands of
very low,and how much it had
speak to the former,and a talk a
Center Cut Lb. $1.69
master... And so are we.
meant to her right then.
with yoUr Lord the latter.
fhough we may be time-worn,
"Or the day I had a full day
lb.
"In Marjorie Holmes' book,
scarred and out of practice, scheduled and laundry and
"How Can I Find You,
we_can_become productive. many things that td. to be
rioted 951
God. ", she speculates as -to •
instruments of hope and faith
done, but the thought went
why men of today have lost and
love-capable
through my mind as I stared
of
$11.
29
touch with God. Among the unparalleled-beauty when we
the day: "Lord, if there's
reasons she cites are put ourselves in the Master's
something you want me to do,
6;
43.25
busyness, success, affluence, hands.
help me to know it today"—and
intellectual sophistication
"But how do we do this?
that very second the phone
and disillusionment with How do we -know when a -rang, and it was a lajjkI didn't
prayer that has sternest
special concern 'is our Arnow very well asking if I
unanswered.
"But I think responsibility, and when -it could drive her to get a form
Dff.Regular Price_
most Of xis lost You through
isn't? We eannot die on every
IrOM their_ Odor_ to. take to
sheer- -indifference,"stre— cross, or give our time to
------tay-OarAway for
her husband's' place of
concludes. She may well be every need, nor are we
CUM WIAPII
employment. (he'd been
correct. If so, what an expected to. But we are injured recently).
Footnotes Rociiptie Alarms4 We ended
FROZEN MEAT SPECIALS
_
Itaceedit *pen Weyer'
indictment! Being indifferent expected" to do what we can
up spending the 'Whole day
Auld Secosels Up To 12
is another way, of saying "I when God speaks to us.
running errands, and I didn't
HOWL
FREE TV SCHEDULES WEEKLY
don't care,I don't neect,-TdOn't
remember hearing a get one thing done that I'd
planned to; but we got to know
story once about an evangelist
•tleentitiss timbal
PERPFRIAL CALMAR
wno held a "Quitters' Night". each other better, and I really
Aro Peoesniee
rd Coiseelor
So leyswiy Naly
The idea was for members of
had a good feeling that it had
T re 1)09-Contiseeews
•Cbarip It! 1 Year
the congregation to bring
been a day well spent.
Iteintiosrt In Mn'.,., Milettoe,
&moods.,Day Arid Doe
forward and leave on a table
"Are these "feelings" God
To Pay
symbols of their sins. As speaking to us? I think so!
would be expected, there were
A story is -told that goes
empty whiskey bottles,
along with this - A farmer
cigarette!, money-an assortneeded to take a large basket
ment of temptations to
VW MUof grain to market for grinovercome. But the people
home Came The.
ding. It was too heavy for one
were really shocked when an
Mem Mae I* Obi
man to carry, so he asked his
old lady, a saint of the chuuh,
Worldwide — Caailaweas
young son to help; but the
came forward. The minister
Itewitawt Of Ifortp,
child could not hold up his end
Miaow. Seeee4e,
asked her, "Auntie, what have
Aad Dela
The father was stymied, until
you done that you are sorry
he suddenly hit upon a novel
for?" She replied, vI ain't
idea_ By cutting a long stick
done nothing, and I am going
and running it thru both
to quit it
handles, he could redistribute
"Where do you stand? Are
you a do-nothing Christian
who lets everyone else do the
work? Or do you take on
-Nam•
every job that you are asked
because you feel you
"should"-then grumble
DEPOSIT WHEN
PHOTOGRAPHED
because you're too busy, and
no one else seems to do their
Lakeway Village Shopping Center
part?
Hwy.79E.
Paris;
642-8142
"I believe this is the place to
ON DELIVERY
really listen to God, and let
Him tell you what you should
Choose from a 'wide variety of lamps, at our everyday low wholesale prices. All sizes,
do. God does not hand out
5.
and
haphazardly,
talents
styles, and colors to suit every decor.
whatever yours is, it's both
your privilege and your
responsibility to use it as God
• directs.
But how does God direct
you? Personally, I think it
would be much easier if God
STORE HOUR.":
spoke out loud to me. I really
2 - 8 X 10
10
A.M.-8
P.M.
1 P.M.-5 P.M. Sunday
NIonday-Saturdav
feel I could do almost anything
2 - 5 X-7
if I actually heard His voice
10 WALLETS
• saying,--Jean, I want you to
No. 125 No. 22
Portraits %elk be delivered with-\No.311
do this for me—". ( If I had
in three weeks
heard Him tell me "out loud"
to speak this morning, and
with
with
with
what He wanted me to say, it
pleated
would have been much
pleated
pleated
easier!). But I didn't hear
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
shade
shades
such a voice - and I don't know
shades I
how
of
So
has.
anyone
who
Oct. 20,21, 22
does God speak to us? I think
21 Inches
14 Inches
STUDIOS
v: this is where we get bark to
34 Inches
11 AM-7 PM
two-way
prayer-real prlyer, a
conversation between you and
God. •
we use Kodc* paper
400
a good ibok.
"fixing the mother .of four
FOR $1
children, I found long ago that
2FOR $
2FOR $3
finding time for formal prayer
or Bible study was vet).
difficult. As soon as I'd try IC

New Concord Grocery

Round-Steak
Oub Steak
Ground Beef
Port Chops
Pork Steak
Beef Halves
.Slab Bacon
,NTI-FUTZE-

WHO SAYSCONT1NU6US
READOUT QUARTZ DIGITAL
WATCHES ARE ALL ALIKE?
NOT

It, 11.59
79c

SEIKO
QUAR;f2

986 •

FISHING TACKLE BOXrS
1/2

PACKAGE
PTRAIT
1 OO
11 PORTRAITS IN
PIP LIVING COLOR

$1.95

Mar-Kel Lighting Factory Outlet Store

$9.95

In.

DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING NOW!
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

This Weekend's Special: GINGER JARS

NO LIMIT 3 BIG DAYS ALL AGES

DAYS:
DATES:
HOURS:

Central Shop. Ctr...,

REGAL

ir

15

2

00
5

1900

1

a
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Study Shows:

Haunted
House

State Immunization Rates
Lower Than National Average
spread more easily.
Hernandez said most of the
measles cases in last spring's
epidemic occurred among
children in the 11-to 13-year•
old age group,
"We should have gotten hold
of them eight or nine years
ago," Hernandez said in a
telephone interview, "We
should have gotten them at the
schooldoor." A survey,by the Bureau for
Health Services of about 60
schools throughout the state
last March found that 78.9 per
cent of first graders in the
sample had a certificate of
immunization signed by
their physician or by local
-health department personnel.
-"But it should be 100 per
cent," Hernandez said' _
He said he-had no figures to
indicate what effect the
massive effort to secure
*with , the
compliance.
immunization law,had.
However, he said Louisville
has done a "super job" in
getting -children -immunized
before they start school, and
that the immunization-rate-is
"almost lee per _cent" in
Fayette County. He cited'
Harlan and Bowling Green for
.atrossit g,•
-city- w ida
allegedly delivered envelopes immunization programs and
NATIONAL
stuffed with $100 bills in one called their efforts "a move in
" NEW YORK TAP) — The influence-buying 'operation in the right direction::
the
. Hernandez
said
fringe ,benefits of a college Congress and the country's
education range from athletic president, Park Chung Hee, widespread immunization of
competition to a happier, was kept informed of another, children in Lexington and
Louisville is particularly
more creativs family life, according to Congressional
significant.
South
former
testimony.
A
says a new study, undertaken
"If they can ido it in large
in ' part to counter _ the Korean diplomat charged in
metropolitan
• 'areas like
days,
of-„tlyee
,fitst„
:
.
the
allegation that too - many
the House Lexington and Lotaville,then
Americans are overeducated. hearings
Wednesday certainly they can do it in
The study was directed by ethics corn=
economist Howard Bowen and that the operations were rural areas."
However, Hernandez said
financed by the Sloan intended to "seduce and buy
there
are areas of the state
American-congressmen."
off
Foundation and the Carnegie
-where parents completely
Council on Policy Studies in
INTERNATIONAL ' neglect to have their children
higher education. The study
immunized, be said.
contends that the $85 billion a
AP
Germany
(
BONN,
Nest
year spent on higher
education returns about three — The government-has gone.
times - that amount in public_ with its hunt for 16
intellectually and socially young men and Worne?i
_ wanted for the kidnap-murder
-broadened graduates-.
of industrialist Banns-Martin
Schleyer .and ogler recent
terrorisl 'attacks. While
• 77-74--4-1t
PALMETTO, Fla. (API — Schleyer was still alive, the' Dr.F. L Kumar, asaoeiate
Gertrude needs a home. And if search for suspects was professor of philosophy at
the-state doesn't burry and carried on secretly. Schleyer's MirrayState University, read
find her one, the mayor of this body was found Wednesday in a research paper on comtiny city says he'll turn her France, and now the parative philosophy at the 26th
Into 20 pairs of hoes. gevernmezt has asked for annual meeting of the MidGertrude is a 14-foot alligator. every citizen to help track -west-'Conference on Asian
Affair's at Northern Illinois
Mayor J.J. "Toby" Holland them down.
University in DeKalb Oct. 13says he's had enough of the
creature, which lives in the
JOHANNESBURG, South 14-15.
He was the only person form
Palmetto sewer system's Africa (AP) — Police are on
Kentucky
invited to make a
settling pond, noting she his nationwide
alert-- - amid
presentation
'Cluring—tTie
eaten an Irish setter, attacked mounting criticism of the
conference. Among other
a weeding machine, then white government's .new
American- universities
nearly knocked down a fence crackdown
black
on
represented were Wisconsin,
trying to get a small dog who organizations.
Little
happened to stray near the immediate violence was Florida, Chicago, Southern
Illinois, Illinois, Princeton;-pond.
reported after Wednesday's and Pittsburgh.
banning of 18 organizations,
Kumar's paper, entitled
WASHINGTON
shutdown of two newspapers "Transcendental Rolity in
and arrest of at least 50 black the Madhyamika School of
WASHINCTON(AP) — The leaders.
°
Buddhism . and Husserl's
4 federal government, saying
Phenomenology," has already
many products advertised for
HANOI, Vietnam (AP) — been selected for publication
children --are -unhealthy, is 'Pao and a half years after the In
Asian- 'Resat-eh: -.The
'moving toward contrplling ads end of the Vietnam war, Madhyamika view,
according
for such items as candy, soft damage is hardly noticeable to Kumar, leaves open the
not
"We're
cereal.
drinks and
in this capital city. Since all possibility of infinite extalking about research any those„ evacuated during pansion ancl,progress for all
more. We're now talking American bombing raids have intelligent forms of life.
- about the legal problems of returned home, the city's
Participants in the Midwest
which way to ,go," said a population has swollen to 1.3 Conference on Asian Affairs
spokesman for the Federal million, and government included research scholars
Trade Commission:
officials say they plan to send from Japan, China, Korea,
several hundred thousand Vietnam, Malaysia,India, and
WASHINGTON (AP) — A people into rural "new Canada, as well as the United
South Korean ambassador economic zones."
States.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Although state records
indicate
childhood
immunization levels in
Kentucky this year are close
to the national goal Of 90 per
.cent, they're misleading, a
state health oftidal says.
Statewide immunization
rates range from 82 per cent
__for.pelio1.0.sligligy more- than
89 per cent for measles, but
- the figures don't reflect areas of the state where parents
completely neglect to have
their children immunized;
says Dr. Carlos Hernandez,
state -director of preventative
services.
In the wake of a measles
epidemic last 4spriiig, the state
."Human- _
Resources
Department conducted a
massive public awareness
campaign aimed at getting
parents to have their children
pr6tected
against
communicable diseases and at
getting the schools to enforce
the state immunization law.

(

If you haven't made itout to the Kappa
- Department of the Murray Woman's Club's ,
Haunted House yet, tonight will be your last
chance.
Festivities at the Haunted House, which include a screeching tour of the many-ghoulish
rooms in the house itself as well as a game
room for the smaller children, get underway
at 6 p.m. at the Carmen Liiestock Pavilioft on
College Farm Road.
.
The scenes _show a few of the fiendish
characters in the Haunted House while ,Tory
--Starks and her mother, Vicki get- a friendly smite from-a clown, and another visitor tries
her hand at bobbing for apples.
The drawing for the People Powered
Vehicle donated by Dennison-Hunt will be
held tonight at approximately 8 p.m. All
proceeds from the PPV raffle and the Hauti,
ted Houk will be used in the kappa's com-•
munity service projects...

Under the state law, a child
can be denied admission to a
school unless accompanied by
a cei/ificate stating that he
has been immunized against
the prescribed vaccinations.
By law, youngsters must be
immunized against polio,
diptheria, tetanus, pertassis,
red measles and German
measles.
"One of the easiests things
to do- is -to go by the school
immunization law, although
it's not the best way because
the kids are already 6 years
old,"
Hernandez
said •
Wednesday.
Ideally, he said; children
should be immunized at 15
months of age.
But if they haven'tjieceived
their first set of shins; strict
enforcement of the school
immunization law would at
least ensure that they are
immunized before coming into
contact with groups of
children, Hernandez said. In.
such cases, diseases may

Photos by Jennie B. Gordon

THE nEws
in BRIEF

Xumar Presents
Paper At Meet

North Vietnam Today

.

Lights- Shine Brightest On Ho's Mausoleum

EDITOR'S NOTE — AP spiritual leader seven rears
writer-photographer -Horst after his death. Hisimage is
Faas, who won the Pulitzer seen everywhere. During the
Prise for his coverage of the day, thousands of rubberVietnam War,..went to Hanoi sandaled feet shuffle past
four-times in 1974 to -witness goosestepping guards to view
the release of American the remains of "Uncle Ho,"
prisoners of war. He recently dressed in a gray-blue, highreturned to Vietnam with a collared suit, in a glass coffin.
German tour group and saw With carefully combed goatee,
what Hanoi and other parts'or the face looks peaceful and
North Vietnam are like today. serene in the pinkish, yellow
,
illumination.
By HORSTFAAS
In the courtyard of the
Associated Press Writer
-.National Army Museum are
HANOI, Vietnam (AP — the wrecks of U.S. warplanes,
The lights have been en again -- among them an .F111 fighter
in Hanoi for more than two add a B52 bomber. On display
years, but the brightest lights nearby are antiaircraft guns
don't shine for the living.
and a Soviet-made MIG which
Play
illuminate the a placard says shot American mausoleum of the founder of planes down.- - •
modern Vietnam, President
The potholed markets and
Ho Chi Minh, and the huge streets of -Hanoi teem with
square around it in the center more people than during,the
of Hanoi, -.capital of all war years. Since all those
Vietnam since the Communist evacuated
the
during
Vittory
in
1875. The American bombing raids have
mausoleum is closed at night, returned home,the population
the squareempty.
has swollen to 1.3 million, and
•
The rest of -the city is government representatives
gloomily
lii,
and said a strong effort will be
elktrification has not reached made to send several hundred
the surrounding countryside -thousand .to
;
yet.
economic zones" being
--EtcL Chi ktitthat the natj
Amtved in -the Centeal 4

STRING FESTIVAL AT MURRAY STATE—David Nelson (second from left), assistant
professor in the Department of Music at Murray State University, directs (from left)
Natalie Simpson, Kevin Cole, and Mark Hussung;all of Murray, during the 30th annual
Quad-State String Festival held retently on the campus. They were among about 300
junior high and high school students from four states who participated in the festival,
the first pf four td be conducted by the department this year. Natalie, a student at
Murray Middle School, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Miles Simpson of 1106 Lakespur
Drive. Kevin attends Southwest Elementary School and is the *son of Mr. and Mrs. Loa'
Cole of- 507 Meadow Lane. Mark's parents- are Mr. and Mrs. Acarl Hussung of 90Q,
Meadow Lane. He is a student at MurrerMiddie School. the next festival to be held on
Lhat-c.arrqius WO bea choral festivalon_filpygintosf
:7.
I

Highlands of what once was
South Vietnam.
War damage is hardly
noticeable at the airport and
around the city. ;The
antiaircraft gills are gone,_
revetments filled in. The
runways are crowded with
military and civilian aircraft,
both American and Soviet
made. But few seem in use,
possibly due to lack of fuel. On several hundred-mile
drives
through
North
Vietnam, I saw no signs of
military preparedri'esS.
lianas soldiers are seen
building roads, working on the
docks and in factories, driving
civilian trucks and even
handling baggage at 'Hanoi

BOOK AWARD
WASHINGTON (AP)--- Hans
loch recently won the Hadley
Cantril Memorial Award for his
book,"Men In Crisis." ,
The award is presented annually "to the author of the
publication judged by an'
awards Committee to represent
an especially significant contribution towthe social and behavioral scieneen.". •
.
-: The award consists of a me:
dalkon-anda-eitiltltn. -

.

a--

food, lime under less crowded
airport.
Hanoi, as well as Haiphong conditions and seem to suffer
and other cities I visited with a less from the effects of war
German tour group, are drab , and neglect than those in the
and shabby to Western eyes, cities.
neglected in 30 years or war. The only reminder of the
'tsibbody seems to live war in many villages is a neat
comfortably. The . window military cemetery.
displays of department stores
and shops are sparse, even
Fan Film Service
compared with what I -saw in
At Big Discount
Saigon, now called Ho Chi
Minh City.
Government
officials
readily acknowledge they
lou Pay Only for
have many problems with the
loot Good Prints
economy, housing,food supply
FILM, FLASH CRIES,
and city management.
.
CAMERAS,FRAMES
The-people living in ruralArtcraft Studios
village cooperatives seem to
111
753-41035
be best off in North Vietnam
keel Paddies At Res; Deer
today. They grow their own 7

DEVELOPING

*Correction*
Two prices were incorrect in

IGA Wednesday's Ad
Saltine

Crackers

16 oz.

394

Sail Rising

Flour .-

is.394
..
•
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2 Notice

Notice

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Depadments
Are As Follows

All display ads,
classi(ied „ displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
.by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day
before
publication.

RIVERIA
BEAUTY SALON
is now open under_
New Management.

R

-

TA A
Y R

Attorney
32 Buy back
• --- tabbr I
33 Evil
36 Greek tenet 44 The caa ma
37 Picture- - -45 Bacteriologist's
taking
wire
46 Trial
device
47 Pigpen
38 Heim
40 DomeStiCa1ett48ArWrioon
larty
49 Male sheep

Ft4EA
oR 5c
1E 400L
"114E
iN6T
ia
qItE
lFan.
OU'46 -42..

...DO WHAT.•
VI

.

WIEN:si 1111
Oka

ma s

4

*-:",.'4'-

-

..

.

iltab.
-'-'--

•

•

Al

...e.

HELP WANTED at Rib
WHAT WE DO best Is --Shack. Cain5I-4171.
care. Needline, 753-6333.
P gag 01(4: -7
TERESTED in 2nd . or-3rd income eapable of
,tin:
tr:it ce.
Ma-ewzinied,,
eno.
"Gre.iiemo
_earning $300-$500 per
- jespotrois lotsatisfying
- Month. Possibly from
-Sw am %deli
"
weals rod h.wilifek.
home. Call for hpt Bolan
iSt.151i
pointment Only 753Comprehensive
3763.
Care
. . . 753-4621
Poison Control . 453-1588
FACTORY
BELTONE
753-0929
Semi (flaws
fresh batteries, ,Wallis DISTRIBUTORS for
Needline
753-11EFO
.Drug Store, MurrayACy. - .Seeltest buyers icelearn To Read
753-2288
cream. Serving grocer);
'Call 753.71272.
and super markets in
eleven counties in West
S. Lost And Found
Ky. 8 month sales over
LOST GIRLS 3 speed
$192,999.00 Contact
bicycle. Blue with straw _ )3yerfinder, Sikeston,
bihket. Lost around
Mo.
campus. If found call
Patsy-750-1197 or-return-----GROW EARIHWORMS,
where found it
. for profit. Free Data
WORM WORLD, 1810
THROW IN AN
LOST VEST tYpe Ufe
Josephine,
South
4 . ,...• -,'.- . ,,r.'
- --preserver • battiest
Denver;CWfa& 110210
Canterbury-- and Ky.
or call Mr. James.
0,----7-7--Lake. Ralph Bay,- 733Collect (303)-778-1026.
LOANS- 'AVAILABLE,
6 Help Wanted
_biisfriets;farm, personal
.
A
dirwro*
and consolidation. 6 per
PART TIME evening
wont
cent interest. 5,000 to
imoss
clean-up, man. apply in
500,000. Call 502-885-1795
person Ky. Candy Co.,
Nn.cale int
neknolt.3-and__11-94nAloae.4)-

cial Concerns
Committee and
Theledger
Times

r ••••••••••do

601N6 BADLY AND ‘10U
aNEED 50METHIN6 TO
'IMPRESS THE_'TEA
,.. HER

therefore, and teach all
nations, baptizing them
COLOR PORTRAITS,
in the name of the
bring us yours for extra
Father, and of the Son,
copies. Made from any
and of the Holy Ghost:
size into any size.
Teaching them-fti obWallets low as 24 cents,8
serve all things WhatalO $2.40. Fast service.
soever I have crltn,_ _
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
rnanded you: And, lo I
753-0035. Free parking
am with you always,
lot, use our rear eneven unto the end of the
trance.
workl.'.' This directive
was to the disciples but
.is also binding upon all
BUUTY
Christians today. Are
1=
ATI111---Ilearing Aid .
you observing all things
Wanted - tii -work in ._
'Sit 1O• Neater
Eommanded yeu in the
Modern Shop, -expages of God's Hot:it
9a.m.-13:00 Noon
cellent. working .eon..
• Weird? 1fnet you have no-Friday;11.41
ditions. Call 753-2511.
manse- of eternal life. •
Walls Or, Store
fortaSsistance call 753• Murray, K‘
. 91164i
- -•
Beltone Of Benton
Benton, Ky
Ph.527-8463
If You
153 1111
153 1621
7534952
Ambulance .
753-9331
7iser
hospgen
ilal
, 3i3.5131

ai;a

ma

Jerry's
Restaurant
sevia ISob

Need Them:

iiiiiia 4 iiiiiiiiii
111111111M1111 1111K;i:61111111.11

a

WANTED
Fuji time night shift
waitress. Apply in per-

-fire _ .
Police
cue-

35 Repulse
37 Headgear
38 Go*rnotind- 39 Wife of
Goilint 7
46'farungster
41 Three-tcritd
:-7.:•::+:.:•:.:.
_ sloth
...:,
42 Kind of
tai23
g,,i 22
21
cheese
44 Apportion' 27 id
g;
Ze
117 Banners
MWI
51 Confederate
general
"21
Itg:
Mil
illillaiii
52 Athletic .
iiiiiilinatta11111
.
otod love Old
538r4441454 Worm
4
4' 1111P.I
55 Sweet
Elm 42 43
43 itil
Vil
potatoes
44II
56 Tropical
49
47
fruit
57 Soak
DOWN
1 Bard
2 One
opposed
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.

i11111111.0111

WATKINS
FOR
Products
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.

...,

-., 4D

o?7 unlert

'IMMEDIATE OPENING
--for full timesaleielerk:
Apply in person Thom
McAn Shoe Store,_

•1 DON'T-

BELI EVE
IT

No phone calls.
•
WANTED
HELP
-mechanic Preferably
someone just out of _
trade school to work in
. local small engine ;hop.
Must have own tools'.
Salary open. Reply to 32
F.

,1111iA.

LOCAL STORE. wants
employee fur warehouse
and counter, work.
Knowledge of electrical
supply helpful. Salary
open. Reply in - own
handwriting to 32 F.
PHANTOM

$200
WEEKLY
POSSIBLE
stuffing
,envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer WANT TO BUY used air
Enterprises, Efez 127, conditioners. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753Eureka, South Dakota

owded
suffer
if war
in the

IES,
'ES

srOu KNOW
i-i0w
wo4AT I wAN7E0?

18488 TO 24,000 BTU air
Good
conditioner.
repair. Call 753-8216
after 5.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
15 Articles For Sale
IMLNCAN_PHYFE buffet,
dining table and 3
chairs. Call 436-2289
kfter
5
p.m.
SALE ELECTRIC heater.
1500watt,fan forced air,
automatic. $44.99.
Wallin Hardware Paris.

'JUST KNOW
'eiATB ALL'

pawed, moo to ass. Or bey • U-Rearl mod sere Complete end
rowdy to ottoman,Sal itp to 74160 steederd, bet will preset erry sits
owlet shop the rest thee coma to Custom tipilt end bey the best

ANTIQUE OAK TABLE
with six chairs, also
naugahyde wing back
sofa and chair. Call 7530814,
ONE TAPPAN WHITE
trash compactor.$14 per
month WAC. For in'formation call 753-0595.

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co., -'
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tn.

ONE WHITE-G.E. dishwasher; $111 Per month
WAC. For information
call 753-0595.

SALE BATH TUBS, 5'
steels'-Whites, $59.95.
c0
alrodrwsa
,r$
e 9.99. Wallin
Paris.

ONE REPOSSESSED
Zenith console stereo
with 8 track, AM-FM
stereo, turntable. $15
per month WAC. For
Information calf 153=
0595.

ME _ANTENNA with 40'
telescopic pole. Good
condition. $25. Call 492886I after 6 p.m

ONE REPOSSESSED
Zenith 19" color T.V.419
per month WAC- For
information call 753-

Certified I IPA
A•ottl Costly Home Ropier*

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control

Roaches,Slrier Fish
and Shrubs

ANTIQUE LIBRARY
table or couch table. MATCHING FIRESIDE
Reasonably
chairs.
436- 89.
Call
-.
. priced. Call 753-2888.
FOR SALE firewood, any
idle» Phone 753- BLACK _VINYL couch
and chair. Good for
9564.
AVAILABLE
NOW.
office or home._Call 753Urethane foam. All
8612 or 437-4529.
ALMOST NEW. ittA
sizes, all densities. Cut
-black-and -white- --TN.
to your specs-. West Ky:
model,, TWO MATCHING ancabinet
Cabinet Co.-1203 Story
tique
Queen
Ann
mohair
-Frigidaire refrigerator,
Avenue. 7536767.
chairs.
Need
Duncan Phyfe dining
reupholstering. 1966 .
room suite, pester
Yamaha 60 CC. Call 753-' CUSTOM MATTRESSbedroofii aulte; nice
made any size for anamis.
hide-a-bed
couch,
other .
_
tique bedskor campers. 'furniture.
.435-02e.
17 Vociruni Cleaners
Buy direcesend pave
•
all matiresses,
ELECTROLUX SALES
SALE ALUMINUM
Healthopedie Or foam.
and service. Call Tony
ladder 5'$12,88,6'$14.88,
Also see' their elegant
Montgomery, 753-6760
16'$l8.88, 20' $24.88, 24'
gallery
of furniture,
day or night.
$32.88. Wallin HardBamboo, Wicker and
ware, Palls.
19 Farm Equipment
Itrass--WISES - WEST-KY. MATTRESS AND
SALE KITCHEN faucets
FORD SIDEMOUNTED
FURNITURE
11344
chrome 8" center,
corn
.
el
Paducalf„--_-7
$T1,90:Washerless type,
Phone 1-443-1343-.
$17.88. Single lever type.
- -$22.95. Wallietiardware JOHN I
grrn
ain
s. co
RE
der45
Eea
DEh
SALE BATH TUB faucets
Pada.
• - o1
Made&
_trucif good condition.
8" center, $12.99.
FROM WALL TO WALL,
Call 527,7493.
Itiasheriess type $27.95.
no up at all, crtrcarpet
cleed with litIne.
Lustre. Rent eleetsic
LTD with
'
$5190604. SALE CHAIN*saw chains
shampooer. Western
Chevrolet pickup, $350.
%i"-or 404 pitch to fit 12'-' -*Auto, home of "Wishing
Call 437-4801.
ba-r,$8.95. 16" bar,$9.95,
Well Gift Shop".
20" bar $10. 95, 24" bar
SALE BALER twine, 9000
$12.95- We -oltie-hee4e----SALE CLAIRaluatintini...8
-fee.---premium quality,piece sets, choice of
bargain in sprockets and
guaranteed, $10.99 per
colors. $39.99. Wallin
bars to fit most chain
bale. Wallin Hardware,
Hardware, Paris.
saws. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
20 Sports Equipment
SALE 4000 WATT 4 stack
Matthews electric heat REMINGTOtt 12 gauge
SALE 6" STOVE pipe, 99
$34.99.„ Wallin Hardcents. -Chain-'sawliles,
1100 3" •.magnum:
-ware, Paris.
ill sizes 79 cents each.
'Ventilated rib - $195.
Daisey BB's, 1500 pack
Remington 20 gauge
COAL HEATING stove.
99 cents. Meat bulb 250
light weight, ventilaged
Only 2 ton been burnt.
.
!att.,
- $175. Ca11753-4061 or
Like new:Call-Sheriffs Hardware, Paris.
753-4031.
Office, ask for Dennis
Daniel.

4a9G-2,0,4107d.,

OAK FIREWOOD for
saleas .13.50 per rick,
Delivered. Call 437-4731
. or 437-4346.
AIR CONDITIONER.
black and white T.V. set.
Call 753-7769

"Whisky Ridge Boys":
Special Guest
_ at .

,

Ky. Lake Music Barn
New Concord, Ky.
Sat. Oct. 22 - 8:00 p.m.

20
CENT
COKE
MACHINE. Like new.
-, Call 753-4389.
TAPPAN
ONE
microwave oven with
oven timer. $15 per
month. WAC. For information call 7534595.
,ONE G.E. 18 cu. ft. frost
free refrigerator
freezer, avacado,
damaged in shipment.
$21.00 per month. For
information call 7530595.

)f the
a neat

20 Sports Equipment
ARROLL 850
bow, 1 year old, also
Bear Kodiak magnum.
50 lb. pull Both set up
for hunting. Excellent
condition. Must sell. Call
after 5, 753-0458.

15 Articles For Salt

o Help Wanted

JESUS says in Matthew

AR M

41 Man's
nickname

ELECT
JOHN C. NEUBAUER
COMMON COUNCIL .

2 Notice

Nov 8. 1977
Paid by candidate

Joyce lamer or
Eliane Etherton
753-0757

.
:.4.
„. 4

.•.

HORNBUCKLE Barber
Shop, shaves
and
haircuts. 209 Waldrop

Fnr.appaintment call

3Occupying
Accloss
a chair
.19Ance step
. . 4 Pronoun „ 4 Strip of
cloth
8Approach
•
-TT-Number
away
1Wears
13 Danish
7 Spiritless
Wand
persons
14 Great lake
15 Greek letter 8 Disregard
9 Period of
18 Cause to
time
mulitply
---TSNIEtne iajr -i0River island
20 Transaaron 11 Female tuft
diava
telept
N00
7C
21 Babylonian. 1 9
deity
scale
22 Affirmative
23 Girl's name 22 Evergretn
shrub
Turt_._
29 FootlikiiiiiirairrieioSifion
25 Exact
30 Disdain
26 Poker stake
31 Above
32 Uncooked 27 Certain
28 111.10C1t
33Flying
29 Crony
mammal
(cotton.)
34 Guido's low

-

. Notice

2. Notice

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

News, Sociatty-fand
Sports
753-1918.
Retail- Dispiov * advertising 753-191.9.
ClassifiedCircutaitThe Business
Offted-- rnoy
be
reached on 7531916and 753-1917

•

3E IP X 30

Imi11%.

. ONE WHEEL CHAIR,
one bed side commode
chair, one walker, hand
omisiagaimmit
km' for us r0/4 IVRY eltOTABLI BUILDINGS 753-09$4,...mmw rail support for commode. All excellent
-condition. Call 753-6349
Invitation For Bids
atter, 5 pm.
Notice is hereby given that the Fiscal Court of
SALE LAWN _ MOWER
Calloway County,ltentucky, will accept bids on 1
22" cut 3it h.p. B and S
Safety Vestibule and 16 lighting fixtures; and 4
engine: $88.88.• Wallin
plumbing fixtures for the Calloway County Jail
Hardware, Paris.
describe(' below.until 4:00 p.m.,Friday,Dctober 21,
1077, in the Calloway CoOnty Juvenile Office, CourGOOD USED cabinet,
thouse, Murray, Kentucky. Each bid must conform
black and white T.V. 21
to thg sprilicationsset forth or be its equivalent.
in. screen. $50. Call 753A. 16 Tamper proof_Security Lights.
3730 after 5:30.
B.Safety Vestibule,tool resistant,5'-0" x 5'-0"
C. 4 Institutional Plumbing filtures (Stainless
REAL NICE ladies
Steel):
clothing. Size 12-14. Like
Bids should include shipment delivered_to connew. Call 753-5544.
struction site.
-The right is reserved to reject any or all bids or to
waive anyinformalitiesin the bidding.
TX-any additional bid information contact Sandy
Lynch,at 7540799. ,

Murray Supply
Lawn & Garden
Center
200 E Metn

Ballard Angus
Farms Disperson
Saturday, October 29 11 o'clock a. m.(CDT)
Mayfield, Kentucky
(Farm located 5 miles west of May field on U. S.
Route 80.),

SELLING

-

2 Herd Bulls (one son of Canadain Colossal and
one grandson of Canadian Colossal).
'10 Cows with calves at side and rebred.
12 Heavy springers should calve by sale day.
5Spring calving cows. 11 2-Year old bells.
-14 Bred Heifers.
10 Yearling bulls.
13Operrtteifers.
- 5December '76 Bull calves. For Catalogs and inforrnaTiori rontart
Don Stone

STONE SALE MANAGEMENT
& CONSULTANT SERVICE
Route.2 BOK 18
Winchester, Kentucky 40391
Phone (606)744-6851
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XJI042116
27 Mobile Home Sates

24 Miscellaneous
SALE WHITE COMMODES; $34.95 each.
Colors $42.50. Wallin
Hardware. Paris, Tem.

FOR SALE OR RENT,
1976 Double wide mobile
'home, like new. 24 a 60t
Call 474-2230.

12 x 60 MOBILE HOME
SALE FAUCETS.chrome
plus, '74 addition. Irk
lavatory 4" center,
crudes family room,
$8.95. Washerless type,
. screen porch and car$13.99. Wallin Hard' port. Storage building,
ware, Paris.
12x 16 ft. Shady los, 100 x
_225 ft-rolling acres. Near
26 TV Radio
East
Elementary
ZENITH T.V.'s and
School. Furnished or
stereos at the lowest
unfurnished. Phone 753prices in West Ky. We
7407.
service what we sell, ,
this includes lake area.
1974 MOBILE HOME,.1.
All work is guaranteed
bedroom, 2 baths,
so come to gissons
central heat and airr
Zenith Sales and save.
underpinning, nice front
Highway 94, 18 miles
porch. Furnished or
West of Murray. Open
unfurnished. Call 7537:30-5:30, or anytime by
3418 after S.
appointment, phone 129. Mobile Home Rentals
382-2174 or 382-2743...
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
trailer, water furnished.
Prefer 2 boys. Call 753We will give you 150,,
0957.
s106 or up to '150 for

you old T.V.
-Choose Magnavox color
T.V. and we will give you
this for your old T.V. low monthly payments
with old T.V. as down
payment. Come in and see
why we sell the mosi
T.V.'s tact,' year

30. Business Rentals
20' x 30' ,BUILDIN
concrete floor, excellent
condition. 2L-2 miles 94
East. $50.. Call 753-8216.

31. Want To Rent

J&B
Music-Magnvox
-

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

WANT TO RENT house
for family-of 3m or near
Murray. Call 753-0734
32. Apartments For Rent

27. Mobile Herne Sales
• NICE ONE BEDROOM
apartment at 1411 Vine.
MOBILE HOME for sale.
6 - roorn, unfurnished, ONE- BEDROOM
garage, all utilities. On
APARTMENT for
lot 75 a 225 ft. near Highmarried couple. Ideally/
way 280. r7500. Call 438located next to"camput.
2733.
Recently redecorated.
Call 753-8585.
1975 MODEL mobile
34. Houses For Rent
home. Unfurnished, all
electric central heat and
ACANT-Luxury home
air, underpinned,
in country. $225 monstrapped,-sidewalk and
baths,
thly.- 24
double driveway on 11
references. No pets. Call
acre lot. Contadlieights
753-8333 evenings or 753Subdivision. $7,000.
7671 days.
downpayment,
Small
36
For Rent Or Lease
rent.
Call
balance like
753-3745.
HORSE STABLF for
rent, pasture land also.
TRAILER PLUS a 100 a
available. -Calf- Mike
-253 lot for sale. Will sell
Brannack 753.8850
trailer furnished or
between 8 and 5.
Unfurnished:Located on
37 livestock Supplies
Highway 280 in Conrad
Subdivision. TWELVE VEINING
Height
Call 388-2430 after 4:30
Pigs,40 pounds,Call 436p.m.
2531 after 6:30 p.m.

38 s its

3E"X In 31E30

Supphes

WEIMERANER puppies,
Male. $8so. Call 753-4917.

MEM

11=111111

47 Motorcycles

43 Rea: Esta:,

48 Automotooe Service

22:11111.

GUY SPANN REALTY, We go to extra lengths to
serve you. Your interest
and desire are our
primary concern-When
buying or selling see the
Professibnals. Guy
Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.

NEAR THE LARE-1.88 ENERGY
CONREDUCED
PRICE
acres. Two buildings.
SERVATION . home
85,000.00 on this quality 4
Gas heat, atornr winnearing completion.
bedroom, 2 bath brick
AKC. REGISTERED
dows. Can be bought
Lcicated
on Quail Creek'
home
shaded
on
lot.
tree
BEAGLES. Puppiesand
worth the money. Call
Drive ,in Gatesborough.
Located *onl) 5 miles
hunting stock. Shots and
Wilson Ins. & Real
Three bedrooms, 2
northwest-- of Murray,
wormed..
AKC
Estate 731=3anytime.
baths,'Dirge den with
this
home has central
registered Dalmation,
wood burning fireplace,
heat and air, central BEAUTIFUL
10 month old female.
COUNTRY
living
room dining area.
vacuum system, inReasonable prices. Call
ESTATE-A charming
Kitchen with all builttercofn, large family
492-8861 after 6 p.m.
spacious residence in a
ins. Lots of closet space
room with fireplace and
Purdom & Thruntan
parklike setting of 20%
including -walk-in. 2700
MINIATUR1Schnauzers Insurance & Real Estate
much 'more. Phone
acres. This lovely warm
act. ft. Call 753-9208 after
AKC registered. 'Salt
AOPPERUD REALTY,
Southstde Court Square
home has 4 bedrooms,
6 p.ni.
7
Call
pepper.
and
53-1222 or visit our
Murray, Kentucky
21
/
2 baths, seperate
Bumpus Mills-, -Tenconveniently located -dining room,
753-4451
study,
office at 711 Main Street. , family
neseee 613-232-5783.
BY OWNER-new' kick
room
with
We are working full time
home, with 5 acres.
Cathedral
ceiling,
to provide the best
REGISTERED American
A UNIQUE combination
Features 3 bedrooms, 2
recreation room and
Eskimo Spitz puppies.
Possible Real Estate
of residential and'
baths, 25 ft. kitchen
fireplace. Many extras
Call 554-2153, Paducah.
Service - you.
business properties.
cabinets with built-ins.
include built-in bookIdeal home offering
Wall to wall '`carpet,
case*, excellent storage
GERMAN
AKC
Early American charm
patio, central gleat
inside the home and 2
SHEPHERD puppies.
with wood beamed
KOPPERUD
pump. Centrally
outside
storage
white,-4 Can,
Solid
ceilings, large. stene_
located, 20 minutes
REALTY
buildings. IA us -show
Paducah, 554-2153. •
fireplace, - beautiful
• you ALL :the unique 'ThiclitualcAo 'Paris, Ten"Your Key To Happy
paneling and woodwork
nessee and Ky. Lake
details that make this
House Hunting"
ENGLISH SHEPHERD
throughout.
Adjacent
More acreage available.
house
such
a
value.
Call
111 Mails _ • 43-1222
puppies, registered, . buildings suitable ,for
- Call 901-247:5518:
or
come
by
105
N.
12th,
shots and wormed. All
small business such as
Boyd Majors Real
purpose dog. Four
antique' shop, DESIRABLE 31,2 ACRE
Estate, 753-8000.
months, Reduced
BY OWNER-3 large
professional offices, or
tract, located 5 miles
prices. Call 615-232-6942.
bedrooms, 114 bath,
337 N.Poplor-Benton
retail outlet. Located at
South of Murray on West
garage, large lot,fenced
corner
of
-North
5th
and
side
Excellent
of
641.
US
40. Produce
backyard, drapes,
Chestnut Streets.. Shown
homebillIcling site: or
clrpet, central air and
by appointrnent_only, so
CENTENNIAL sweet
business location.. FOr'
Heat, manyother-extras.
phone us today at
potatoes for sale. Half
REAL]Y
information call
Two miles from town off
KOPPERUD REALTY.,
mile off Highway 94 at
STINSON REALTY,,
527-1488 753-9825
121 .South. Phone 753.753-1222. We would love
Pilot Oaks. Charles
753-3744.
1
CCPE 13R60,
CA.Rf
9732 after 1 p.m. $36,000.
to show you this choice
Singleton, 3764155.
ACREAGE-40
26
acres,
property'.
46. Homes For Sale
41. Public Sales
tendable, partially
BY OWNER-2 bedroom
creek
wooded,
and
BY OWNER-3 bedroom, 2
remodeled house on 1
YARD SALE, 1 mile East 70 ACRE FARM With
beautiful
building
frontage on 2 reads, _60
bath, living room, den,
acre. Has nice rich
of Hazel on -state- linecorner
tendable acres, tobacco
kitchen and dining
garden place. -Come by'
road. Household aplot...owner
anxious to
barn, all . fenced with
roorp._ Efficiency cotat Joe Hortin, Route" 1,
pliance s- arid
sell...will considerfen'wire
barbed
new
'Cafe
at rear of id.
'
Box 119,.off of Highway
miscellaneous
items.
equity
and
take
up
cing. Phone KOPPresently renting for
E. 94._ Behind Whites
Wednesday, Thursday,
payments. Loretta Jobs '$125 month. Excellent
PERUD REALTY, 753Camper Sales.
-Friday and SeturdayX
Realtor, 753-1492. - 1,7-27.
Estate
condition.- $35,500. 1803
Real
• to 5 .p.m,
'lleadquaeters in
College-Fapm
--JUST LISTED- Duplex'
r•
Calloway County.
CARPORT SALE (in
Each side has 2
BY OWNER-3 bedroom LAY AWAY t Yamaha
basement if cold):
bedrooms, living room,
P-E-A LTO R
motorcycle now at Town
frame home, 318 N. 7th.
Friday, 7-5. Saturday 7completely equipped
Call 753-0170 before 5
and Country Yamaha,
12. Highway 121 South
eat-in kitchen, storm
Murray, Ky. 753-8078.
p.m.
Meadow Green Acres.
doors and windows,
Toys, T.V. 9 a 12 gold
drapes, carport ...
rug, big -men's clothes,
Excellent investment.
South 12th at Sycamore
furniture, dishes, lots
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
TELEPHONE 753,1861
more.
_
753-1492.
SALE:
BY OWNER L- good land,
MOVING
HOUSE AND 50 ACRES
Humidifiers, com20 acres or more.
for sale. Two miles East
mercial size fire' exBeautiful home site.
of Almo on Higkway 464.
tinguisher, antique
Near Ken Lake. Call 474Call 753.281to
table, collector records,
2230.
beauty shoe equipment,
NEAR THE UNIVER- ENJOY PRIVACY-5 mi.
_ plants, sloci other items,
SITY - The price is right
N.W. of Murray, 3
and clothes. No junk.
and so is the location, bedroom frame home in
Wednesday, Thursday,
close to the university on
top condition, has own
Friday and. Saturday.
quiet
residential street.
well, wall to wall car410 South 10th St.
Four bedrooms and 2
pets. Bonus, 2 + acres.
-ins.
Real
YARD SALE'Saturday 9-' baths • with lots of-living
area. Fenced backyard
Estate 753-3263 anytime.
6. 804 N. 17th. In case of
and living room with
rain postponed to Friday
fireplace are some of the
28.
extra features. Priced in
Waldrop Realty
the
20's, Phone KOPYARD..SALE-Saturday,
In Business
PERUD
REALTY,
753/
1
2mile South of Hazel on
1956;
Since
1222,
by
or,
our
come
641. 'GI& stove, metal
conveniently located
753-5646
chair and table. Other
affire at 711 Main Street
items. No sale before 9'
a.m. or if it rains.

LAY AWAY a helmet or
SALE 38 MONTH car
any other motorcycle
battery. $24.99. Willard
accessory. Now at Town
Brand. Wallin Hardand country Yer°414, ,.
ware, Paris.
Murray, Ky.- 7534078.
48. Automotive Service

SALEIIII,filter, $1.49, air
filter, $IAM to tit most •
American or import
cars. Wallin Hardware,
Paris. Z.
•

TIRE SALE: Truck load,
4 ply polyester white
wall premium grade. 1232 tread depth, 7 rib
guaranteed
against _ 44 Used Cars & Trucks
defective,Material,
1971 TORINO GT. power
workman-9Np and road
hazard. A78x13" $16.06
steering, air, 2 door
+41.74 FET;- -C78:13"
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
$18.91 + $1.94 FET;
E78x14" + $2.30 FET;
F78x14" $21.15 + $2.44
FET; "G78x-14- 'or' 15"
1971 Cadillac Con$22.38 + $2.60 FET;
vertible, white with rod
H78x15" 824.23 + $2.85
Wirier. Mint condition.
FET; L78x15" $26.76 +
Call 753-5669.
$3.13 FET. Wallin
Hardware, Paris..

QUALITY

SMALL ACREAGE
1
2 batha is jutThis &bedroom brick home with 1/
/
2 acre lot, well inwaiting for you. It is on a 11
sulated has outside stowage and a good wellI.ohms opprodotod

IMISWITS IIIALTT

I53-2417
153-4910 Ama
1S3-11141
753414 lite Sod
414.2111,
15343/6 Pd Anedmeg
Pity Fell
434-5650
kr, Roberts
P1wal 753-1651
SI.
121k
Soo&
412
tea Kai*

-Sight,
• tilealthlair...
• it

October 21 & 22,1977
Special Education Building
Murray State University

Testing For:

We Bring
People Home
Call us about this 3 bedroom home built in 1974.
Priced in Mid 30's. House is located on large lot.

Waldrop
Real Estate
753-5646
Pete Waldrop 753.7249
N. T. Waldrop, broker

in Business Since

1956

*Auction Sale*
Saturday, October 22 at 1:30 p.m. rain or
shine at the Marvin Jones home at
Crossland. From Hazel turn West on 893 to
sole.
elec. range, refrigerator, freezer,
vacuum cleaner, Singer Cabinet sewing
machine, bedroom suit, coffee and end tables,
elec. heater, aluminum step and 16 ft:extension
ladder, 4 HP rototiller, trim and riding lawn
mowers, wheel barrow, chain saw, coal,-fire
screen, vinyl hidabed couch, console TV, pots,.,
pans, dishes.
ANTIQUES: perfect cider mill, wash kettle,
churns and crocks, 2 glass-door pie safes,
kerosene lamp, round oak table, 6 oak chairs.
corner Cupboard, chifferobe, walnut bed, old
dresser, quilts, library table, cotton cards,
shadow box frame, kerosene stove. In addition
the cleanest '69 Ford pickup in town with only
41,000 actualmiles.
A two-bedroom house and over 1 abre lot with
several out buildings will be offered for sale by
' the family. Not responsible for aecidents.
detailed announcements day of sale.
Will offer

James E. Travis
Auctioneer No. 278
For all your auction needs and information call
Tartikihoemaker 436-5327
Bob (Frosty) Miller 492-8594 ,
•
-;

THREE PARTY YARD
SALE, Saturday 8-5:30.
1400 Johnson Blvd.
GARAGE
SAL,
Saturday 7:30-2:00. 1707
Johnson (off Doran
Rd.), ladies and boys
clothing, firescreens,
toys,
books,
miscellaneous.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday,North 641 past
Almo Heights. Dishes,
fish
quilt
tops,
aquarium, play pen, all
types of clothes, blender
miscellaneous
and
items.
CARPORT SALE,
Saturday off 94 on
Pottertown Road. /
1
2
mile from Don and
Donnas Grocery.

*AUCTION SALE*
Saturday, October 22nd, 10 a.m. at the
Crafts Unlinifeel Shop. Olympic Plaza Shopping Center, Murray, Ky. On 641 North
across from stadium.
Complete dispersal sale of general crafts supply,
such as florist supplies, plaster craft, needle
craft, lamps, chairs, macrame hangers,
dehumidifier; donor-ceramics, plaster craft-.
Pain$0,, thousands of items unlisted. Display
racks, counters, shelves, peg boards and pegs,
Duncan Phyfe table, antique bar, bottle collection, other antique items. Laces and trimmings.
This all new quick turn over merchandise. Come
do your Christmas shopping with us at your own
price. For information call

Chester and Miller
Auction Service435-4128 or 435-4144, Lynn Grove

43. Real Estate
1

John C.
Neubauer
Realtor

List Your Property With Us
7534101
SOS Mule St.

Information On:
Self-Check For Breast Cancer
Hearing Aids
Blood Bank Donor Program

Become A Blood Donor - Give To:
Voluntary Blood Donor Drive
•
(Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood Bank)

Pre-School Screening Of 3,4 and 5 year olds for:
(Saturday Only 9:00 a.m.-12 noon)

••••

General Development
Vision
Color Vision

MOVING
SALE:
Humidifiers, commercial size fire extinguisher, antique
table, collector records, V
beauty shop equipment,
plant, also other items,
and clothes. No junk.
Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday.
410 South 12th St.
CLOTHES RUMMAGE
Sale,
Wednesday
through Wednesday. Off
Highway 94 East, behind
Whites Camper Sales.
Look for

Hearing
Vision
Blood Pressure

Friday, October 21 9:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
Saturday, October 22 9:00 a.m.-12 Noon.
LAKE COTTAGE
On 2 lots at Lakeway Shores, Nice 2 bedroom
frame cottage with carport, den. carpet.iretty
water view. lot. You won't believe the prial. Just
$12,500.

Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street
Phone 753.7724'
Member of Multiple listings
Guy Spam, 753-2517
Louise Baker, 753-2409
Jock Pertsall, 753-3961
Prentice Dena, 753-5725
- •
Cole 7534177 "

Special Education Building
MSU Campus
All Services Free - No Charge
For Transportation Call 762-2854
Sponsored
By

Murray Lions Club
4

and

Department of Special Education
_
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49 User.' Lars &

3PIE 310-

49. Used Cars & Trucks

FOR RENT - New 1972 DODGE Polara.
Four door. Good coneconomy car, full-size
dition. Call 753-4865 after
auto, pickup or 12
passenger van. Murray - 6 p.m.
Leasing, -Tife-i • 753-1372.
1974 BLAZER, 4 wheel
1974 'CORVETTE, new
drive AM,FM stereo,
automatic, goodyear
paint, tires, side pipes,
'tracker tires, power
pearl red with red interior, 350 4 speed, a tilt
steering and power
brakes. Call Steve
telescopic wheel, AMFM
Kickert, 474-2211.
tape,
any
reasonable offer con1965 DODGE DART Slant
stdefed. Alio , 1958
6 automatic. $200.00.
Corvette 327-375
Call 3546217.
automatic, needs-paint-.
- Call 354-6206..
-1976 GRAND PRIX, low
-100gD VAN,- 6-"" 'mileage, one Owner. Tilt
--cyibiterystraighe shift:- Wheel, landan-top,
excellent buy. Call 753:Good tires, good con4331.
dition. Call 753-8124.

49. Used Cars & Trucks
1970 DODGE Cha eager,
$1000. Call 753-0464.

••

Si. Services Offered
RAVIN
TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done9
Then call 753-6614.

1970 FORD EXPLORER
pick-up. 302 automatic,
in good condition. $950.
Call 354-6217.

51 Serv:ces Offered

51 Services Offered

TREES TRIMMED and
cut. Call 753-4707.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Ca117537203.

51 Services Offered

RENT RINSENVAC

PROFESSIONAL carpet
Pie ether -4•44.tesishdir
and furniture cleaning.
method dens empets as...
Servicemaster
offers
[ismsteam or dry foam
3d pound portable powermethod.
Servicemaster
house does all the work
1975 MONTE CARL,0
has been cleaning the
Landau with extras,
EIRECTLVILY
cleans. Tian.ligTOMISO
- finest homes for over 30 NURSES AID Will take
good Condition. Call 753out deep down dirt andcare of elderly person or
Number
1
and
are
years,
6215 or 753-8329.
BACKHOE
grime in a single sweep
GENERAL
persons. Mondayprofessional"in
the
work, gravel hauling
KONORAICALLYFriday.. Call 7534198.
cleaning Wainesstoday.
LET A NEW CAR broker
clematis,way
and top soil. Call -Jon
professionals do-at
Call Servicemaster, 753show you an easy way to "1
Beard, 436-2306.
a traction of the cost
FOR YOUR septic tank
0259 today.
buy ,..and save...on yotu:i
(YOU SAVE UP TO
and backhoe
wad PER ROONEY
next new car. Free
WIRING
ELECTRIC
needs. Also septic
BLOWN
in
INSULATION
information call 437home and Industrial:aircleaning. Call
by Sears save on these
4205, 354-8712. Box 129,
conditioning, add
Lane. Phone 753-8889 or
cooling
heat
and
high
Hardin, Ky.
refrigeration, heating.
436-2586 or 436-5348.
bills. Call Doug Taylor
Call 474-8841.
at 753-2310 for free
HUNTERS-1971 Chevy 4
PAINTING, INTER/OR,
estimates.
LICENSED ELECx
4,
excellent
•1071 bo
..,c.S,Pd•C
exterior. Also dry wall
Rent for only $I 1.00•limy
1963 VOLKSWAGEN,
TRICLUV_prompt
meCtianically. Call 767- '2°
FENCE SALES at Sears
finishing. 10 years exBel-Air Decor Store
$1350. 1813 Wiswell Rd.,
NO
servici.
3325
after
8
P.m.
IMO A.. Cooler 1 S3 3642
11109 EL CAood
MINO, g
now. Call Doug Taylor
perience. Call 436-2563,
.11-4E
"TAX ON - too smalL
PROPOSED
Murray. Call 753-9964.
Eraest
condition. Call 7534124.
free
for
_M1-2310
:at
Ralph
Worley.
ass CHEVY pickiipjUSINESSMWS LUNCHIVE-BEEN White.-7634605.-54. Free Column
estimates for your
1992, M.G: Midget conWrecked..-Can le semi AT1NG AT AW PESK. NOW- rVE GOT
FREE
KITTENS White needs.
vertible. Best offer. Call
110 N.-10th after PAILAORE BUSNESS'THAW 1 CANI NAV4PLE. 17°UNGBLOOD'S
and gray, long hair, .FOR SALE OR TRADE,
, •
753-8200.
Call
753-40Th:
•
Best
offer.
ROOFING.
Conunerciat -ACE RI black top paving
1957 Chevrolet, 2 door,
housebroken. Call 436Chain Saw
49. Used Cars & Trucks
and residential. Ge_nerat
coating.
Free
and
seal'
50.
Campers
hardtop, 327 motor, 3 1973
CHEVROLET
And
1970 FIREBIRD Esprit 1975
carpentry. 10 years
estimates.'Call 436-2573.
speed transmission.
VEGA
pickup Cheyene Super
radio,
350.
floor.
759-1524
Automatic
in
experience.
Call
Lawnmower
CAMPER
WHITES
FREE PUPPIES -half
Mag. Call 489-2434 after
automatic, 30,000 miles,
10. Long wheel base,
after 5 p.m.
Factory tape, good
authorized
SALES
GUTTERING BY Sears,
left on engine warranty,
6 p.m.
Sales apd Service,
beagle and ,Rat terrier. ,1
,Power steering and' condition. $1495. call
Skarcraft dealer or betkh compET.cant.'Sella .cootinous gutters'.
_
--Phone 75345510.
__pod Mileage, Ca Steve
brakes,
. air „and tilt
753-4174.
treed_ trailers and fad •
installed per your
11-71.' -FORD
VAN,___--wheel- Red-with -blackKirkert 474-2211.
one room at
Eastsido Small
downs. 1978 models r Steam-clean
specifications.
Call
automatic, power
FgEE - wood shavings,
interior. Radial tires.
ft. and we
cents
per
sq.
8
1968
OLDS
CUTLASS
service
We
arriving.
Doug
Taylor
at
753-2310
AEigia• Repoli
,
-1V$--FOUR
steering, white and blue.
WHEEL
great for barns. W.M. •
TranSMisliOn_ netds
will -Oletan-the; hallway
Supreme. Call 753-720---what we sell. Good
for-free estimates:
dal-4'450. Call 759$1750. Call 753-8374 after
Avery Lumber Co.
work. Call 354-6206 after
Mghwey 94[est
10'
x
4x10.
A
free,
limit
used
of
selection
1130.
743441111
6 p.m.
4 p. m.
Pti
a ryear, Tenn. 901-247_
10' room would only be St
1968 PONTIAC Le Mans,
campers. Bank finan3761.
753-1335.
$8.00.
Call
motor in good shape.
1976 INTERNATIONAL
1973 BUICK REGAL, all
1974 CAPRICE Classic
cing available. Located
Great work car. $350.
Scout, economy 4
power and air. Extra
black on black one
4 miles East of Murray DO YOU NEED stumps
cylinder, many extras,
Must sell. Call after 5 .
clean. $2,250.00 Must
owner, excellent conon Highway 94 F.at
removed.from your yard
753-0458.
excellent • condition.
sell. Call 753-4358.
dition.. $3,250. Call 753Call 753-4606.
or land Cleared of
759-1447.
QUALITY SERVICE
$4900. Call
6648.
,vvitopo,WP can retRove
'196rFORD FAIERLANC.--POR:fall-1974 Vegat3T:
-Company Inc. Air conup
Minns
1970
CHEVROLET tk 1968 Plymouth. Call 753--- Four- -speed, 31,000 7WESTFXN KY. TRAVEL
1971 MONTE CARLO 350
TRAILERS -,complete Thiteadi ground: Leaves - dition sales and JterAutomatic. Burnt
pickup, 6 cylinder,
0190, McClure; Garage,-.......miles One owner, very
vice. Modern sheet
cub,sawdust and chips.
sales,- gild service
401 S. 5th.
Orange with black vinyl
straight Shift, Short wide
metal- department.
4--------cTeati,"-thartinteed.111195:Call for f,ree
department at 1-24 and
- 7bed. 2850. 1973-Plymouth
top. Factory' wheels,.
1803
Collegc_
Farm Rd-.1...a4urWitteltart,
radio,Ks...can._ _Sten Alta
ea,
_
Route
AM-FM tape deck and - 'wagon, good condition,
President. Phone 753"UMW TR
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
522-8507.
good tires, power and
tilt wheel, 54,000 actual
473 LTD 4 door, beige.
9290.
The Way You Dreamed
TIME
FENDERS
BIG
air. $1195. Call 489miles. $1500.00. Call 354FOR BACKHOE and
;1500. Call 753-7595.
It Could Be!
A 1977 Monte Carlo
2595.
6217.
bulldozin needs• ,Call INSULATION SAVES
TWO SELF,. CONTAINED
after--fl'p.m.
•
437-4533
or
Wish
for a lilestyleas calm as an autumn
London, only 7 mondreamer!
Be A
1966 CHRYSLER
campers, lit camper fits
$$$. Attics and walls
pickup truck, 8' long, has
sunset-This lovely home is located in the county for that
3544161 or 35441138.
ths old, perfect conNewport, 2 door hardblown. Free estimates:
stove, refrigerator, portapeace and,privacy you want. Four bedrooms, 4% baths,
top. $200. Call 753-8649.
potty, deeps 4. 1972 model.
Call 75143316.
dition, beautiful
full basement,:6 acres...The living is easy going...in a home
W I IT-L
H
U L
8651 and camper 20' Layton,
One used 941 Cat track loader, power
that goes all the way to luxury.
TV., air condition, stove, full
light blue finish
1973 AmvEnieji
t _v
DRIVEWAY gravel or
Oath room ,
eteetrtc
TWEES-IiIMMED-and
shift trans.. 1.!yi yard bucket-with teeth:
d
rative
rock
or
stock
ref
•
-rigerator;
built-in-heater.
•With (1, whits -1,
16n$2,100 Cal-rdays 751-4153p.
e lIe. call. 753-67' ,Ctik.--ti‘785:47131.
One used TD-25 C IHC Crawler Tract,O= due" top. MI- door,
nights 753-80IWT
mechanical-2M;-WillRoger H640,753-4545.
power shift-trans. 26" tsacks,
terized including -newWET BASEMENT? We.
power, air,
blade and hydraulic tilt. One
make wet bailments -_CUSTOM
tape, roily
inclw tires- 18 t°25 MPG-- 51. Services Ofterea
111495. Call 436-5548.
model 110-11 Michigan elevating scraper
dry,.work completely
UPHOLSTERY. Free
wheel .
List
1200sycamore
- MOBILE HOME ANor
guaranteed.
vith 4-55 GMC Diesel Engine. One model
estimate. Call 9544953.
Now onlY
.
800.00
With
$6
CHORS
underpinning
write
Morgan
Coni.TD-860 elevating,scraper with 6-71 GMC
S5,500.00.
Call- "-eamperi - sleeps 4,- air - patio awnings and roofs ELECTRICAL WIRING - &ruction Co., Boute-t
After Hours
__engine,_power shttrsn'smikoinn
honle Or induStrfarCall
Box 409A. Paducah,K.
753-2414 or after 51r: conditioned-. 39,-000- sealed, white or silver.
Bill Pa ),ne-7534794
Loretta Jobs-753-6079
Call after 7PM 901-479-2517.
--SALLIauk-Glotter,453.-.. C.111-rie&ccuuksey-atter-A--- 42001.
Helen Silt1tn-753-8579
Brenda Loftes-T0408
p.m. call 759-1518.
miles5-30 Call 753-7-19tafter-- 1873after 5 or weekends
p.m.436-5896
night 442-70
GENERAL HOME
remodeling, -1r-tuning,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1454-8951
or 1-382-41195

I,

A
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FOR SALE

-1-971 FORD PICKUP

TOMORROW'S MIME

ODAY'S

Pictured below are some of Murray's finest homes listed for sale on the current Real Estate Market Our sales representatives are available on a full-time basis
(at your convenience)to show you any of these featured homes and any other home listed through the Murray Multiple Listing Service. We look fonvard-to serving you.
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-
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PRICED REDUCED $2,500

HOUSE AND 4 ACRES

NEW LISTING

home located 4 miles
Neat 2 story home on corner lot. Three bedroom, Just listed this executive
Elementary
Southwest
'hear
Murray
West
of
2 baths with lots of extras including fireplace
1
2 baths,
bedrooms, 2/
with gas starter, backyard fenced with wooden School. Home features 4
formal dining room,
fireplace,
?nom
with
family
Robertson
inside
and
out.
newly
painted
fence,
fenced backyard, outside storage building and
school district. 40's,immediate possession.
much, much More. This Is one of the float
&ides we have listed this year. Phoneus today
At Kopperod Realty
for an appointment to see this exceptional home.
"Ow Time Is Tour tme Anytime"

Move into this lovely home only four miles from
Murray. Enjoy the benefits of country living in,
this nicely decorated, 3 bedroom, 2 bath home.
There is _a sunken living room, formal dining
area, eat-in kitchen with all gold appliances.
Brick otitaide storage building and electric
garage door. Large lot.

HARVEST HAPPY MEMORIES
In this beautiful like new 3 bedroom,2 bath home
in exclusive neighborhood. Home is extremely
attractive and tastefully decorated and we would
love to show it to you. Priced reduced to
48,500.00.
At Kopperud Realty, we are working hard to
provide the best possible service-te you.

•

OVERLOOKING COUNTRY CLUB

Rare opportunity to own psoperty overlooking
the lovely manicured Murray Country Club golf
course. Three bedroom brick home, large stock
barn and 1612 beautiful acres with over 2,300
feet of fairway frontage. Excellent development
potential or an exclusive country estate for the
discrintiniating property buyer. This is trill); an
unusual offering. Don't miss this - phone us
today.

VT

'1 11
Irrerowirnelnr"rw"."""

JUST FAR ENOUGH AWAY
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
Three bedroom brick charmer on beautiful
wooded lot near the university. Owners being
transferred and want a cruick sale. Home has
economic gas heating, fireplace in living room,
fenced backyard and much more. Priced to sell
fast. 20's

WIFE PLEASER
Four bedroom, 2 bath home on tree shaded lot 5
miles northwest of Murray city limits. Central
heat and air, central vacuum system, intercom,
large family room with fireplace and features
too numerous to mention. Price just reduced to
$45,000 and owner wants offer. Phone for more
information.

Brick 3 Bedroom home located only 1 mile from
AUTUMN BRIGHT
Murray (Sty Limits on large One plus acre lot.
sparkles inside and init.:Lots of
listing
Concrete block workshop and'extra outside This new
with this 4 bedroom,2 bath
money
for
the
house
storage building, nice garden area,lots of trees,
minutes from Murray
lot,
only
large
on
home
shrubs and flowers. A pretty picture for pleasant City limits. Beautiful yard with fenced area for.
living. Priced in the low 30's. Owner wants offer. horses Priced in the 30's

Everything We Touch Turns To SOLD!

Ph. 753-1222
(24 Hour Phone)
711 Main
White House Building

(14

KOPPERUD
REALTY

HAPPY FAMILY LIVING
19 this:hew four be5lroorn home
design and ideal location near schoolsten quiet
street. Central heat and air and an economic price make this home an excellent choice on
today's market. Priced in the 30's. Phone us
today for an appointment. Owners will consider
renting or lease/option.
-

Eyenings Call:
REALTOR

George Gallagher... 753-8129
Harry Patterson . •.492-8302
753-7932
Geri Andersen
.Bill Kopperud •.• . 753-1222
'01

•
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Hijacker Forces Jet To Fly
To Kansas City, Then Atlanta
ATLANTA(AP)-A-"very
calm, very _ cool" gunman
seeking $3 million and
freedom for a jailed friend
hijacked a- Frontier Airlines
jetliner carrying33 persons at
a Nebraska airport today. He
forced the plane to fly to
Kansas City, released about

half his hostages and then flew
on to Atlanta where the friend
had been held, authorities
said.
The Boeing 737 made a
normal landing at 12:04 p.m.
EDT, several hundred yards-

22$ front-of the

main terminal
at Hartsfield Airport. It sat at
the end of a cleared runway,
-then moved off slowly and was
expected to go into a freight
terminal where the FBI,
Aviation
Federal
-AdnInisfiation and security
officer had set up a command

AdMinistration in Atlanta said
the plane was slightly late
getting to Atlanta because of
miner
pressurization
problems which forced it to fly
at a slower speed and lower
altitude than normal.

4

The FBI in Kansas City said
the hijacker, identified as
Thomas Hannan, 29, of Grand
- FBI spokesthan
Bill Isfat)d, Neb., demanded $3
Prices of stocks of local interest at
Williams
said that while- the million, two parachutes, two
noon today furnished to the Ledger
- - Times by T. M. Simoo Co. of Murray are plane was on ti=d In
_ machine guns, two pistols and
- asfenows:
—
-ansssCitythi
;
1Thuthe release -froth- an Atlanta
Heublein inc.
carried a sawed-off shotgun, jail of his partner in an alleged
McDonald,Corp.
Ponderosa Systems
1341, +4 released
unharmed 18 robbery last month at a bank
39% unc
Kimberly Clark
41k., At passengers - eight women, formerly headed by resigned
childfen -and two- meh:_- -eiarkelciffeetor Bert Lance,
vs.unc
Texaco
A. He kept 15 hostages - two_
ec
Genera
The funeral for James Lee GAF C,orp
9's As male
crewmen,
two
The FAA said theplane took
-26% .±3k
--fr
raise-Jormerb, of_marrar--ie_
4,yi,-stewardesses- - and II -male off from Kansas Cify-XisTeWf
Priter
_
'
6* passengers, Williams said.
being held today at two p..m. Jim Walters _
_
EDT on the
17,4 unc
e,
rsc-h
at the chapel of the McEvoy- igm
34%
_4, The 'Federal Aviation trip to Atlanta;
3% -I
Funeral Home; Paris, Tte., • Franklin mint
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
with burial to follow in - the
todaY, fun!ilshrd t.? the Ledger & flillcrest Cemetery _there.Wiles by First or wrietvw.
Attlint.k an oftlc tal
_= - _
or-_
Mr. Craw `'age 62, 'died- MWtray,are_aS MOWS:
Bullock passes on
(Continued From Pagell-110*
-0410-wl-EDGE Benluckrecivarintefttof-fishand-Wifdlffe, explainswith
Tuesday at his h01110,__2516 hutus._As
-2.43
. knowledge about bows and arrows to a group of studenthe
finer
workings
of
a
ehotgun
to
a
group
of
students
in
Woodberry Drive, _Nashville, Airco
Homecoming parade-.
he can be•
- Is in Stan Outland's health class at Calloway County High.
30 -% thi$
, , „ ,.., . , sem more
-Stan Oudanch healffedass at f.alloway Comity High. Tire
Tn. He was the son of the late Air product,
Saturday morning.
•24% unc clearly,- Gonzales said.
Bullock-is an officer. with Kentucky Department of Fish
students are involved in-a threeweek-mini-course-in bun-3% At
American Motors
Hardin M. Crass_ and Sophia - -Ashland
-11
lie_Alit.„91_141e. _fain_10101:1
.•
•
--•
Ott-.< . . . - ,----..--... , .-30% +14 . iersafety,lbetled
amtfarmisfetr-t
ais
Pace CF59t. +14 "Screaming Eagles" jump as Airborne Division anc11---Ft.
AT.& T.
Ford
Motor
Co
wife,
Sport
his
Campbell
include
Parachute
Survivors
part of the Homecoming
47% imc Gen. Dynamics
Mrs. Nelle Moody Crass, Gen. Motors
4 activities originated at an Club, the jump squadron was
.
69% +,
4
Gen. llre- - native rd. Paris, Te.,- one -Goodrich
meeting' In - formed in .1958. Skydiving
224b
19 --%
-% Alumni Council
daughter, Mrs. John (Selwyn) Gulf Oil v -v. September, according to teems from the club have
Lashlee; son-fn-law, John IBM
256% +% Mancil Vinson, director of traveled more than 300,000
Pennwalt
32
miles in 42 states and mad %
22% unc .alumni Oaks..
Las4lee, .andoleree . grand- Quaker Pat3
children, Carman, San), and Tappan
Members of the:. jump 23,000 jumps with only 34
7%181c
Western Union
13% -216
Bart Lashlee;all of Nashville, Zenith Radio
13% +% squadron will also ride in the Injuries and no fatalities.
l'n.; five sisters, Mrs. W. H.
Parrish, Miss Marjorie Crass,
High school health classes
have come a long way since
Mrs. James D. Clopton, and
the days of identifying the food
Mrs. Henry Fulton, all of
groups, learnitig- -about- perMurray, and- -Mrs. ?red
sonal hygieneand memorizing
Schultz of Frankfort; three
-rdects,•-MrAlermiktrkthe-bonete-of- the
Today they're coed. And at
Stacey Fulton, and Mrs. Craig
Calloway County High, Stan
Parker, all of Murray; two
1,
State
Murray
a
former
Management-at
-or
-Outland
who doubles as health
Nephews, Gregory Parsisbcommissioner
Mead
Dr, JiiluN. Mee, the
eased
4.01
vt
of
.
University
on
Thursday
R.Jichorage,' Alaska, and JOhnson
revenue in Indiana and--- instructor and football c°ach,
-Professor'
.fatristopitet-.-avoningi $91%
Matiagement at
.
.‘-certified psychologist in that - and his-charges ara-SPending
fits lecture, entitled state. He. has served as a about three weeks In a
Lexington.
University, will -deliver a
Distinguished Lecture in "Shadows of Coming Events distinguished lectiirer at New rigorous coursein hunt& field
Now Shaping Business," will York University, -UCLA, safety, weaponry and first aid.
follow a buffet dinner to begin Boston University, the - "It's a three week 'course
at 6:30 p.m. in the downstairs University of Georgia, and we're in our second week
banquet room of the Student Mississippi State University, now," Outland said during a
Center on
George State University, and class Wednesday."It'll extend
noway, chair- Central Michigan University. -through next week and
Di. _Rea...GA-qunP"-*
_
ev erypne
Asectiasaryauth Rally will man of:- U. sponsoring _Ass...a crin_c_Lnits..sii_Aw4lat_
_hatiew.at
/omen Auditorium, Department o Management _served_ the. Office cif the • particiiffiting7 in
firiPg
Brent Atkins of 1666 CallawayAvenue, Murray, died Wed- Murray State University, on at Murray State, said area President.0thelinited States, firearms, shooting bows."
people, as well as' the Internal Revenue Service,
Brian Bullock, a local
at the Frilkay, Oetober.21,-at 7:30g. business
nesdatat 12150 t,
'
v.
. -tutiversity-facalty and staff, -the-Perd-lerrundwettm7-ther.Department of--Flab and --SUN-TIPS Suflott,Wilinftickit Deplamentorlith and Witdrie officer,
Murray-Calloway. County in. with im-w.
Wildlife officer, is conducting
to attend the $4.50 Indiana Private School ael5tan Outland, a teacher at Calloway County.High,explain the parts of shotguns to
of the are invited
„Hospital. Hs-was-66 years of Russell, pastor
and the lecture.
Lighthouse mission Chuck a plate
Commission, an-cl the seminar: arong with' a group.of students in a health class at the school. Students this week are in the midst
Dinner reservations shonkt_ • several large_ companies - -Outland. Ai;
. ofamen-course in_hurner safety,fir.si Aid and farm safety.
speaker.
was
a
-nun*
-- The -Murray
Madisonville, as
'tie made er Monday, Oct.
"Ouriiiain foal ilipet the
- Texaco, Fru:done Tire Ind
Gueit Singers and Singing
retired bus driver having been
staireetwes by teivelAtfitley
students certified
hunter
with-, Dr. Rex Galloway,
eiC„._ Ray Biz Groups from throughout -Gbairmina, Department of.- Rubber, Goodyear Tire and
Ihy
employgat
State
Rubber,Mobil OH.Prudential, - 1/4107._Tba--stlidantaitasa..
Vegan -KenTiereiggi-fie-7itt
Liners have the hunter safety course
Mans
Menagement, Murray State and Caterpillar Tractor.
the_ vailvi
hicity- Stages here-in -Murray:- Rev. ma
. University, Murray, Ky.,
'
nuerrins;;;;, pasta
A recipient of the Frederick to hunt in--b13C,"' Outlind
He was a member of the First
42071, (5IYk762-21P34.
Taylor Key Awe,_Mee is explained.
•Yl•
Federal-State Market News-Service-He.%
Baptist Chureh,---Dever„ -Tee --of the- •United- -Pentecostal-- - -Wee,--Who forinerly served
e
-a
former
president of The --I:Yu-ring-the "practietober 20,1977
Church,
310
Two pictures of rings were incorrect in the WedIrvan
Street,
as
dean of the Division of
Born March 17, 1911, in
set
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Outland
said
he
expects
to
Academy of Management, the
nesday's
ad for
Calloway County, he was the Murray.
General and Technical Studies Council of Professional up a number of "stations" to teeiCemiltisn-cltldesgu
Act.
Er
Eat.
_ 700
rrows &
All age groups are welcome
son of the late Richard Atkins
and as chairman of the - Education for Business, and give students a sampling of Gilts .25-.50 lower SOWS steady -. .50
MICHELSON'S
:
higher
and Celia Mary Erwin Atkins. to attend, Rev. Tharp said.
Department of Management Beta Gamma Sigma. He is various types of firearms and US
They were the Ladies -Horseshoer and the Gents
1-2 200-230 lbs
141.50-42.00
Mr.Atkins is survived by his
US 1-3 200-240 lbs
- at Indiana University, will also a Phi Beta Kappa bows.
$41.25-41.50
Splitoire
Also the Gents Solitaire should hove
wife, Mrs. Euple Colson
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.
$40.50-41.25
,
also speak to classes and Associate and president of the
"You'd be surprised at the 1,5
read
3-4 NO-230 lbs.
---- ...
Murray..--theee sons,
_ • tattiness clubs during his two Richard-D. Irwin Found-stain: number of students Who have - Sows
Ricky
GENTS
SOLITAIRE
ferry, Bobby, and
1-2 270-350 lbs
.... $34.00-35.00
NOW $269.00
days on the campus Nov 10He is the - author of never handled a firearm," US
US 1-3 300-4501bs.
.. $33.00-34.00
We are sorry for any inconvenience this error may
Stkins, all of Murray; three
Outland said.
11.
US 1-3 450-650 lbs
$35.00-36.50
"Management
Thought
in
a
daughters, Mrs. Albert
have caused
13200-33.00
Murray State's chapter of Dynagilc Economy" and
Other topics slated for the US 2-3 300-500 lbs
Jeenl,W_oggailLiert
The
East .....CalltadfY the-13-eTit- Gamma Sigma - "Cases lir-Personnel • and-- three -week-course arAnmter ....11oars 24 00:26.00Bragg, N. C., Mrs. Wayne Elementary School will have national honorary scholastic Industrial Relations." He has safety, first aid and a smat-_,
(Nancy) Herndon, Lexington, Its fall festival on Friday, fraternity for business also written numerous
articles tering of farm safety.
end , Mrs. Danny (Nita) October 21, atethe school with students worked with the ,for professional publications:
Outland said as many as 150
gagiloway, Murray; fire a chili supper to be served in Department of Management
students will have taken the
brothers, Rufus (Daddy) the school cafeteria starting at in making arrangements for
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